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ABSTRACT 

A cursory reading of the poetry of Arthur Rimbaud 

brings about an immediate awareness that classical allu

sion and myth were of significant interest to the poet. 

Biographical data indicates that Rimbaud not only excelled 

in the study of the Latin language and literature, but ex

hibited enthusiasm for the subjects. Closer scrutiny of 

Rimbaudls life and works reveals the emergence of patterns 

evident in the poetry of Vergil, especially his Aeneid. 

I have endeavored to locate and define thematic areas that 

may correlate the works of both poets, thereby indicating 

the presence of an epic motif structure within the body of 

Rimbaud1s poetry that resembles, in several respects, mo

tifs discovered within the Aeneid. My study has explored 

five major areas in which similarities occur: the signif

icance of heritage, the function of journey as theme, the 

concept of descent into an Underworld, the quest for a 

city and the quest for e bride. Both poets depict man 

facing the challen~e of pursuing lofty ideals in the actual 

world. Rimbaud1s work suggests thet the basic goals of 

Aeneas are still those of modern man. 

Hhile it is not my intention to offer proof of 

l1terary influence, it is hoped that demonstration of a 

ix 



parallel motif structure may invite a spirit of inquiry 

regarding the significance of the occurring similprities, 

especially, with respect to the importance of the Aeneas 

myth in the modern world. 

x 



CHAPTER 1 

ORIENTATION TOWARD EPIC QUEST 

Introduction 

In undertaking to present areas of thematic simi-

lerity that may be found ~ithin the work of Vergil and 

Rimbaud, I begin by offering Vergil's o~n words, for in 

speaking of the experience of his hero, he describes a 

pattern that may also be seen to emerge from the poems of 

Rimbaud. Let us, then, briefly consider the matter of the 

Aeneid, as Vergil presents it. 

Arma uirumque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris 
Iteliam fato profugus Lauiniaque uenit 
litora, multum ille et terris 1actatus et alto 
ui superum, saeuae memorem Iunonis ob iram, . 
mul ta quoque et bello passus, dum CC1 .. dare t urbem 
inferretque deos Latio; genus unde Latinum 
Albanique patres atque eltae moenia Romae. I 

Thus begins the great ancient poem describing the 

epic quest of Trojan Aeneas, a good end pious man, descend

ed from a lofty and noble race, now an exile, driven from 

his fallen city. Having gathered to himself family and 

comrades of similar virtue, princely Aeneas sets out upon 

I P. Vergilius Maro, P. Vergili Maronis Opera, ed. 
R. A. B. Mynors (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969)103. 

1 



2 

an adventure of faith. In striving to achieve the greet

ness to which he was called, Aeneas wages battles not only 

against opposing exterior forces, but also against oppos

ing forces at war within himself. It is an awareness of 

vocation and duty that ultimately motive.tes the Trojan 

hero amid trials and enables him to finally reach the land 

he seeks: a new land, paradoxically an ancient ancestral 

homela~d, where justice and honor are destined to prevail. 

A cursory reading of Arthur Rimbaudts poetry pro

vides sufficient evidence of the young author's familiar

ity with classical, especially Latin, literature and lit

erary technique. Repeated readings of Rimbaud bring with 

them reasonsnces of the work of P. Vergilius Msro, born 

near Man,tue nearly two thousand years earlier. Themes 

of flight, voyage, exile, suffering, and the labor (men

tioned in the opening passage of the Aeneid) of founding 

a city, are discovered also within the artistic pieces of 

Rimbaud. The works of both artists reveal a sense of vision 

and destiny. While Rimbaudts work consists of individual 

poems that may be studied separately, the existence of en 

epic ~uality apparent within the body of his work as a 

whole has been indicated by scholars such as Marie

Josephine Whitaker: 

Dans son ensemble, l'oeuvre stest pr~sent'e ~ nos 
yeux comme une1 ~pop'e ~lliptique, dont les moments 
nous sont donnes meis pes le tout, et dens laquelle 
le symbole, que nous suivons pas h pes, constitue 



le fil conducteur: une ~po~e d'ailleurs tout in
t6rieure, du genre pro pre au Symbolisme, c'est-
"-a-dire ne repportant que des faits spirituels, ne 
relatant qu'un voyage ~ l'int§rieur de soi-m~me. 
En erfet, c'est l~ dans l'interieur, qu'aboutit 
l'impulsion h~rolque de la Lettre du Voyanto 2 

3 

In similar fashion, she speaks of Rimbaud's famous "lettre" 

as a "document absurde par moments, mais ~ro'ique s'il 

en fut, ~pique m~me, coniu dans cette ambition cosmique 

qui anime les grands po~tes, et qui donne le ton a l'oeuvre 

entiere ••• ,,3 She also notes" ••• l' allure ht3ro'lque de 

poemes comme, par exemple, Marine Promontoire ou M6tro

poli tain ••• " 4 Additional remarks on the part of Whitaker 

invite exploration of possible parallels between the Aeneid 

and Rimbaud's work. One is challenged to investigate the 

nature and extent of similarities, and to speculate as to 
/ their origins: Rimbaud pense voyage, il pense odyssee: 

.... .... " le theme fait irruption a tout moment,car la preoccupation 

est constante; que lIon remarque, par exemple cette nota

tion qui ouvre Promontoire ••• Tel chant de l'En~ide, de 

Odyss~e pourait (sio)commencer'de. f~Jon'pare111eon 5 

2 Marie-Josephine Whitaker, La 
imaginaire de Rimbaud {Paris: Editions 

3 Ibid., p.13. 

4 lEid ., 

5 Ibid. , 

p.1S. 

p.14. 

Structure du monde 
A.-G. Nizet,1972)13. 



4 
In like manner, several aspects of the study done 

by Jacques Plessen in Promenade et p06sie: l'exp6rience 

de le marche et du mouvement dans l'oeuvre de R1mbaud 

stimulate a spirit of inquiry as to the possibility of 

common thematic areas. For example, Plessen examines the 
6 theme of flight ~ith respect to its frequent recurrence 

and significance. He also considers exile 7 as a theme. 

Thematically, both the Aeneid and the poetry of 

Rimbaud deal with morality. Each presents a study of love 

as manifested through justice, loyalty, patience and honor. 

Vergil, the mature man, consciously composes a patriotic 

work in which unselfish love and its virtues become an 

1nvincible force among nations. Rimbaud, the idealistic 

young man, searching within self and society for that 

invincible force of progress, bequeathes to us a work that 

reflects successes and failures of his society to love. 8 

The principle of generous love becomes a critical factor 

in the works of both men since each,in his own way, reveals 

an immense concern for mankind. 

6 / ~ Jacques Plessen, Promenade et poesie: llexperience 
de Ie marche et du m~uvement dans l'oeuvre de R1mbaua 
(La Haye, Paris: Mouton & Cie, 1967) 87-92. 

7 Ibid., p.279. 

8 Arthur R:f.mbaud, "D~lires I,'I Oeuvres completes, 
ed. Antoine Adam (Paris: Gallimard~l97~2~)~1~03~.~T~h~e-----4 
Gallimerd edition, henceforward referred to as Oeuvres, 
will be used for all further references to and ~uotatlons 
of Rimbaud1s work. 



As Descartes rejoiced in the gift of human reason, 

Rlmbaud rejoiced in man's privileged ability to comprehend 

the comnmnica tl ve powers of symbols. Images and motifs 

apparent in his 'Work, thAt abound in classical mythology, 

are not, in my opinion merely a result of simple literary 

borrowing, but are present as a specific mode of expression 

selected for the richness of hidden or partially understood 

meanings. It is neither my purpose nor intention to prove 

influence of the Aeneid upon the 'Work of Rimbaud. I would 

admit it possible, however, that Rimbaud himself became 

drawn to'Ward the motifs and symbolS expressed in the Aeneid, 

perhaps in a manner similar to that which Rollo May sug

gests in explaining that viable myths and symbolS attract 

men and demand response. 9 We should also recall the obser-

vatlons of Mircea Eliade thRt the imagination of modern 

man continues to retain symbols snd myths that have become 

abandoned. 10 Eliade maintains that residual mythological 

9 Rollo 1-1ay,"The Si~nificance of Symbols, ItSymbolisI"l 
in Religion and Literature. Ed. Rollo May. (Nel-J York: 
~eorp,e Braziller, 1960) 17-22. 

10 Mirces Eliade, Ima~es et symboles: Esseis sur Ie 
symbolisme ma~ico-religieux. (paris: Gal1imerd, 1952) 20. 



.. ~ 

6 

material will never be completely removed from the interior 

life of man. 11 These findings correlate with the theories 

of Carl Jung who has ~uggested that archetypal material not 

consciously remembered often finds expression in dream 
12 imagery. Perhaps the motifs of Rimbaudts poetry existed 

deep within his unconscious long before contact with the 

Aeneid. 

The universe of Aeneas was one filled with signs 

and symbolS. For Rimbaud too, the universe was such that 

it beckoned to the ear and eye of man. The possibility of 

attaining a superior knowledge of the offered communication 

fascinated the eager mind of the young poet. Concepts of 

vision and language became of primary importance. Perceiv

ing that man did not Simply exist within the universe, but 

was addressed by it, Rimbaud's understanding of the nature 

and role of man came to be one that emphasized nobility, 

capability, and devotion to duty, qualities also of Sig

nificance in the Aeneid. His quest for liberty, predilection 

11 Ibid., p. 120 

12 
Carl G. Jung, nApproaching the Unconscious," 

FROM MAN AND HIS SYMBOLS, BY CARL G. JmlG, ET AL COPYRIGHT 
1964 J. G. FERGUSON PUBLISHING, CHICAGO, p.56-58. 

-----~------~-----



for travel and flight may have their origins in reaction 

against poet1c blindness and apathy discovered within his 

society. Like Aeneas, he too became "exiled" from his 

homeland. 

Because of the danger that man's sensibilities 

7 

could become dulled, Rimbaud viewed the role of the literery 

artist, especially of the poet, as crucial. For, while 

the potential for vision resides within the power and cap

abilities of all men, it is the poet who dedicates his lif~ 

in a special way, to his purpose. He is a mediator betloleen 

man and universe, personally committed to aiding those 

whose vision is feeble. Through the effort of his poetry, 

he labors to cultivate a searching spirit within those who 

do not seek. In very ancient ROIl12n.'culttlre" the poet was 

known as vates. The word was associated with the religious, 

bearing the connotation of prophet or one in service of the 

sacred. Gwendolyn Bays remarks that in later Greek culture 

the ancient word for post became replaced by pOiates mean

ing "craftsman." She also notes that a similar occurrence 

took place in the Roman culture where poeta replaced ~

l~ tes. Perhaps Rimbaud was reacting against an analogous 

13 
Gwendolyn Bays, The Orphic Vision: Seer Poets 

from Navalis to Rimbaud (Lincoln: UnIversity of Nebraska 
Press, 1964) 30 



trend tOloJard demystification when he aliena ted himself 

from the art pour art and Parnassian movement, as we ob

serve .that his work is filled with an almost obsessive 

8 

urgency for religio, a dimension prevailing in Vergil's 

works. Rimbaud challenges the sincerity and virtue of the 

contemporary Zeitgeist, pitting it against the time spirit 

of the ancients. In "l'Impossible," 14 R1mbaud acknow

ledges the existence of a spiritual division between "the 

East" and n the West:t Some critic s hAve been swift to 

conclude that his work presents a rejection of Christianitu. 

It is my opinion, rather, that the invectives discovered in 

Rimbaud l s poetry are directed not against Christlanity,but 

against inauthentic Christians and inauthenticity, in gen

eral, among all peoples. Rimbaud is not testing one set 

of beliefs against another, but is matching the integrity 

of man against man. W. M. Frohock, in discussing the pos

sible meanings of Rimbaud's distinction between "East" and 

Itvlest, tI cautions that the terms do not necessarily indi

cate, location, but rather state of mind. 15 

14 "L'Impossible," Oeuvres t p. 113.Arthur Rimbnud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions GAliimard. 

15W• M. Frohock, Rimbaud's Poetic Practice: Image 
and Theme in the Major Poems (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1963) 9-10. 
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Through "objective" 16 poetry, the poet attempts 

to guide man along ways of authenticity. His (or her) 17 

efforts help foster the hope and realization of cuI tural 

"progress. u 18 The poet becomes a leader much like Aeneas 

who must seek, question, and interpret, in order to better 

conduct his people. It is the goal of my dissertation to 

examine the extent of this Similarity by locating and de

fining thematic areas which may serve to correlate the 

works of Rimbaud and Vergil--in short, to explore the 

"Aeneas-dimension" of Rimbaudls poetic narrator. I have 

divided my presentation into five main sections, each cor

responding to a major thematic area of the Aeneid: race, 

journey, descent, City, and bride. 

The first section, treating of race, focuses upon 

the problem of personal identity. For Aeneas, it becomes 

a question of living up to inherited potential. Rimbaud's 

speeker, on the other hand, faces an identity crisis and 

undertakes to discover what his heritage and potential may 

be. In the situations of both, the notion of morality 

16 Arthur Rimbaud, Corres ondance: Oeuvres com
¥letes, ed. Antoine Adam (Paris: Gallimard 

he Gallimard edition, henceforward referred to as 
corres~ondance, will be used for all further references to 
Rlmbau IS correspondence. 

17Ibid ., p.252-53. 

18Ibid., p.252. 
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becomes determined largely on the basis of origin. For 

Rimbaud's "voyant" a shift from the Dionysian to the Orphic 

is perceived. The acknowledgement of both Dionysian and 

Orphic elements within the work of Rimbaud is not a new 

discovery, f'or studies 
19 

by Bertrand Mathieu, 

Gwendolyn Bays. 21 My 

in these areas have been undertaken 

Liliane and Cyril Welch,20 and 

investigation has concentrated upon 

the importance of the poet1 s need to shift from Dionysus 

to Orpheus, an indicator 01' "progress," just as the cultural 

evolution of' the Dionysian to the Orphic 'represented cul

tural progress. The choice renders possible e new moral 

order in which virtue becomes justifiable. Virtua, pietes, 

and caritas, values expressed in the Aeneid, become impor-

tant in the vision of Rimbaud. 

The section dealing with journey and descent par

allels the progress of both heroes as they increasing:y 

gain knowledge and spiritua.lly "grow" through the exper

ience of various encounters. I have, for example, attempt-

ed to demonstrate how personages of Rimbaud's production 

19Bortrand Mathieu, Orpheus in Brooklyn: Orphism 
Rimbaud, and Henry Hiller (The Hague, paris: Mouton,1976i. 

20 Liliane and Cyril Welch, Address: Rimbaud, 
Mallarme, Butor (Victoria British Columbia: Sono Nis Press, 
1979) • 

2~ays, see note 13. 
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runction in the manner of mythological characters appear

ing in the Aeneid. Similarly, I have endeavored to show a 

correlation betwenn R1mbaud's uSe ~r "hunger" and "thirst" 

motifs, and that of Vergil. Study of these motifs, as they 

occur in Rimbaud's poetry, has been the object of much re

search. By oomparing their function in the works of both 

poets, I wish to demonstrate not only that those in 

Rimbaud's work deserve consideration as part of a larger 

epic structure, but also, that personal motivation symbol

ized by intensity of nhunger" becomes precedent to "dis

covery" in the works of both poets. In considering the 

theme of descent to the underworld, I have stressed the 

common need for honest self-evaluation and affirmation of 

potential. These become sources of courage for both heroes. 

The section devoted to "city" motifs is designed 

to illus tra. te a shared Ii terary technique a s well as a 

shared poetic goal. vie note that Vergil has carefully de

scribed locations and cities to which the Trojans come, and 

that these descriptions contain details revealing moral 

characteristics of the inhabitants. Rimbaud employs the 

technique similarly. Because both heroes share the goal of 

founding future cities, they must possess the vision neces

sary to recognize quality. Both need the skills Rlmbaud 

de sired of his poe t-"voyant!t 



Examination of each herols reaction to anima fig-

ures forms the basis of the final section. By noting the 

velues to which each hero becomes attracted (as indicated 
22 by evolutionary stages of anima development ), we gain 

insight into his spiritual progress. We shall discover 

that both heroes eventually are drawn toward the most ad

vanced stages of anima development. In this manner, the 

works of both poets may be considered as exhibiting epic 

bride-quest motifs. 

" 23 Rene Etiemble has extensively explored the many 
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"myths U surrounding Rimbaud., the man. It is not my inten

tion to label Rimbaud a ·'new Aeneas," but rather, to simply 

point out that mythical elements Brising from individual 

works of his poetic production may be seen to take on many 

thematic structures of Vergil's work and that study of the 

Aeneid may increase appreciation of Rimbaud1s art. In 

addition, it is hoped that my efforts may foster a spirit 

of inquiry regarding the significance of the occurring 

similarities. 

22M• L. von Frnnz, "The Process of Individuation", 
FROM MAN AND HIS SYMBOLS, BY CARL G. JUNG, ET AL COPYRIGHT 
1964 J.G. FERGUSON PUBLISHING, CHICAGO, p.195. 

23Ren~ Etiemble,Le Mfthe de Rimbaud; tomeI Gen~se 
du my the (pariS: GBllimerd, ~54J; tomeII Structure du my the 
(pariS: Gallimard, 1952); tomeIII LtAn~e du centenaire 
(peris: Ga11imBrd, 1961). 



Among the personal observations that I have made 

during the course of my study, I note particularly the 

.following four: 
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1. It is my belief that Rimbaud, perhaps uncon

sciously, perhaps never c·ompletely understanding the full 

magnitude of his discovery, happened upon a domain o.f 

psychological mythology that binds mankind into spiritual 

brotherhood. 

2. Rimbaud sensed that the realization of a .full 

and success.ful life proceeds not from the achievement of 

goals one sets for oneself, but from the attainment of 

that capacity limited only by the limits of one's being. 

That is, that each :tndiv:J.dual must strive to be "complete" 

in the Latin sense of complere: to "finish~ to "fill out:," 

to "make perfect. It In this fashion, man may speak of 

"wholeness. It 

3. Rimbaud's work suggests that the well-being and 

"progress" of a society or culture depends upon the degree 

to which its members···strive toward the attainment of indi-

vidual wholeness. 

4. My thesis accepts the epic plot line of the 

Aeneid as a microcosm symbolic or the destiny o.f mankind, 

and discovers within the works of both Vergil and Rimbaud 

an intuitive sense of journey and destiny, of not merely 

existing, but of being called into being--of being somethllg 
very definite and very great. 
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Let us now consider several aspects of Rimbaud's 

early life, that may have nurtured within him a sense of 
, 

the instructive po~ers of myth. 

The Dispositions of Young Rimbaud 

In speaking of "poesie objective lt 24 and the roJl.e 

of "voyant," 25 Rimbaud keenly senses that the domain of 

serious poetry deals not with the arbitrary and whimsical 

feelings of individual poets, but with the discovery of 

universal, objective knowled~e accessible through a process 

paul Ricoeur terms "the revealing power of symbOls. n26 For 

Rimbaud, the universe is waiting to reveal, if only man 

will make the proper effort to "see" ("se faire voyanttt27 ). 

In his search for such knowledge, Rimbaud natural

ly, and perhaps unconsciously, became attracted to the 

classical literature in which he was trained. Possibly, 

it was the very structure of the Latin sentence offering, 

with its word order so alien to French, a momentary chal

lenge of hidden meaning) that cultivated young Arthur's 

24correspondance, p.248-49. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
oompl~tes (0) Editions Gallimard. 

25Ibid ., p.249-54 

26 
Paul Riooeur, Freud and PhilOS~hY, trans.Dennis 

Savage (New Haven: Yale University Press 970) 31. 

27Correspondance, p. 251-52. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres oompl§tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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desire to search for latent content. Early experience 

with classical language 'Wou.ld have positively reinforced 

such interest, for his progress was excellent in both Latin 

and Greek. As studies advanced, it was perhaps, more a 

fascination with legend and myth, appreciated now for rich

ness of psychologica.l symbolism, tha t held Rimbaud's a tten

tion. Most of all, I believe it was the concept of a 

universe infused with meanings for man that drew Rimbaud 

to many classical works, especially th~se of Vergil. 

If Rimbaud's early protestation against the pur

posefulness of the classics in modern times (as presented 

in Prolo~ue, known also as Narration) is accepted as authe~ 

tic,tha :t'I'eEJ,uency of classical. references and allusions 

thI'oughout the body of his later work seems to suggest a 

change of heart. However, if questioning the value of 

Latin and Greek is accepted as something more Significant 

than the mere protestation of an eight or nine-year-old 

boy against school work, we discover a major orienting 

force that may have helped determine the direction of 

Rimbaud's poetry: his disgust with mediocrity in the pejo

rative sense of "remaining in the middle," that is, of not 

reaching full potential. The child Rimbaud hurls his ques

tion to the world: 

Pourquoi--me disais-je--apprendre du grec, du latin? 
Je ne le sais_, Enfin, on n'a pas besoi~ de ce1~1 
Que m'importe a moi q~e je sois re~u~~.~ quo! eela 
sert-i1 d'itre regu, a rien, n'est~ce pas? Si 



pourtant on dit qu'on n'a une place que lorsqulon 
est reJu. Moi, je ne veux pas de place, je serai 
rentier. Quand mame on en voudrait une, pourquoi 
apprendre le latin; personne ne parle cette langue. 
Quelquefois jlen vois sur les journaux, meis dieu 
merci, je ne serai pas journaliste. 

Pourquoi apprendre et de llhistoire et de la 
~ographie? On a, il est vrai, besoin de savoir 
que paris est en France, mais on ne demande pas 
~ quel degr~ de latitude ••• 

Que m'importe ••• Que~sait-on si les latins 
ont exist~? Clest peut-etre queIque lan~ue 
forgfee; et quand mame ils euraient eXiste, qu'ils 
me laissent rentier et conservent leur langue pour 
~ux.t Quel mal leur ai-je fa.it pour qu'ils me 
flanquent au supplice. 

1essons au grec o •• cette sale langue ntest 
parlee par personne, personne au mondet ••• 

1\ , 
Pour etre decrotteur, gagner le 

crotteur, il faut passer un examen, 
qui vous sont accord~es sont d,Qtre 
ou porcher oU2~ouvier. Dieu merci, 
pas, moi ••• l 

/ place de de-
car ~es pIa ces 
ou deorotteur 
je nlen veux 

16 

When Rimbaud questions sOQiety's reasons for com-

pelling students to study Latin and Greek, adding that the 

languages are no longer spoken, he is, perhaps, intimating 

that his culture had lost the sense of vision reflected by 

the art 01' the ancients, that modern concerns were mainly 

1'or the "position" a job af1'orded, and that such an attitude 

reduced even the loftiest employment to that of a mere 

"Skilled job~ 29 in the pejorative--that man was simply 

28"prolog,ue," Oeuvres, p.173-74. Arthur R1mbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (0) Editions Galllmard. 

29"~ is'' 0 94 A b' compl~tes(0)~~~t10~s ~~1imatauvres,p •. • .Rim aud,Oeuvres 
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being trained, and brought nothin~ of' the personal,"human,1l 

dimension to his task. Rimbaud seems to perceive an ab

sence of a sense of epic ft ges tureU among his 1'ellow ci t-

izens, and decries the situation in which the labor of 

heroes becomes reduced to "m~tier." 

In attempting to determine our young author's real 

attitude tovlArd study, especially of the clasSics, let us 

allow his performance in school to speak for itself. In 

1862 Arthur and his brother Frederic began their studies 

as ttexternes" nen neuvi~me.n The school was largely at-

tended by children of the upper bourgeoisie. Arthur ex

celled. It was at this time that he composed the above 

discussed passage. Henri Matarasso and Pierre Petitfils 

note that u ••• en sixi"6me, Arthur fut un bon eleve ••• et 

d~j~ ses professeurs ava1ent remarqu6 de lui un r~sum~ 

d'histoire anc1enne, d1une clart~ et dtune concision peu 

communes."30 His 'Work 'Was of such quality that he 'Was pBr

mitted to sk1p the fifth level, proceeding directly into 

fourth. Jean Chauvel comments: "Nous avons vu que, des Ie. 
~ ~, / premiere annee de college, Arthur avait saute une classe ••• 

Nous savons aussi par Delahaye que cette promotion avait 

'6t~ la suite et la cons~ql1ence d t un ~tonnant r6sum6 

30Henri Matarasso and Pierre Petttflls, Vie dtArthur 
Rimbaud (Paris: Hachette, @ 1962) 24. 
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d ' histoire ancienne fait en classe de sixieme et donne 

partout en exemple. u31Even after skipping a grade, RimbBud 

still continued to receive first place prizes in class. 

From this time forward, talent for the classics, 

especially Latin, becomes increasingly evident. His per

sonal liking for the subject is revealed by the fact that 

he, voluntarily, composed a Latin ode celebrating the first 

Holy Communion of the Imperial Prince. Rimbaud sent the 

poem, in secret, to the Prince who gratefully acknowledged 

it. The work consisted of sixty hexameters. 

In 1869, three of Rimbaud1S Latin works were pub

lished in Le Moniteur de l'enseignement secondaire. These 

places were entitled Ver erat, L1Ange et l'enfant and 

Jugurtha. Matarasso expla1ns: 

La premiere composition (Bulletin du 15 janvier 1869) 
m~r1te une mention sp~cia1e. I1 s t ag1ssait de d6-
velopper quelques vers ~picuriens d'Horace (III,4). 
Or, lu1, d~passant le sujet, d~clare ~voir re9u en 
songe une r~v~lation de Phoebus lui-mome: 

TU VATES ERIS (tu seras poete) 

puis procleme sa soif de l1bert~, sa heine de con
trainte, son amour de la campagne devor~e de soleil 
et ses r~ves parmi les oiseaux lumineux. Ces vers 
latins, d'une magnifique envol~e, n'ont rien de 

~ scolaire ni d'ep1curien: ce n'est ~e2S une composi-
tion, c'est un manifeste po~tique.j 

31Jean Chauvel, L'Aventure terrestre de Jean Arthur 
Rimbeud (paris: Editions Seghers~1971;(Editions Robert --
Laffont) 19-20. 

32 Matarasso and Petitfils, p.32. (c) 1962 Hachette. 



Matarasso adds the comment: "En quelques mois il avai t 

acquis, en prosodie, une telle mattrise qu'il pouvait 

aligner des vers latins au courant de le plume." 33 
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That same year brought RimbBud one or his greatest 

victories in Latin competition. It is dramatically re

counted as rollows: 

A la rin de l'ann~e scole1re 1869, Ie ~rincipa1 es
tima que Rimbaud~tait au point pour derendre les 
couleurs du coll~ge au concours academique ouvert 
entre les departements du Nord, du Pas-de-calais, de 
l'Aisne, de Ie Somma et das Ardennes. Un ancien 
seminariste, l'abb~ Morigny, a racont~ comment se 
deroula l'~preuve, 1e mercredi 2 jui11et 1869, de 
six heures du matin ~ midi. Le sujet tenait en un 
seul mot: Jugurtha. Rimbaud demeura impassible, 
r~veur, lointain. A neuf heures, M. Desdouets, le 
principal, vint voir o~ il en ~tait. II n'avait 
pas ~crit un mot. 'Jlei reim~ dit-il. 

Le principal ordonne au concierge de lui appor
ter des tartines. Quand il eut mang~, au milieu des 
rires ~touff6s que lIon deVine, il se jeta sur son 
porteplume. A midi, il aveit fini. M. Desdouets, 
ayant ejust~ son binocle, parcourut sa copie. Son 
visage s'~claira: 'Nous aurons le prix, sl6cria-t
il, j'en suis certaint ' 3~ 

Needless to 3ay, M. Desdouets words proved to be prophetict 

The latter years of Rimbaud's formal schooling re

veal not only ability in composition and translation but 

also a growing enthusiasm for the subject. In 1870,Georges 

Izambard became Rimbaud's instructor in literature. Cheuvel 

citing Izambard's Rimbaud tel 9ue je l'ai connu presents 

some of Izambard's reactions to his prodigious student. 

33 Ibid., p.32. (c) 1962 Hachette. 
34 Ibid., p.33-34. (c) 1962 Hachette. 
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Especially noteworthy are Izambard's comments to the fact 

that Rembaud enjoyed the subject. 35 Matarasso and Petitf~ 
state that: 

Izambard ~tait stup~fait: donnait-il un devoir de 
vers latins, que Rimbaud lui remettait, en plus de 
sa composition, excellente, une variante en vers 
fran9ais. (Tel fut le cas pour le poeme Ophelie.) 
Et puis ce gar90n l'intr1guait; en classe, il etait 
impassible, dans ses entretiens, il se montralt 
r~ticent, mais des qu'il ~tait question de po6sie, 
son regard s'enflammait, ses joues ~ougissaient, 11 
devenait tout eutre,comme possed~.3o 

In the summer of 1870, Rimbaud received an important 

e~ard for his Discours de Sancho panga a son ~ne mort. Un

fortunately, his academic career would soon be interrupted 

by the ravages of the Franco-Prussian conflict. 

Rimbaud's interest in classical literature may have 

encoura~ed him to search for hidden and symbolic meaning. 

However, cultivation of the talent may be traced back, even 

further, to early religious formation. The Rimbaud child

ren ~ere reared in the beliefs of Roman catholicism, a faith 

extremely rich in symbol and ritual. Arthur attended Mass 

and received the sacraments. I suggest that in striving to 

develop an understanding of the sacraments, seven out~ard 

slgn~ of sanctification, Rlmbaud may have developed an in

creased awareness of the power of symbolism, for the 

35 Chauvel, p.27.{c) 1971 Editions SEGHERS: Editions 
Robert Laffont. 

36 Matarasso and Petitfils, p.36.{c) 1962 Hachette. 
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circumstances provided opportunity to realize how simple, 

everyday words, actions, and things could speak of the 

sacred. Throu~h association with the sacred, symbolism as 

a study may have become regarded as an especially ennobled 

pursuit. His readin~ of the Bible ~ould have equally nour

ished this attitude. 

Arthur became very devout. His sense of fairness 

and justice is amusingly revealed through a childhood in

cident: "Arthur raconta comment ayant casse par jeu 11 ex

trsmite du parapluie de Fr~d~ric, il lui avait presents 

le sien pour qulil en flt autant et que justice fat fai te~!!37 

Reverence for sacramentals is exh1~ited in the following 

episode occurring while he was a fourth grader: 

A cette epoque, notre jeune ecolier avait une foi re
ligieuse si profonde qulavisant un jeur des grands 
~l~ves qui, par jeu, slarrosaient dleau b~nite a la 
sortie de la chBpelle, il se pr~cipita sur eux, 
poings~en 8vant,les frappa et les griffa comme un 
forcene. Cet incident lui valut dl~tre appel~ 
'sale petit cagot t .S8 

Much formal religious instruction was offered at 

the collep,e de Charlevi.Lle. ttLes b~timents ~taient a

menages dans une aile du couvent des dames du Saint-Sepul

chre, sur une vB.ste place, bord~e par la Meuse, non loin 

37 Ibid., p.28. (c) 1962 Hachette. 

38 Ibid., p.25-26. (c) 1962 Hachette. 



du Vieux Moulin.,,39 Chauvel explains: 

••• le college de Charlevi11e etait BOUS 1 1Empire un 
~tablissement d'un type assez particulier. 
Le seminaire voisin y envoyait ses pensionnaires. 
Arthur y resta jusqU I ~ 1a fin de l' ann~e scola ire 
de 1870. Cette ann~e-l~, d'apr~s Izambard, sur 25 
~l~ves, 11 ou 12 seu1ement representaient, en rhe
torique, l'~l·ement40a'1c. Les autres venaient en 
classe en soutane. 

In :formal religious studies at this institution, Rimbs.ud 

did extremely well: "Il convient de noter qulil obtint, 
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en enseignement religieux, un premier accessit en cinqui~m~ 

un second prix en troisi~me et un premier prix en quatri

eme, en seconde et en rh~torique ... 41 

The atmosphere of the college de Char1evil1e main

tained awareness that Latin was the of:ficial language of 

the Church, thus Latin was associated with the mysticR1, 

the mysterious. Madame Rimbaud encouraged study of the 

language. nEn troisi~me, elle fit donner h Arthur des 

le~ons particulieres de versification 1atine.,,42 Perhaps 

she associated Latin 'With the religious, and was hoping 

that Arthur would become interested in a religious vocation. 

39 Ibid., p. 23-24.(c) 1962 Hachette. 

40 Chauve1, p. 18.(c)1911 Editions SEGHERS: Editions 
Robert Laffont. 

41 Ibid., p. 18.(c)1911 Editions SEGRERS: Editions 
Robert Laffont. 

42 
Ibid., p. 18.(c)1911 Editions SEGHERS:Editions 

Robert LAffont. 



Ironically, ·m~ch of what is often called Rimbaud's anti

clerical attitude can be traced back to his association 

23 

with the young seminarians. The year Rimbaud entered the 

second level (1868-1869) a change took place at the college 

de Charleville. The follo'Wi~~ is a short description of 

its consequences: 

En classe, il y avait eu un changement: des ~leves 
du petit s6minaire voisin assistaient en soutane aux 
principaux cours. L'innovation ~tait deplorable tant 
pour Ie professeur que your les ~tudiants, car les 
future pr~tres, plus ~ges, faisaient bloc at deux 
clans ne tard~rent pas ~ se former, rivaux et bien
t$t ennemis: Les clercs et les la!cs. Rimbaud r~
sout de battre les "soutanesu4Ett de leur ravir 
toutes les premi~res places. j 

Matarasso declares: lila fr~quentation des semina.ristes a 

determin'e chez Rimbaud un violent anticl~ricalisme. ,,44 

This suggests that the origin of Rimbaud's indignation is 

not in his feeling toward religion, but toward those 'Who 

uncherltably represent it. Rimbeud never loses his fas

cination for the mystical, the religous. It abounds in his 

'Work amid repeated appeals for the rediscovery of love and 

increase of charity. 

In similar fashion, Rimbaud's leisure-time acti

vities exhibited characteristics that seemed to bring to 

43 Matarasso and Petitf1ls, p.32. (c)1962 Hachette 

44 Ibid.,p. 43. (c)1962 Hachette 



life his interests in classical literature. Wallace 

Fowlie 45 recounts how Arthur and his brother Fr'ed~ric a-

24 

mused themselves in a boat moored on the Meuse. They 

would sway the boat and peer into the watery depths. One 

wonders what ~reat imaginary voyages Arthur may have taken 

in that boat. Did he, perhaps, cast himself into the heDo

ic role of TrojanAeneas, acting out the adventures he hsd 

read about in text books? When Arthur became older, he 

would flee three times from his home in Charleville. As en 

adult, his life became a series of travels through near and 

distant countries. One has the impression that the dynam

ic of quest, so vividly expressed in his poetry, became an 

actual, motivating force in his life. Rimbaud lived his 

adventure. 

Concluding this presentation of biographical back

~round, it is interesting and amusing to note that in 1869, 

the Rimbaud family moved to a new lodging, " ••• une agr~-
, ,~ 

able maison neuve, face a la Meuse, d'ou l'on decouvrait 

une large vue sur une colline bois~e, dite le mont Olympe'~ 

One can only guess what possibilities such a setting may 

have suggested to the rich imagination of Rimbaud. Perhaps, 

45 vlallace Fowlie, Rimbaud: A Cri tical Study 
(Chicago: University of Chicago press,<!i)1965) 65. 

46 Mataresso and PetitfilS, p.34. (c)1962 Hachette. 
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having before his eyes symbols of youthful idee-lism made 

him increasingly a\01Bre of the dispari ty existing between 

those who attempt to activate ideals in their lives and 

those who do not. "[hat irony this little r-!Otmt Olympus may 

have created, standing as an anachronism, a vestige useless 

to those uncaring about the wealth it had to share. 

paradox, antithesis, and contradiction character

ize the poetry of Rimbaud. His readers sense a restless

ness, a tension within the young author. In the Season in 

Hell, Rimbaud has spoken of an anguished feeling of dis

placement, of belonging to another race, another erB. The 

following chapter explores these themes as they pertain to 

Vergil and Rimbaud. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE RACE 

The Ancient Race Versus "La race inrerieure" 

Throughout the ardour and perils of their long 

journey, the Trojan refugees repeatedly find consolation 

and inspiration in the nature of their lofty race. It is 

an awareness of innate nobility that instills confidence 

and enables them to persevere. The true-born Trojan suf

fers no crisis of identity, but faces, rather, the chal

lenge 01' living up to the title he bears. For this reason, 

the Aeneid contains such racial references as: 

••• gold engraven, 
Recalls ancestral prowess, a tale of heroes 
From the race's first beginnings. l 

Have mercy on a decent race ••• 
••• We have not come 

To ravish Libyan homes, or carry plunder 
Down to the ahore. We lack the arrogance 2 
Of conquerors; there is no aggression in us. 

1 Virgil, The Aeneid of Vir~il: A Verse Translatio 
trans. Rolfe Humphries New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,@ 
1951) 26. All further quotations of the Aeneid are taken 
from Humphries I verse trensla tion henceforward referl'ed to 
as Aeneid. Reproduced with permission of publisher. 

2 Ibid., p.22. 

26 



••• from this great line 
Will come a Trojan, Caeser, to establish 
The limit of his empire at the ocean, 
His glory at the stars, 83IDen called Julius 
1iJhose name recalls Iulus. 

27 

Associa ted with inna te nobility is inherent re

sponsibility, for the task of establishing an age of peace 

and prosperity was placed within Trojan potential. Thus,. 

Jupiter declares that under their rule: 

••• wars will cease, and a rouRh a~e grow gentler, 
White Faith and Vesta, Romulus and Romus, 
Give laws to nations. War's grim gates will close, 
Tight-shut wi th bars 'of iron, and inSide them 
The wickedness of wa.r sit bound and silent, 
The red mouth straining and the hands held tight 
In fastenings of bronze, a hundred hundred.~ 

It was from Trojan stock, courageous in adversity, 

lOyAl in friendship and brotherhood, rich in honor and re-

putation, that Aeneas, the Aeneid's hero, was descended. 

Against the dull and unener~etic figures that young Arthur 

so caustically sketched in his early satirical Works, what 

a striking impression the Trojan refugee may have created. 

And when Rimbaud witnessed the destruction of Mezi~res by 

the Prussian army, let us ask ourselves if it is not pos

sible that he may have been moved by emotions similar to 

those exhibited by Aeneas at the burning of Troy. 

) Ib1d., p.l). 

4 Ib1d., p.l3. 
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Rimbaud's poetry and correspondence indicate that he hoped 

for better days, for great humanitarian accomplishments 

brought about by his race, and most or all for a greeter 
5 spirit of carita~ among men. Because he was energetic and 

of strong endurance, sensing the existence of a purposeful 

harmony between himself and the universe, I suggest that it 

would not have been difficult for young Arthur to develop 

an affinity for the Trojans, and especially their world 

view. Yet, he was not one of them. ThUS, while the per-

Bonages of Aeneas may have 'presented cause for some iden-

tification, it also may have effectively increased feelings 

of alienRtion, drawing into relief differences that made 

real identification with the hero and his ideals impossible. 

The feeling of "belonginglt and of "not belonging," 

of sharing some traits of one group and other traits of 

another group may be indicitive of Rimbaud's position as a 

man of $ymbols in an age trending toward demystification. 
6 In "Approaching the Unconscious," Carl Jung speeks of mod-

ern man as having a changed relationship to nature. He notes 

that the cosmos is becoming dehumanized and eonsiders that 

5"L'Impossible,1P Oeuvres, p.112-1l4; Correspondence, 
p.250-54. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (C) Editions 
Gallimard. 

6 Jung, p.84-87., uFROM MAN AND HIS SYMBOLS, BY 
CARL G. JUNG, ET AL COPYRIGHT 1964 J .G .. FERGUSON PUBLISHINGIt 



an ·effect of the process is manifested by dreAm imagery 

that still reflects the natura], characteristics of man.The 

imagery represents a type of natural language which modern 

man must seek to interpret. Similarly, Rollo May has dis

cussed psychological dispositions that may arise when major 

symbols of a culture undergo transition. 7 Through his works, 

Rimbaud may be seen as ancient man, who is not fully ancient 

for he has been conditioned by contemporary time spir.Lt.He 

is also modern man" but one who acknol-Jledges the presence 

of an ancient reality within himself that he does not fully 

understand. 

In the passage of Une Seison en Enfer entitled 

"Mauvais Sang," 8 Rimbaud a ttempts to deal wi th the dichot-

omy, for the psychological struggle presented therein 

represents the difficulty modern man faces in giving ex

pression to the ancient mAn of symbOls within. How does 

this complex man function within modern society? It is 

dichotomous man himself who dons the persona or mask of 

narrator and expresses his anguish. 

The first two sections of It.Hauvais Sang" describe 

the state of soul that leads Rimbaud to search among the 

7 May, p.20-33. 

8 
"Mauvais Sang,tt Oeuvres, p.94-99. Arthur Rimbaud, 

Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gal1imard. 
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ancients for method. Even though uMauvais Sang" was com

posed well after expression of his "th~orie du voyant,"the 

passage reveals, in the manner of a flashback, motivation 

that impelled him toward the past and to\..Jard 1tder~glement 

des sens,"a process reminiscent, in several ways, of the 

cult of Dionysus(see Rimbaud, Oeuvres,(c)Gallimard p.251). 

The work unfolds with an inventory of inherited 

racial "traits." An ironic tone characterizing the nar

rator's cataloguing effort, however, serves to distinguish 

him from the race of his descent. Though one with them in 

flesh, he is alien to them in a tti tude. For example, he . 

notes: "J'ai de mes ancetres gaulols l'oeil bleu blanc, la 

cervelle -etroite, at la maladresse dans la lutte." The 

uoeil bleu blAnc" is an eye that has tlpaled" in vision, 

gro\oJn "blank" over the decades through lack 01' effort to 

"see" in an interpretive manner. The "cervelle ~troitelt 

depicts small-mindeness resulting from contentment with 

minimal use of capabilities. Ignorance is cheracteristic 

of thA ttcervelle etroite" unmotivated to actively expand 

its horizons of understanding. In speaking of "maladresse 

dans le lutte," the narrator intimates that he bears, in

herently, the awkwardness in struggle charclcteristic of his 

ancestors: an ineptitude manifest through the phYSical 

(e.g. 1ethargy in "les Assis,,,9 military maladroitness in 

9 "Les Assis," Oeuvres, p.36-38. (c) 3-allimard. 
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"LtEclatante victoire de Sarrebruck" 10), but indicative 

of the spiritual(e.g. lack of charity in"Ltlmpossible"ll). 

Engaged in an investigation of moral attributes, 

the speaker decries: the inheritance of nltidolatrie et 

ltamour du sacrilege;--ohl tous les vices, col~re, luxure, 

--magnifique, la luxure;--surtout mensonge et paresseo" 

Idolatry and sacrilege denote, respectively, failure to 

perceive the essence of numinosity and disregard of it. 

Both are rela ted to perception of and sensi tivi ty tOloJard 

the symbolic mode. The narrator condemns both orientation 

toward object rather than essence (mensonge) and the passive 

acceptance of such orientation (paresse). In this, the 

narrator condemns satisfaction with the "material" instead 

of the "ideal," which he considers nmenson~e." He asso-

cia tes "paresse!' thR t is, "laZiness" with this sa tisfaction. 

Such vices precipitate the demise of epic spirit apparent 

in the magnitude and adventurous quality of symbolic quest. 

To document the effects of inner lethArgy, Rimbaud 

in''Mauvais Sang" expresses his disgust with "m&tier," con

trasted with Ittravail ll in other works. "Jtsi horreur de 

lO"LtEclatante victoire de Serrebruck," Oeuvres, 
p.34. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes {c)Editions 
Gsllimard. 

11 ttLtImpossible," Oeuvres p. 112-114. Arthur 
Rimb~ud, Oeuvres completes (0) EdItions Gallimard. 



tous les m~tiers. Maltres et ouvriers, tous paysans, 

ignobles. La main ~ plume vaut Ie main a charrue--Quel 

siacle ~ mains\ Je n'aurai jamais rna main." In lashing 
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out against the "m~tiers" or "skilled jobS," he is not 

criticizing the nature of wholesome, dedicated labor, but 

rather degenerative preoccupation with the status and 

material gain of position. Most especially, he refuses 

that underlying sentiment of degenerative self-satisfAction 

which excuses a man from continued progress in developing 

the tremendous potential represented by the 'human" aspect 

of his nature. Rimbaudts narrator, in other poems, often 

speaks of the greatness of "travail" and "patience" in their 

truly original meaning of "labor" and "suffering endured" 

(see section entitled Rimbaud and the Language of the Ano~'_ 

Race). But both of these imply efforts associated with deep 

dedica tion of service and "cha ri tylt tOlllard the human race. 

They entail generosity or "self-giving" in belief that the 

effort extended will prove beneficial to many others. 

Rimbaud resents the situation in which self-interest, in

stead of "charity," binds employer and employee because 

the task accomplished is simply work performed, and does 

not represent real progress 01' humanity, man toward man. 

We may trace many of the outcries against the "rentiers" 

and the condi tions of the poor to this "philosophy of 

m~tier," which when implemented, becomes a"reductive ll 
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force--one that impedes development of distinctively hum~n 

potential. 

On the contrary, the narrator asks: "MaiSl qui a 

fait ma langue perfide tellement, qu'elle ait guide et 

sauvegard~ jusqu'ic1 ma paresse?" He realizes that fasci

nation for language and symbolism has made him different 

from the typical. In the eye s of society, he is lazy 

(Uoisiftt) because he will not settle for just being nbusyt! 

He is res tless, a va-gabond (It j' ai VE3CU partout") in search 

of a labor that will demand all 01' his talents, all of his 

efforts--that will endure as a true accomplishment, a ful

fillment of himselr, a milestone on the road to Progress. 

The narrator concludes this first section with the words: 

"pas une famille dlEurope que je ne connaisse.--J'entends 

des familles comme la mienne, qui tiennent tout de la d~

claration des Droits de l'Homme.--J'ai connu chaque fils 

de famillel" His overwhelming dismay arises from the ne

cessity, for the "families of Europe," (as he had observed 

them) to derive their sensibilities from a political pro

clamation. How tremendously has civilization i'ailed when 

generosity must arise from legislation and not from consent 

of the willl 

At this point, a desire is expressed for ancestry 

pre-dating the French culture: "Si j'avais des antGc~dents 

a un point quelconque de l'histoire de .Francet" Mais non, 



rien. Il m'est bien ~vidant que jlsi toujours ~t~ race 

inferieure." He uses the 'Word inf~rieure here to mean 

"below standard, II and offers an example: "Ma race ne se 
, 1\ 

souleva jamais que pour piller; tels les loups a le bete 

qu'ils n'ont pas tu~e." Thus, he links inferiority with 

lack of lofty ambition, not lack of potential. 

In following paragraphs, the narrator seriously 

undertakes the task of defining himself and relating his 
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findings to heritage. Among his observations, he discovers 

that he is Sincerely disposed to the religious: "J'aurais 

feit, manant, le voya~e de terre sainte; jlai dans la t~te 

des routes dans les plaines souabes ••• le culte de Marie, 

l'attendrissement sur le crucifi~ s'~veillant en moi mille 

f~eries profanes. 1t Religious phenomena still actively re

sonate emotionally within him, yet his imagination can only 

express their resonance in what becomes termed "f~eries 

profanes." Herein resides the anguish of dicho"comous man 

who so naturally finds himself seated within the context of 

the religious: "Je suis ass is, l-epreux, sur le spots oas

s~s et les orties, au pied dlun mur rong~ par le soleil," 

yet cannot adequately r'elate this situation to the orient

ation of his life. The narrator can only characterize the 

situation in the words his culture lends him: I1Aht encore: 

je danse le sabbat dans une rouge clairi~re, avec des 

vieilles et des enfents." 
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The pronouncement of this discovery determines the 

direction the search for· identity will take. The narrator 

must return spiritu~lly to an era, ante-datinR that of the 

"gaulois,tt whose culture will facilitate expression of the 

latent dimension within. He proclaims: "Je suis de race 

inf'rieure de toute 'ternit'," signifying allegi~nce to B 

race not of Bubstandard quali ty, but "inferior" wi th res

pect to time and concern for the realm of inner or uin

ferior" man: the man beneath. 

Rimbaud's artistic tour of contemporary society 

offered in early satirical works has drawn to a close. His 

poetic creation noW becomes directed toward the more ar

duous pAth of psychological descent into the unconscious, 

penetrating a realm that seems to him strangely unfamiliar 

in some respects, yet paradoxically, intimately known in 

others. 

Regression, Phylogenesis, and Ontogenesis 

Having landed, at lest, upon the shores of long 

sought Italy, Aeneas and his men enter the palAce of King 

Latinus, ruler of the ares., to offer their respects. Im

mediately,the significance of heritage becomes appArent. 

Latinus knows of the Trojans' reputation and he questions 

their' ambitions. In turn, a brief rBsum~ 01' the Latin her

itage is offered: 



••• In this temple. 
Latinus, from his father's throne, ~ave summons, 
And the Trojans entered, and he made them greetin~ 
In courteous oration: "Tell me, Trojans--
We know, you see, your city and race, your voyage 
Across the oceans--tell me your petition. 
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\-That cause, what need, has brought you here? You have 
come 

Over the blue-green waters to Ausonia. 
Were you off your course, or driven by s torm'?M1Sichanc.es 
On the high seas are not unknoloJn to sailors 
No matter: You ha.ve entered peaceful rivers, 
You re st in a good harbor. 'l;le bid you welcome. 
Do not avoid our friendship. We must tell you 
vIe Latins come from Sa turn; we are people 
Whose sense of justice comes from our own nature 
And the custom of our god. No law, no bondage, 
Compels our decenoy. And I remember, 
Though it was long ago, some story told us 
By older men; it seems that Dardanus, 
An ancestor of yours, was born here, left here 
When he departed, from his Tuscan dwelling 
Called Cory thus, and now the golden palace 
Of starry sky receives him, throned in heave~~ 
A god, who multiplies their count of altArs. 

Like Aeneas, Rimbaud too, having become intellect

ually and spiritually alienated from his homeland seeks, in 

a manner of speaking, a new dwelling among the Latins. For 

him, as for Aeneas, this land will prove an ancient home

land, one hidden amid beliefs and "Old men'stt legends. 

Let us consider that at a young age, Rimbaud did 

not simply read the Aeneid, but underwent the labor of 

translation. \-jorking with the text in thts manner allowed 

much greater opportunity to become acquainted with a world 

12 
Aeneid, p.183-84. 
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view presented by Vergil that emphasized pietas, caritas, 

and virtuso Aeneas struggled to preserve these virtues, 

characteristic of his noble herita~e. It is entirely pos

sible that intellectual,and perhaps emotional involvement 

with the text fostered A greater awareness of young Arthurs 

own dignity as a human person, and the inherent responsi

bility to live up to that nobility. !10st of all, through 

interaction with the textual recreation of a Zeitgeist so 

rich in mythological expression, Rimbaud could have intense

ly experienced the workings of symbolism. 

It is interesting to speculate whether RlmbBud, 

either because of stirrings within his own unconscious or 

because of influence of the Aeneid, may have considered his 

society against the psychological backdrop of the Latin 

experience. In observing the results of injustice and ap

athy (vividly described in numerous works of the Premi~res 

P06sies collection) he perhaps became drawn tOl-mrd the eth

ical code of the Trojans. I suggest that Rimbaud had al

ready experienced the psychological veracity of various 

aspects of myth. Personal rejection experienced during the 

time of his early poetic endeavors, especi,9.l1y Banville's 

rejection of poetic pieces submitted during the spring of 

1870, perhaps contributed to his break with the contem

porary Parnassian conception of classical art. Rimbaud 

seems to have taken refuge among the Latins, retreating 
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~ell beyond a mere imitation of their structurel mechanics 

such as mythological allusion dominant throughout ftSoleil 

et chair'; 13 synchysis ("S01ei1 et chair:" "Dans la clair

l1'ere sombre ou IS'mousse sl~t011e;1t ttoPhelie';"~'passe, fan-

t~me blanc sur Ie long fleuve noir."), and parellelism, 

~hich Rimbaud loved to include in his early poems ("Rage de 

cEtsars,,15,. Incree.singly, his work revealed ettempts, to 

approach the assence of Latinity perceived to reside within 

symbolic richness. Therein lay hidden truths of human na-

ture. 

The use of myth and classical allusion become of in

creasingly si~nificant value as Rimbaud comes to view his 

~orld, e.nd si tua tion in the world, in mythological terms as 

demonstrated by the enormous quantity of mythological al

lusion contained within his ~ork. We observe Rimbaud's per

ception and portreyal of vices and tailings in the guise of 

mythological creatures thet were to be deelt with and over

come (t?VEinus Anadyom~ne, ,,16 "Les Assis ,,17). Similarly, 

l3"80leil et chair, It Oeuvres, p.ll. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

. 14 "" "Ophelie," Oeuvres, p.ll. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
completes {c)Editions Galllm8rd. 

15"Rage de C'sars," Oeuvres, p.3l. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c)Editions Gallimard. 

16" / A ..." 2 Venus nadyomene, Oeuvres, p. 2. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes {c)Editions Gallimard. 

l7ltLes Assls,u Oeuvres, p.36-38. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c)Editions Ga!limard. 
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forces of good are expressed symbolically (ttBeing Beaute

ous,,,18 ftG~nie,,,19 "Michel et Christine,,20). More impor

tantly, Rimbaud comes to express his experience of life in 

terms of voyap,e, marking progress by trial and discovery. 

Meny of the elements characteristic of the Aeneid such as 

the search for the golden bough, the recurrence of groves, 

the river of Lethe, possible allusions to Dido, and even 

a descent into Hell may be found in Rimbaud's work. As 

Aeneas and his crew often endured hunger and thirst, so too, 

does Rimbaud's narrator endure spiritual and intellectual 

hunger and thirs t ("FStes de la faim, ,,21 "Com~die de la 

sOif,·22) • Strangely, in the work of both Vergil and 

Rimbaud, the poetic pattern of quest is left unfinished. 

After ascent from the underworld, Aeneas quickly discovers 

the channel of the Tiber River, the site indicated by 

Anchises' prophecy, the object of search, but difficulties 

and war must be endured before his city can be founded. Al

though the poem ceases after Aeneas' victory over Turnus, 

l8"Be~ing Beauteous," Oeuvres, p.127. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres completes (c) Editions GallimBrd. 

19" ~nie ," Oeuvre s , p .154-55 0 [\.rthur Rimba ud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

2u"Michel et Christine'~ Oeuvres p.85. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gellimard. 

2lltF~tes de la... faim," Oeuvres, p.8J-84. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

22" / It Comedie de 1a soif, Oeuvres, p.73-75. Arthur 
RtmbBud, Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Galllmard o 
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readers of the Aeneid, nevertheless, may assume with can

fidence that Aeneas did persevere to achieve the object of 

his struggles, as Rome proudly stood mistress of the world 

in Vergil's day. In the cBse of Rimbaud, although opinion 
, 23 

is divided, there is considerable speculation that meny 

of the Illuminations were composed after Une Saison en 

Enfer. I am in agreement with this latter hypothesis and 

believe that poetry produced eft::;!' the Season in Hell re

flects a new attitude that enabled Rimbaud, like Aeneas, to 

find that center of harmony and peace for Which he, too, 

had strugp;led. 

In Rimbaud's work, the search begins with intro

spection: determination of "rEce." Textual evidence of the 

disposition that impelled Rimbaud, as persona of dichotomous 

man, to return to the ancients is contained in "Mauvais 

Sang. 1I As noted in the initial section of this chapter, 

Rimbaud's narrator perceives that while he lives among the 

IIsophisticatedll gaulois, there exist hereditary factors that 

render him different from them, "primitive" and "maudit." 

He feels alienated in a world growing cold through loss of 

the mystical dimension. ~ia ticum, prepara tory for journey 

into the experience of death, has been replaced by the im

personal objectivity of "la m~decine" et lila philosophie," 

23 Suzanne Bernard, Introduction Oeuvres de Rimba:d 
Arthur Rimbaud, ed. Suzanne Bernard (paris: EditionS Garn1e~ 
Fr~res, 1960) LIV--LXllj also Notice, 245-51. 
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sarcastically labeled: 't les rem~des de bonnes femmes" and 

"les chansons populai:res." Questioning whether "la science, 

la nouvelle noblesse" actually does heal man as completely 

as did the arts of the ancients. Rimbaud's narrator admits 

that his world view is decidely more Itprimitive" for he 

cannot explain himself It sans parole s pa"iennes." 

Having mAde this AVO\OIAI, a stl'ange occurrence takes 

place. Rimbaudfs narrator finds himself mysteriously re

treating into time. He cries out: "Le sang pElien revientt" 

A strong feeling of the spiritual invades his being and he 

cries out for Christ. But the psychological clock has al

ready turned itself back to an era well ante-doting the ad-

vent of Christianity, retracing, in reversBI, phylogenetic 

development of Hestern culture. The knowledge obtained 

henceforward will be that of the narrator's own experience 

of being. He announces: "je qui tte I' Europe. L' air"marin 

brulera mes poumons; les climats perdus me tanneront.Nager, 

broyer l'herbe, chasser, fumer surtout; boire des liqueurs 

fortes comme du m~tAl bouillant,--comme faisaient ces chers 

anc~tres autour des feux." These features correspond to the 

theory of the Itd~reglement de ~ ~ sens, ,,24 and repre-

sent a drastic atavistic return to the ancient cult of 

24 Correspondance, p.248-49 (Underlining indicates 
Rimbaud's emphasis). Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes 
(c) Editions Gallimard. 
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Dionysus. One who carries out its implementation finds 

himself indeed amid ancient myth, but it is myth in one of 

its most savage and unrestrained manifestations. By allow-

ing itself to fall freely and so far down the cultural phy-

logenetic scale of achievement, Rimbaud's persona manifests 

characteristics of psychological regression. The mechanism 
25 

is often associated with frustration, in this case per-

haps, deriving from disgust with the social and artistic 

climate of the time. Ho\~ever, it is helpful, in consider

ing these concepts, to unjerstand that the occurrence of 

chronological reversal as a psychological phenomenon has 
26 

both a positive and a negative aspect. Its positive as-

pect includes the utilization of past experience to help 

solve problems and enrich life. 27 Its negative aspect, 

which is regressive, involves responsibility avoidance, 
28 permission of self-indulgence, and delusion of the self 

25 Ernest R. Hilgard and Richard O. Atkinson, 
Introduction to PS~Ch01ogy, 4th. ed; (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & World, 195 ) 514. 

26 Ibid., p. 521. Based on material presented by 
T. C. !Croeber, "The Coping Functions of Mechanisms't in 
R. W. White, ed. The Study of Lives (New York: Atherton 
Press, 1963) 178-980 

27 Ibid., p.521. Based on Kroeber (see preceding 
note) p.178::<J8"':" 

28 Ibid., p.521. Based on Kroeber (see note 26). 
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through processes that deny or cloak the truth. 29Rimbaud's 

narration of the Season In Hell is an avowal of the decep

tive character of the method of ttvoyance," that permitted 

him neither attainment of the inconnu nor happiness. irMa 

sant~ fut menac~e. LR terreur venait. Je tombais dans des 

sommeils de plusieurs jours, et leve, je continuais les 

~ves les plus tristes. J'~tais mtr pour le trepas, et par 

una route de dangers ma faiblesse me menait aux confins dd 

monde et de la Cimmerie, patrie de l'ombre at des tour

billons. tt30 

The experience, ho'toJever, did bring the narrator 

knowled~e of himself, for he discovered that potential for 
31 

fulfillment and true happiness (which at last, became re-

cognized as a vital requirement of quality living) ,resided 

not within the "der~glement" of perceptual capabili ties, 

but in refined and responsible usage of these sensibilities. 

The Orphic(rather than Dionysian) quality, characteristic 

of many of the poems included among the Illuminations l 

29 Hilgard and Atkinson, p.5l5. 

30 "D6lires II,tt Oeuvres, p.lll.Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Edftions Gallimard. 

31 Frohock, ~assim. Frohock deals l-t th "happiness" 
as a major theme inlmbeud's work and as a major goal of 
Rimbaud's poetic endeavor. 
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may be considered indicative of this renewed attitude and 

may serve to date poems after the Season in Hell. 

Movement into an Orphic phase represents ontogenet

ic reascension on the phylogenetic scale of man's cultural 

development. It indicates progress in that actions become 

the result of deliberate exercise of human will rather than 

purely unconscious impulse. The Dionysiac, in surrender

ing his conscious choice-making capacity, sets the propor

tions of the psyche in imbalance, creating 8 ~egeneration 

of the tota Ii ty: 11 degenera tion," in the La tin sense of fall

ing short of the quality necessarily attributed to the 

genus. Rimbaud realizes that he has cheated, fallen short 

of his powers, and that by "der~glement,n he has only be

trayed himself and evaded responsibility. Ontogenetically, 

this parallels the progress a child makes from infancy 

(during which he is concerned primarily with self-gratifi

cation), to maturity (at which time he becomes aware that 

he may, through an act of will, become of service to others). 

Generosity is the mark of reel maturity at any age. Phylo

genetically, the turn from the Dionysian to the Orphic 

represents man's turning, through exercise of the will to 

higher abstract values tha t are the property of his nature. 

It is,in this regard, interesting to note that research 

seems to indicate that Orphism helped transform the 
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Dionysian cult by eliminating many of its wilder charac-
32 

teristics. The movement was dedicated to refining the 

inner disposition of man,33 thereby contributing to the 

inhancement of human living. In drawing toward the Orpmic, 

Rimbaud's narrator draws oloser to the va.1ues of pietas, 

virtus, and caritas that are exalted 1'n the Aeneid. Found

ing the city becomes related to stron8th of character. 

In assuming the Orphic approach, Rimbaud cultivates 

artistic t31ent by tempering the flux of the unconscious 

with conscious endeavor. This is truly to undertake the 

labor of poetic creation. His return to the ancient world 

of the classics is no lon~er of a reGressive nature, but is 

indicative, of an eclectic spirit that understands the con

tribution ancient peoples have made toward the progress of 

mankind. A closer examination of Rimbaud's Dionysian phase 

and its trend tOl-lard the Orphic, as manifested by specific 

eXAmples, forms the subjeot of the following section. 

Dionysus, Orpheus and Rimbaud 

In the preceding section, I have attempted to brief

ly outline the pattern of shift from the D10nysian to the 

32Gustaf Freden, Orpheus and the Goddess of Nature; 
Acta Universitatis Gothoburgensis Goteborgs Universitets 
Arsskrift. vol. LXIV (Goteborg: Elanders Boktryckeri 
Aktiebolag, 1958) 9. 

33 Mathieu, pe23. 
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Orphic in Rimbaud's work and to suggest how the shift may 

be considered in relation to the moral ethic presented in 

the Aeneid. In the present section, I will examine the 

shift as it is manifested by representative poems. I will 

also point out aspects of the myths that help enlighten 

our understanding of Rimbaud's poetry. 

In Chapter VII of Greek Gods and Heroes, Robert 

Graves relates the legend of the death of Orpheus: 

When Zeus made his son Dionysus an Olympian, 
Orpheus refused to worship the new god, whom he ac
cused of setting mortals a bad example by his wild 
behavior. Dionysus an~rily ordered a crowd of 
Maeneds--drunken women--to chase Orpheus. They 
caught him without his lyre, cut off his head, 
which they threw into a river, and tore him into 
little pieces. The Nine Muses sadly collected 
these and buried them at the foot of Mount Olympus, 
where the nightingales ever3~fterwardB sang more 
sweetly than anywhere else. ~ 

The experience of Orphic d~chirement was not un

known to Rimbaud. As we have seen, elements of both the 

Dionysian and the Orphic contended within the young poet, 

producing the agonizing, yet spiritually stirring Season in 

Hell. Let us first consider Rimbaud's Dionysian phase. 

Having rejected his early poetic works, and request-
35 ing that most of them be destroyed, Rimbaud embarked upon 

34Robert Graves, Greek Gods and Heroes (New York: 
Doubleday (c)1960 by Robert Graves; New York: Dell,1965, by 
permission of Doubleday)37. Reprinted by permission of 
Doubleday Bnd Company, Inc. 

35 Bernard, p.375. 
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a new pa th of discovery--his me thod of "voyance, II' tha t de-

/ " pended upon s process leading to "le dereglement de tous 

les sens..!," 36 

Je dis qu'l faut ~tre voyant, se faire voyant. 
Le Jo~te se fait voyant par un long, immense et 

reisonne d~r~glement de tous les sense Toutes les 
formes d'amour, de sourfrance, de folie; il cherche 
lui-m~me, il ~puise en lui tous les poisons, pour 
n'en garder que les quintessences. Ineffable 
torture ou il a besoin de toute la foi, de toute 
la force surhumaine, oh il devient entre tous le 
grand malade, le grand oriminel, le grand maudit-
et le suprteme Savant ,L--Car il arrive ~ l'inoonnuL ••• 
11 arrive ~ l'inconnu, et quand, affol~, i1 finir
ait par perdr~ l'intelligence de ses visions, il 
les a vuesL 3-( 

Before underta.king the ende9vor, the poet was urged 

to develop a critical, honest, awareness of his own pro-

pensity for good and evil: 

La premi~re etude de l'homme qui veut ~tre 
po~te est sa pro pre connaissance enti~re; il 
cherche son~me, il llinspecte, il la tente, 
llapprend. D~s qu'il la sait il doit Ie culti
ver; cela semble simple: en tout cerveeu slaccomp
lit un d6veloppement neturel; tant d'egoistes se 
proclement aut~~rs ••• Mais il s'egit de:faire l'~me 
monstrueuse ••• 

Rimbaud was sem~i tively awere of his own failinp;s, and 

suggests that the poet develop an understanding of the 

36 Correspondence, p.245-49. (Underlining indicates 
Rimbaud1s emphasis). ArLhur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (0) 
Edi tion~rfallimA.rd. -

Ibid., p.249-54 (Underlining indicates Rimbaud's 
emphasis) • 

38 Ibid., p.25l.(Underlining indicates Rimbaud's 
emphasis). 
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"monstrous" tendenci'es ·01' the soul, the depth of man's 

capaci ty for evil. Such knowledge aids "progress't in the 

sense of "going fortt something ( Latin, progredior), ful

filling a truly human goal, as the poet becomes a competen~ 

responsible guide for his people, intimately understanding 

not only the joys, but also the follies and sufferings of 

man. 

Knowled~e can be authentically gained through via

ble empathetic interaction with others. Symbolically, the 

man of sensitivity may abstractly place himself into the 

si tua tion of the suffering "othe r, It and humbly recognize 

that suffering to be his own. Therein exists the possi

bility of real mediation among men. Such is the domain of 

the art of Orpheus. As we have seen in 'tMauvais Sang': 

Rimbaud's narrator considers himself "pegan" and "primitivett 

because he perceives that the eye of society has so classi

fied him. ItPrimitive" in this senee, bears a distinctly 

negative connotation and the narrator will identify with 

Dionysus. Understanding does not become "his own" through 

interpretRtion of symbols or through empathy, but rather it 

results from first hand experience. Thus Rimbaud will write: 

"Ima~inez un homme s'imp1antant et se cultivant des verrues 

sur 1e visage.1t39 

39 Correspondance, p.25l. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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Rimbaud's poetry offers many interesting parallels 

of the Dionysian myth. The notion of a divine element with

in hwnan nature as expressed in "Soleil et Chair," the con

cept of II fils de Soleil" ("va'gabonds)"40 may be considered 

expressive of Dionysus whose mother 'tvas a Theban princess 

and whose father was Zeus himself. 41 Having lost his moth~ 
through death, Dionysus wandered, teaching the art of vine

growing and experiencing the adventure of being captured by 

pirates. Rimbnud, too, knew the adventures of the open 

road and there is speculation (with regard to the poem "Le 

Coeur vol',") that he became the victim of homosexual rape~2 
Dionysus, as a god, was rejected by many, among whom King 

Pentheus, ruler of Thebes (Dionysus' own city),43 remains a 

most prominent example. In being what Moses Hadas calls 

It 
••• a paradigm for the persecuted spiritual figure who 

40 "Vagabonds," Oeuvres p. 136-37. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres comp1~tes (e) Editions Gallimard. 

4i Edith Hamilton, Mythology (Boston: Litt1e,Brown 
and Company; publ. as a Mentor Book, by New American Lib
rary by arrangement with Little, Brown and Company; (0)1940, 
1942 by Edith Ham11ton)54. 

42 Enid Starlde, Arthur Rimbaud (New York: New 
Directions, 1961) 77-78. 

43 Hamilton, p.54-59. 
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discomfits the secular authori ty ••• '; 44 tho persona~~e of 

Dionysus may hElve appealed to Rimbaud 't-1ho was similarly re

jected by those not understanding his poetic endeavors. 

Dionysus was a bearer of joy and pleasantness, but 

he was also the bearer of horror and destruction, of irre

versible conseQuences.45 As these antithetical aspects of 

the Dionysian were manifest, so too, the method of "voyance lt 

reflected two opposing characteristics. Rimbaud' s 'tBateau 

Ivre" studies an experience of prolonged Dionysian exalta

tion that, having become spent, rapidly deteriorates into 

a depressive and bitter state of ~chec. Rejection of "voy

ance" is rooted in the delusive and illusive nature of 

Dionysian ambivalences. 

In order to clarify the function of these ambiva

lent features so essential to Rimbaud's decision to reject 

"voyance," let us examine the striking example of Dionysian 

intervention that occurs at the close 01' Ovid's Hetamorpho

ses Book III. Therein is revealed the death of King Pentheus, 

brutally torn limb from limb by his own mother as she under

~oes the excitation of Dionysian rage. Pentheus had opposed 

44 Hoses Hadas and Morton Smith, Heroes and Gods: 
Spiri tual BioP;jraphies in Antiqui ty,New yorrc:-Harper &:: Rot-1, 
1965} 20. 

45 
Hamilton, p. 59-61. 



the worship of Dionysus es a new god end thus: 

Helf up the mountain, edsed wi th a dense forest 
Was a plateau, open on every side. 
As Pentheus, narrow-eyed, came near the altar, 
The first to know him was his mother, first 
To clutch at him, to curse him madly, lash 
Out at him with en ivy wand and cry, 
tlComa, sisters, come· to see the wild pig plough 
Our peaceful meadowst Look at him. I'll tear 
Arms, legs ••• 
The riot ceme from everywhere upon him, 
And es he crawled, came after him; in terror 
His voice grew soft, admitting feults, mistakes, 
Then from his bleeding body Pentheus cried, 
"Pity for me, 0 my aunt, Autonoel 
Rem~mber the poor shade of Acteeont" 
But she had never heard of him; she twisted 
Pentheus' right arm from his body, then 
Ino, maddened, ripped the left a"1ay, nor had 
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He arms to reach in prayer tOl-1ard mother, yet he 
Showed Where they should have been, and dying, cried, 
nO Mother, gaze at met" Sng screamed at him 
And shook her flying ha1r.4' 

Drawn toward the exparience of temporarily intensi

fied well-being, 1t was the benevolent aspect of the 

Dionysian that the Maenads so vehemently defended under the 

title of "peaceful meadows." Hamilton explains this benev-

olent aspect by stating of Dionysus that: 

••• he we s not only the god that 
. makes men merry ••• Under his influence courage wes 
quickened end fear banished, at any rate for the 
moment. He uplifted his worshipers; he made them 
feel that they could do what they had thou,.~ht they 

46 From Ovid's The Metamorphoses, translated by 
Horace Gregory. Copyrlght(c) 1958 by Viking Penguin, Inc. 
Reprinted by permission of Viking Penguin, New York; p.106-
07. 



could not. All this happy freedom and confidence 
passed away, of course, as they either grew sober 
or get drunk, but while it lasted it was like be-4 
ing possessed by a power greater than themselves. 7 

The idea of communion with a greater power would 

have certainly proven of interest to the Itvoyant," espe-
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cially in its association with a return to nature. Of the 

Dionysian worshipers Hamilton stated: 

They went to the wilderness to Worship, to the 
wildest mountains, the deepest forests ••• They went 
out of the dusty, crowded city, back to the clean 
purity of the untrodden hills and woodlands. There 
Dionysus gave them food and drink: herbs and berries 
and the milk of wild gosts. Their beds were on the 
soft meadow grass; under the thick-leaved trees; 
where the pine needles fell year after year. They 
woke to a sense of peace and heavenly freshness ••• 
And yet always p~esent, too, was the horrible 
bloody feast." 4tj 

In attempting, however, to seek revitilization 

through a Dionysian return to the natural, the Bacchants 

surrendered qualities characterized as human. They, as 

well as Pentheus, in Ovid's example, undergo metamorphosis. 

v,ihile the metamorphosis of Pentheus is merely phYSical, that 

of the Bacchant women is "essential," as based upon the 

Latin infinitive ~ "to be." Their metamorphosis is a 

degenera tion, a tt de-genus'· or moving away from the ne ture 

47 Hamilton, p. 60. 

48 Ibid., p.57. 
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of their endowed capabilities. Civilized qualities, woman

liness, motherhood are overwhelmed by manifestations of 

bestiality. As beAsts indeed, these women attack and kill 

their prey. Illusion veils their eyes. It is neither son, 

nor nephew whom they see, but the semblance of an animal. 

They are as incapable of understanding human language as 

they are of sharing compassion, relating to others only in 

terms of themselves, thAt is, in terms of animality. The 

reality is sadly borne out by the painfully ironic state

ment of Agave, Pentheus' mother, who takes pride not in the 

fact that she h~s given life to and reered a son, but in 

the fact that she has destroyed him. Holding up his head 

savagely torn f'rom the shoulders she shouts: "Here is my 

work, my victory." 49 

Dionysian illUSions mAy create euphoric states of 

temporary and limited duration, but they do not bring about 

stability and "integrity" in the sense of nwholeness." 

Paul Ricoeur elaborates in the work entitled The Symbolism 

of Evil: 

Dionysos seeks even less to make the wounded 
soul Whole again; he provides an outlet for the 
anguish due to faults by drawing the soul out of 
itself and out of its solitude. Thus his ecstasy 
relieves man of the weight of his responsibility 

49 From Ovid's The Metamorphoses, translated by 
Horace Gregory. Copyright (c)1958 by Viking Penguin, Inc. 
Reprinted by permission of Viking Penguin, New York; p.106. 



by changing him into someone else. Dionysos ••• 
offers him an exaltation, a sort of sacred immodera
tion, by which he escapes from him~81f rather than 
becoming reconciled with himself."~ 
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In Rimbaud's poetry, various areBS of Dionysian 

exaltation are presented. "Les Mains de Jeanne-Marie" 

tells of a 1t marijuana-likeu drug used amo;g nR~volt~s" of 

the time. The narrator probes the mysterious qualities of 

the drug, comparing the outward shape of the leaf to a 

'Woman's hand. These tthands" are: 

••• des mains fortes, 
/ " Mains sombres que l'ete tanns, 

Mains p~les comma des mains mOSfes. 
--Sont-ce des mains de Juana? 

They are considered "strong hands" because of the power 

their properties exert upon an individual who has come un

der their influence. They are "brown,t hands beCEluse the 

leaves of the plant have been dried in the sun. Paradox

ically, they are also "pale e.s deathlt because the exper-

ience brought ebout is thought by the user to be an 

embarkment upon the unkno~n,ss death is to the"living. 

50pau1 Ricoeur, The SymbOlism of Evil, trsns. 
Emerson Buchanan; Religious Perspectives Series (New York: 
Harper & ROl-l Publishers, Inc., 1967 (c) by Paul Ricoeur)230. 

51 "Les Mains de Jeanne-Marie," Oeuvres, p.49-51. 
Arthur Rimbeud, Oeuvres completes (c)Editions Gallimard. 
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In the extensively developed poem, "Le Bateau 

:tvre," 52 \-fe discover aspects of the Dionysus myth in a 

quinte s sential form. Rimbaud' s trefl tment is sophis tica ted, 

yet the basic structure of the poem reflects the simplicity 

of parable. The boat itself speaks, relating an experience 

of immersion within what is ca.lled the "Poem of the Sea." 

The tale is one in which the exhilaration of natural forces 
. , 

ends in bitterness and echec. 

Dionysian freedom from inhibition is suggested the

matically by the title. The sea. which may symbolically 

represent-mants unconscious, especially unconscious Ithid

inous foroes, becomes a dominant motif. C. Ker~nyi recalls 

that "the Iliad speaks of the sea as Dionysus' refup;e, 

where Thetis acts es a nurse to the young god.,,53 paradox-

ically, the sea has been associated with forces of life end 

death as it bears both to man. The life-death relationship 

manifests e sacred cha racter in ancient mythology. 'ltJe see, 

for example, that Apollo (god of poetry and medicine) was 

52 "Le Bateau lvre," Oeuvres p.66-69. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

53 c. Ker6'nyi, "The Primordial Child in Primordial 
Times'; Essa~s on a Science of Mythology: The Myth of the 
Divine Chil and the Mysteries of Eleusis, C. G. Jung 
and C. Kerenyi, trans. R. F. C. Hull, Bollingen Series XXII. 
Copyright 1949, (c)1959 by Bollingen Foundation, N.Y. N.Y. 
New mAterial copyright (c)1963 by Bollingen Foundation. 
Published by Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J. 
p.67. 
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associated with the sea and dolphins were considered sacred 

to him (Apollo DelPhinios.)54 Ker6nyi points out that the 

Greek word for dolphin bears direct relationship to the 

word for uterus~5 Thus, poetry, music, and the arts of heal

ing become linked symbolically to the life giving potential 

of the sea. 

In similar fashion, the benevolent aspect of the 

Dionysiall myth, especiAlly of the boy Dionysus is relnted 

to the death-life dichotomy. Drewin~s and symbols pre

served upon ancient grave markers aid in establishing sev

eral pertinent relationships. Often observed are: 

••• figures of divine youths on antique gravest~~~s: 
a boy in cloak and hood, the genius cucullatus, 4 
as well as numberless cupids. The se~-gods end dol
phins on tombs and sarcophagi point in the same di
rection. And here in this sepruchre.l 'World, we come 
to the deepest shadow in all the darkness of 
Dionysus. All his symbols appear on sepulchres too. 
What the man of antiqui ty were repI'esentinp; by this 
was not merely the tense equilibrium of the two AS
pects of that state, the hovering of the new-born 
and the departed between being and non-being, but the 
certainty that the down-trending path takes an upward 
turn leading to the Divine, agd that the strongest 
will be born of the weakest.~ 

54 Ibid., p.50. 

55 Ibid., p.50. 

56 Ibid., p.69.(Footnote 114 refers the reader to 
R. Egger, "Genius Cucullatus," pp.3llff(Wiener prahisto
rische Zeitschrift (Vienna)IX (1932 ), 311-32; Ker6nyi, 
HTelesphoros: Zum Verst~ndnis etruskischer,griechischer,und 
keltisch-germanischer Damongestalten. 'Egyetemes Philologiai 
Kozlc;ny-(Budapest),LVII (1933), l56ff. 
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The narrator of tiLe Bateau ivre" seeks not simply 

momentary exaltation for its own sake, but insight into the 

secrets of the life-death principle that resides, according 

to his suppositions, within the exaltation of the natural 

elements. The poem becomes a paredigm of Rimbaud's method 

of "voyance," beginning wi th "ctereglement:" 

I 

(Please con~ult Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes 
(c) Editions Gallimard, p.66, for first two 
stanzas of poem.) 

In the first stanza, the savage "peaux-Rouges cri

ards" have brutally nailed the Ithaleursu to -the colors starr, 

symbolizing the destruction of cultural inhibitions. The 

"sauvege lt increF.lsingly comes to prevail as the boat becomes 

heedless of the commercial carr'o it carries and ultimately 

of its own destiny. The process of violent ncter~glement" 

appears analogous to that undergone by the Sibyl (Aeneid, 

VI) before receiving the god's prophecy: 

Before the entrance, her countenance and color 
changed, and her hair tossed loose, and her 
heart was heaving, 
Her bosom swollen with frenzy; she seemed teller, 
Her voice not human at all, as thec~od's presence 
Drew nearer, and took hold on her./( 

57 
Aeneid, p.145. 
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This suggests the.t Rimbaud's theory of "d-ereglement" may, 

at least in part, derive from ancient mythological heritage. 

The initiation rite taking place as the boat begins 

its descent is one not merely of purification but of dis

solution and dispersion. The experience is bitter-sweet: 

.... 
(Please consult Arthur Rlmbaud,Oeuvres c~mpletes, 
(c) Editions Gallimard, p.67 for fifth stanza I 

of poem.) . -.I 
In surrendering ngouvernail" and "grappin,1t the boat gives 

itself entirely into the power of the sea, forsaking any 

ultimate possibility of direction or stability as symbol

ized respectively by the two nautical features. 

Having relinquished control, the boet begins to 

experience the intoxication of the sea. 

Et des lors, je me suis baign6 dans le poeme 
De la Mer. o. 

Twelve stanzas describing strangely beautiful seascapes and 

exotic underweter panoramas follow. Herein is discovered 

the quintessence of Dionysus as the boat seemingly partic

ipates in renewing forces of life and death. The vocp.bulary 

itself is Dionysian: "plus fortes que l'alcool;" IlFermentent 

les rousseurs;" ItJ'ai vu fermenter les marais enormes." In 

addition, fertility symbols pervade these stanzas. Finally, 

the statement: 

./ J'ai vu le soleil bas, tache d'horreurs mystiques, 
Illumina~t de. long;s figeme nts viol~ ts, 
Pareils a des acteurs de drames tres antiques 
Les flots roulont au loin leurs frissons de voletst 
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recalls the Dionysian origin of the tragic theatre. In 

Rimbaud's poem na ture is putting on a spectacle that· cele-

brates Dionysus. 

These twelve stanzas of exhilaration and wonder are 

drame.tically offset by an extended periodic sentence that 

is resolved only a£ter having spanned the entirety of four 

stanzas. The poet strBtegically continues to build upon 

'Wonder and arne zement at the experience of the "drunken boa tit 

throughout the £our stanza.s, only to negate it, instanta

neously, in the final verse o£ the group. The effect of 

the reversal is impressive: 

r 
" (Please consult Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes, 

. (c) Editions Gallimard, p. 68 for stanzas 18, 19, 
20 and 21 of "Le Bateau ivre.") 

Speaking for himself as actual participant (emphasized by 

repetition of the word "moi"), the narrator, despite in-

volvement with the elements materially creating life (inter

action of sun upon sea water). rejects the fascin8ting 
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experience because he rinds it unrulrilllnB. The rorces of 

nature that dissolve And recompose the elements form a myr

if'ld or wonders to look upon. They provide the "confiture 

exquise aux bons po~te s." Ye t, they leeve the narr8. tor. 

bitter anddespondent: 

J'ai vu des archipels sid6rauxt et des tIes 
Dont les cieux d~iirants sont ouverts au vogueur: 
--Est-ce en ces nuits sans fonds que tu dol'S et t'exiloo, 
Million d'oiseaux d'or, S ruture Vigueur? 

/ 
M~is, vrai, j'ai trop pleuret Les Aubes sont navrantes. 
Toute lune est atroce et tout soleil arneI': 
L'~cre amour rn' a gonfl~ de torpeurs enivrantes. 
o que rna quille-"eclatet 0 que j'aille ~ la mert 

For the poet, spectacle devoid of meeninR proves 

unfulfilling. He regrets "l'Europe aux anciens parapets,1t 

the t is, the Europe of the Middle Ages, an era abundant in 

symbology (see chapter 3, !lCom~die de 18 soir."), especial

ly transcendental symbology. He sharply contrasts the bril

liant elemental spectacle forming the adventure of the 

descent, with the human dimension in its simplicity and 

pathos: 

Si je d~sire une eeu d'Europe, c'est la flache 
Noire et froide ou vel'S le cr~puscule embeum6 
Un enfant accroupi plein de tristesse, l~che 
Un bateau fr~le comme un papillon de maio 

It is the "human" dimension, the dimension of "personali ty'; 

depicted by the child, that the boat-norrator craves. Hap-

piness could. be derived from a cold, dElrk "flache," weakness 

could be Hccepted ("fr~le comme un pApillon de m8i),proW'ided 

that the narrator would Itbelon~. to," be "set forth"(lacher) 
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by e. "personality," a being capable of feeling, "un enfant 

accroupi plein de tristesse. tt It is the simple, troubled, 

child who counters all of the mys terious crea tures and tides 

of the depths. 

The turn towards the distinctively human, marks a 

trend toward Orphiam. As the Dionysiac sought union with 

nature through liberating of "his animal neture,,,.58 the 

Orphic cultivates an interrelationship with nature through 

conscious efforts of art. It represents "human" endeavor, 

"travail'" in the Rimba!Ldian sense. Like Aeneas and the 

poet2voyant~ Orpheus too, experienced descent. 59 However, 

Orphic descent represented not Dionysian search for the 

"fertilizing power of the Earth Mother,tl 60 but the quest 
61 

for a wife, Eurydice. The motivating force is unselfish 

love of the person. The means is that of conscious art. 

The dynamism of the undertaking finds its basis within the 

realm of distinctly human potential and capability. Gertrude 

Rachel Levy describes the elements involved in the turn 

58 Joseph L. Henderson, "A,ncient Myths and Modern 
Man, tI FROM MAN AND HIS SYMBOLS, BY CARL G. JUlfG, ET AL 
COPYRIGHT 1964 J.G. FERGUSON PUBLISHING'; Chicap;9,P.134-3.5. 

59 See Mathieu for commentary on Significance of 
the descent of Orpheus, p.37. 

60 Henderson, p.135. 

61 See Chapter 6 for importance of bride-quest 
motif. 



tOloJard Orphism noting especially the need for discipline 

end spirituel cleansing in order to achieve unity with 

higher power. This would be the result of long and con

scious effort, but unlike the temporary exhilaration of 
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Dionysus, the effects of Orphic methods would be ofa per-
62 

manent nature. 

In the work of Rimbaud, Orphic quest for purity be-

comes almost preoccupation as evidenced by recurring themes 

of childhood, tlinnocence," and vacillation between guilt 

and blamelessness. It becomes manifest in the goal of self

realization through the increased utili~ation and develop

ment of the capacity for communication by means of symbols, 

'Walter A. Strauss' comparison of the Prometheus myth to that 

of Orpheus harbors a rapport with Rimbaud's efforts toward 

self-transformation and transformation of society: 

orpheus does not rebel; he refuses to accept the 
world as it is; he does not lead the people, he 
charms them. Prometheanism aims for an outer trans
formation of society; it proposes to ameliorate 
man's lot by external action. Orphism proposes to 
transmute the inner man by a confrontation with him
self and to alter society only indirectly, throg3~h 
the chansses that man can effect l'Jithin himself. 

62 Gertr~de Rachel Levy, The Gate of Horn (London: 
Faber ~ Faber, 1948) 287. 

63 "Jalter A. Strauss, Descent and Return: the Orphic 
Theme in r-1odern Li tara ture (Cambridge: HarvaraUniversity 
Press, 1971) 10-11. 
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For Rimbeud, the poet's task was to observe in the manner 

of the Orphic and to give poetic form to the mysteries dis-

covered. Tbrou~h this sharing process, one man's interior 

transformation serves to awaken transforming powers in 

another • 

. As has been noted by Gwendolyn Bays,64 Orphic visim 

is clearly expressed in several poems of the Illuminations 

collection. I find that ItApr~s le D~luf:,elt 65 is structured 

as an antithetical alternance of Orphic and non-Orphic vi-

sion. It explores motivation, contrastin~ VOluntary with 

fear induced behavior. '~hile the children and animals de-

picted respond to a sense of traDs~endan.CYimplicit within 

the universe, the adults busy themselves with gain,violence, 

and social trivia, constructin~ over the universe instead 

of listening to it: 

Aussit~t que l'id6e du D~luge se fut rassie, 
Un li~vre s'arr~ta dans les sainfoins et les 

clochettes mouvantes et dit sa pri~re ~ l'arc-en
ciel ~ travers le toile de l'eraign~e. 

Oht les pierres precieus~s,qui se cachaient,-
les fleurs qui regardaient deja. 

Dans la grande rue sale les ~tals se dress~rent, 
et l'on tira les barques vers la mer ~ta~~e l~-haut 
comme sur les gravures. 

Le sang coula, ch~z Barbe-Bleue,--aux abattoirs, 
--dans les cirques, ou le sceau de Dieu bl~mit les 
fen~tres. Le sang et le leit coul~rent. 

64 Bays, p.1-8 and p. 211-21. 

65 uApres le d~luge,U Oeuvres p.121-22. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gal1im~rd. 



(Please consult Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 

completes, (c) Editions Gallimard, p.121-22, 

or complete text of "'Apres 18 Deluge .. ll ) 

64 

calling for ~aves, lightening, thunder, the poet requests 

another ttd-eluge: tt "car depuis qu'ils se sont dissipGs,-

oh les pierres precieuses s'enfouissant, et les fleurs 

Quvertest--c'est un ennuit,,66 

In similar fashion, the poem "Aubell67 manifests 

Orphic characteristics. Again, the lichild" predominEltes, 

chasing Da~n personified through to~n and ~oods, finally 

catching and clinging to her near a grove of laurels ~llu

sive to the arts since sacred to Apollo). Orphic animation 

is immediately evident in the initial sections of the work: 

/ " " JI ai embrasse l' aube d"ete. 

Rien ne bougeait encore au front des palais. 
L'eau ~tait morte. Les cBmps d'ombres ne quittaient 
pas la route du bois. Jlai mElrch~, ~veillElnt les 
haleines vives et tiades, et les pierreries regard
arent, et les ailes se levarent SElns bruit. 

La premi~re entreprise fut, dans le sentier d~j~ 
empli de frais et bl~mes ~c19ts, une fleur qui 
me dit son nom. 

66 2 Ibid., p.l 2. 

67 "Aube~ Oeuvres p. 140. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
cP~Pl~tes (c) Editions Gailimard. 
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.I' , 

Je ris au wasserfall blond qui s'echevela a , ~ 

travers les sapins: a la cime argentee je reconnus 
la d~esse. 

The sentences are simple and direct. He hear the child 

speaking, follow his thoughts, see through his eyes. Morn

ing is, for him, an adventure, filled t'lli th encounters. His 

Uentreprise" is a dealing with nature --a flower that tells 

him its name. Dawn, the object 01' quest, is more than an 

illusion produced through a series of astronomical events, 

for in its appearance, the child recognizes divinity: 

••• ~ le eime argent~e je reqonnus la d~esse. 

And the child pursues: 
, 

••• A la ~rand ville elle fuyait parmi les clochers 
et les domes, et courant comme un mendiant sur les 
quais de marbre, je la chassais. 

\tli thin the Illumina tions, several other poems re

flect Orphic philosophy. Poems such as "FleursIl68emPhasiz_ 

ing "animation" and "personality" are especially valuable 

because they foster development of symbolic awareness, in

viting men to look beyond appearances, to discover adventure 

and wonder, to give vo~ce to the child dwelling within the 

adult. For Rimbaud, the universe comes alive: 
",. 

Tels qu'un dieu a~~ enormes yeux bleus et sux 
formes de neige, la mer et le ciel attirent aux 
terrasses de merbre 18 fouls des jeunes et fortes 
roses. 

68 ttFleurs, It Oeuvres p.14l. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
compl~tes (c) Editions Gellimard. 
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Such was the ancient \-;orld view 01' the race of Aeneas. 

In reaffirming heritAge, Aeneas is also reaffirming world 

view. Continuity of heritB~e and world view was reflected 

in the role of father-son relationships (Anchises-Aeneas, 

Aeneas-Julus). Even in depth, Anchises remains,for his 

son, a guiding spirit. For Aeneas, the universe was alive 

with communication, and although misfortune and trial con

tinued to afflict him, he always manged to discover B guid

ing principle to follow. vlith respect to world view and 

lan~ue!!e function, Rimbaud instinctively identifying with 

the ancients, longed to set the 11 inferior" (latent) man 

within free. The importance of lenguAr;e, in this regard, 

is treAted in the following section. 

Rimbaud and the Language of the Ancient Race 

v11 thin the domain of classical symbology, we con

front the phenomenon of the ancient langup.~e. It was 

through the medium of the ancient language itself that 

Rimbaud became introduced to the treasure of classical myth

ology. It \Olas also the study and use of this language with 

its 11 puzzle -like" f lexibili ty thE:!. t chollem;ed his quick 

mind to search for hidden possibilities of meaning. 

Describing the role of the poet to his friend paul 

Demeny, Rimbaud expla.ins: 

"Il est chp.rg~ de l'humani~, des animaux ni~e; 
il devra feire sentir, palper, e~outer ses inven
tions; si ce qu'il rapporte de la-bas a forme, il 



donne forme; si clest informe, il donne de llin
forme. Trouver une languej--Du reste, toute parole 

.-etant id~e, le te~ps d'un language universel viendra! 
11 faut~tre academicien,--plus mort qulun fossile, 
--pour parfaire un dictionnaire, de quelque langue 
que ce soit. Des faibles se mettrRient ~ penser 
sur la premi~re lettre de llelphabet, qui pour
raient vite ruer dans la foliet 

A A'; 
Cette langue sera de l'ame pour l'ame, resum-

ant tout, parfums, sons, couleurs, de la pensee 
accrochant la pensee et tirant. Le po~te d~finirait 
la quanti ~ d I inconnu s ''eve illant en son temps dens 
1 "~me uni verselle: il donnerai t plus --que la formule 
de sa pens~e que la notation de sa marche au Pro
~r~st Enormi~e devenant norme, absorb'ee par tous, 

1 serait vraiment ~ multiplicateur de progrest 69 

The great and ponderous responsibility inherent 
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/ 
within the poetls role is emphasized. The word Itcharge" is 

powerfully used, bearing two significant connotations. The 

poe t is It char g-e de l' humani1fe ll and "des anima wen in the 

sense that humanity and even animals are "entrustedn into 

his care and guidance, and he is bound in faith to serve 

his charges to the best of his ability. Yet, in a second 

sense, the word "charg;~" reveals the poetls august posi

tion as one of greEl t suffering, for he is "weighed downll or 

"burdened" by imposing responsibility. His competence is 

directly related to the ability to communicate, since com

municEltion, especially of the ineffable, is essential to the 

nElture of his task. 

69 Correspondance, p. 25l.(Underlining indicates 
Rimbaudls emphasis.) Arthur Rimuaud, Oeuvres compl~tes 
(c) Editions Gallimard. 
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Rimbeud sensed the importance of lanp,ua~e function 

and spe~ks of Rn ur~ent need to discover R new lan~uage-

Po pure languAp.;e--" of the soul for the soul,1I70 devoid of' 

the poe t' sown personPol or cultural bias. The nevJ language 

w~uld reach out, communicating on the level of what Rimbaud 

calls the It~me universelle,'.lZlperhaps, thBt which modern 

psychoanalysis might term the collective unconscious. All 

persons would be able to understand meanings conveyed less 

by the conventional definition of a word than by the sym

bolic configura tion it conjured up_ \:ords artfully used 

to create imB6e 'Would eclipse themselves in their individ

uality for the created ima~e itself would become of central 

importance. 

For these reasons, Rimbaud lampooned the use of 

dictioneries to hasten the era of universal languago. Un

conscious symbolic si~nificance was Blready present within 

humanity. It was not to be imposed from without, nor could 

any arbitrarily composed system equal the universality of 

this tina tive tongue" arising from the human experience i t

self. It simply needed to be ttinvented, tl 72 that is"found 

out'O (Latin, invenire). 

(c) 

(c) 

70 Ibid., p. 252.Arthur Rlmbaud,Oeuvres compl~tes 
EdltionSl7d8Ilimard. 

71 Ibid., p. 252. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes 
Editions Gal1imard. 

72 "Alchimie du verbe:" "D61ires II," Oeuvres, 
p. 106-07. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres comple"tes (c) Sdittons 
Ga11imard. 
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In an effort to discover pure language, Rimbaud 

attempted to strip words of imposed, Uunneturalttattributes 

and . nuances, accumulated through the centuries, that had 

obscured original connotative value of the word. He labored 

in so doing, to tear down ~rtificial boundaries established 

through the use of leXicon, and again allow feelin~ associ-

eted with a word to emerge. viords were perroitted to func

tion freely in the vigor of primal and derivative meaning. 

For a speaker of French, the process often entailed a re-

turn to the ancient language of the Romans. 

The method Rimbaud frequently used to reveal lan

guage included poetic construction based upon the derivati~~ 

of several selected words. An extensive explorp.tion of this 

technique \OJould grea tly exceed the limi ta tions of my disser

tation. However, a consideration of three significant ex-

amples will serve to briefly illustrRte the process. 

Let us first consider the recurrent expression 

It effar~." So significant is the term the t Rimbaud has con-

structed an entire poem upon the motif to illustrate its 

meaning. In that work, we learn thet five littl~ children 

eagerly end observantly watc~ing the baker at work are de

scribed. as tteffar~s.tt 73 In "Les Peuvres .~ 1'e'glise,,,74 

73 "Les Effar~s," Oeuvres, p.27-28. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres ~ompl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

7 Ir " ./ Les pauvres a l'eglise,H Oeuvres, p.4.5-46.Arthur 
R1mbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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the sufferinp, 'YJomen teke their place among the in1'irm and 

handic~pped "effar~s." Speakine of young and lovely Ophelie 

the poet states:" ••• l'Infini terrible effers ton oeil 

bleu."75 And, in nT~te de Feune,u76 the faun" ••• effar~ 

montre ses deux yeux ••• 1t In all of these instances" the 

word acquires a meaning mu.ch richer than the t indica ted by 

the contemporary" quotidian interpretation: "frightened. 1I 

The Latin original from which ueffar~n is derived 

signifies that which is untouched by the effects of civi

lization. 77 To determine how this definition may relote to 

Rimbaud's understanding of the term" let us consider some 

of the personages to whom it is Applied. We may begin with 

Oph~lie" whose mythological name (0 philia}78 refers to the 

great power of love. The immensity of her pure visions 

CBuse her to melt like snow. Ophelie endures through the 

ages: "Sur l'onde calme et noire ou dorment les ~toiles ••• tt 

75 It Oph61ie'! Oeuvres" p. 11-12. Arthur Rimbaud" 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

76 ItT~te de Faune, tl Oeuvres, p.38. Arthur Rimbeud" 
Oeuvres completes (c) Editions GRllimard. 

77 Petit LArousse illustr~ 1976: dictionnaire en
cyclop~dique pour tous (paris: Libreirie Lerousse{c)1972)348. 

78 For discussion of "philie" consult SERVANT OF 
PEACE" under the direction of The Reverend Leo G. Henry end 
Sister Nary Michael Glenn" C.D.P.,copyright (c)1967 by 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. All excerpts used in this 
dissertation are reprinted with the permiSsion of the pub
lisher. (See p.148-49). 



As "effar/ee," she hes assumed en almost prophetic role: 

love endures suffering, but also transcends death. 

Derivative interpretations easily apply to other 

occurrences of the word "effarEi'." The five children ere 

filled y1i th wonder e t the baking of bread. They invi to 

people of all ages to shere their awe at the miracle of 

creation. 79 Similarly, tiles pauvres ~ 1.6glise" are in

cluded amonr, the tteffar~s,1t for they are people who per-
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severe in the face of misfortune. Similarly, the vit~lity 

of the faun, peering through the foliage, in love with the 

flowers, typifies the "effar-e's" zest for life. 

Rimbaud also uses the word "chari ty'; deriving from 

the Latin root caritas, in a powerful sense. Leo G. Henry 

and Sister r-tary Hichael Glenn relate the types of love 

termed caritas and agape stating: 

'Agape' is the love of utter givin~, the 'car
itas t of the New Testament. It is based on unself
ishness, a reel dedication to the welfare of the 
other but it includes 91so a genuine desire to be 
loved in return. It is an openness, a concern for 
all humanity including one's self. It means esti
mating properly one's own worth, dignity, agd ability 
and channeling these to the good of others. 0 

79Consult C. A. Hackett, Rimbaud L'enfant(Pnris: 
kibrairie Jose Corti, 1948) 74-85 for interpretation of 
crea tion" theme, especia lly birth imagery. 

80 Excerpts from SERVANT OF PEACE under the direc
tion of The Reverend Leo G. Henry and Sis ~er IliIsry Michael 
Glenn, C.D.P., copyright (c) 1967 by Harcourt Brace 
JovAnovich, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher, 
p.147. . 
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Rimbaud cries out against the lack of such love in 

society as he viewed it. In "L'Impossible lt he exclaims: 

"Cielt sommes-nous assez de damnEis ici-bastHoi 
". " j'ai tent de temps deja dans leur troupet Je les 

connais tous. Nous nouS reconnaissons toujours; 
nous nous d~go&tons. La chari t~ nous est inconnue. 
r1ais nous sommes polis ;8nos relations avec Ie monde 
sont tr~s-convenables.1I 1 

As his narrator prepares to rele te the experience of his 

Season in Hell, he states nJadis, si je me souviens bien, 

rna vie ~tAit un festin o~ s'ouvraient tous les coeurs ••• 
.". ... "-j'ai sonBe a rechercher le clef du festin ancie~, ou je 

reprendrais peut-~tre appeti t. La chari t-e est cette clef-,EE 

Similarly the "Bis ter of chari ty" BO desperately sought in 

ilLes SoeUl's de charit~n83 embodies a gentle devotedness 

discovered neither in the "secularll woman nor in abstrac-

tions characterized as women, such AS Poetry and Justice. 

The poem describes absence of "philie," tha t is, in the 

words of Henry and Glenn, the "mos t be sic love ••• friend~ i-,r-

,,84 
ships. They explain that both sexually expressed love 

81 "Impossible'; Oeuvres, p.112-14. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

82 'Une Saison en enfer,Oeuvres,po 930 Arthu.r 
Rimb8ud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

83 "Les Soeurs de charit6,n Oeuvres 51-52.Arthur 
Rimbaud'80euvres compl~tes (c) Editfons Galiimard. 

4 Excerpts from SERVANT OF PEACE, under the direc
tion of The Reverend Leo G. Henry and Sister Mary Michael 
Glenn, C.D.P., copyright (c)1967 by Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher. 
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(eros) and love expre ssed through generosi ty (aga pe) 'are 

incomplete without it.85 Eros and agape correspond, in 

this case, to the two catagories depicted in Rimbaud's 

poem: secular woman (~) j' Poe try and Jus tice (agape). 

Phllla becomes fi~;uratlvely a "sister" of charity, a 

dimension of the caritas Rimbaud sought. Phi~a, as a di

mension of caritAs is important throughout the Aeneidl/ 

especially in such instances as mourning for lost comrades, 

the funeral games for Anchises, and the episode of Nisus 

and Euryalus. 

Another word efficaciously used in Rimbaud's poetry 

is patience, deriving from the Latin patior, pati meaning 

to suffer or endure. As we have noted in the opening pas

sage of the Aeneid (see Introduction p. 1 ~nd 2), the word 

often be8rs the connotation of perseverance in extended 

strug~le, especially that of a spirtual or psychological 

nature. At the end of Co~die de la soif, Rimbaud,conclud

ing that the symbolic ItDlonysian wine tt has proven unful-

filling, muses: 

Peut-~tre un Soir m'attend 
ot je boirai tranquille 

85 
Concepts presented in SERVANT OF PEACE, under the 

direction of The Reverend Leo G. Henry and Sister Mary 
Michael Glenn, C.D.P., copyright (c) 1967 by Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, Inc., p. 148-49. Reprinted by permission of 
the publisher. 



En quelque vieille Ville, 
Et mourrai plus content: 86 
Puisque je suis patientt 

74 

Bearing the discomrorts of privation, he accepts patience 

as a prerequistte of attainment. Such was the situation 

of Aeneas. The a tti tude is sUlllI'iled up by Rimbaud El t the end 

of If Adieu" : "Cependent c lest la veille. Regevons tous les 

influx de vigaeur et de tendresse r~elle. 
.... 

Et a l'aurore, 

arm~s dlune ardente patience, nous entrerons aux splendides 

villes.,,87 Again, let us recall the Trojan parallel. 

These three examples, suggest a manner in which 

Rimbaud, by cultivAting 0 feeling for the original evoca

tive qualities of words, sought the universal in language, 

pursuing his goal: tttrouver une le:np;ue "{please see C:or

respondance, Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c)Editions 

Gallimard, p. 252). 

86 nCom'E3die de le soif," Oeuvres p. 75. 
Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres oompl~tes (0) Editions Gallimard. 

87 "Adieu," Oeuvres, p. 117. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
oompJ.~tes (c) Edi tions}allimard. 
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AN ADVENTURE 3Y SEA: A QUEST FOR UNDER~TANOING 

The Voyages of Rimbaud 

As stated in the previous chapter, the sea hes 

long held men in fascination. Clear ~nd sparkling, dark 

end mysterious, calm or raging, it has become symbolic of 

both life and death. Scientific theory suggests that life 

may have originated in the sea, and evolved life depends 

upon the wate~~ays of circulatory systems to transport 

vital nutrients that sustain life. In the domain of the 

psychological, the flo~ of material 1'rom unconscouness to 

consciousness, the interaction of events and spontaneous 

occurrences imitate the movements of the sea. 

For these reasons, it is not surprisin~!, that the 

artistic theme of voya~e has often been associated with the 

series of experiences constituting life. 

From youth, Rimbaud eagerly embraced tho concept 

of voyage, acceptin~ inherent difficulties, challenges, 

surprises and seeking opportunities to learn. At play, 

Arthur embarked upon imaginary journeys with his brother 

in the little boat anchored on the Meuse (see Chapter 1, 

note 45). His passion for books set him upon an endless 

seaway of adventure. In addition, Rimbaud loved to sally 

75 
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out-of-doors into the full beeuty of nature. Between the 

end of A up, us t 1870 And Harch 1871, young .I\rthur fled three 

times fI'om his home; twice to PAris and once to Bel~ium. 

He did not fear the open road: 

(Please consult Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 

complet~s Cc) Editions Gallimard for 
, 1 

text of "Ma Boheme. tt) 

Rimb~ud continued to travel through much of his 

adult life, visitin~ many countries of Europe on foot. He 

studied German and resided for several months in Germany. 

Later, he spent several months in Italy. Followin~ a re-

turn to Cherleville, Rimbaud set out for Austria. In May 

of 1876, he enlisted in the Dutch army, accompanied a divi-
2 

sion into Ba tavia, but suddenly deserted after three weeks. 

In 1877, Rimbeud returned to Germany ";here, in Hamburg, he 

accepted a position P-S interpreter in e circus. He trav

eled with the circus throu~h SloJeden flnd Denmark. 3 After 

1 "Me Boh~rne," Oeuvres, p.35. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Galllmard. 

2 Bernard, p. xi. 

3 Ibid., p. xii. 
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yet enother return to Charleville, Rimbaud departed a~ain 

for HAmburg. Further journeys took him back to Frence, 

Sv'itzerlend, Ep,ypt, Cypress, Java, Aden, end Ethiopia. 

The theme of "j ourne y, 11 parti culArly voyage, per-

meAtes Rimbaud's poetry. 
,; 

In PromenAde et poesie, Jacques 

Plessen has compiled a list (containing over sixty entries) 

of place names, mentioned among the works. 4 Panoramas, 

close-ups, recounts of meetings with people and things, 

documentation of customs and manners, accounts of marvelous 

adventures, creates the air of a traveler's diary. Yet, 

because the style of the descriptions cast mythological 

shadOl-1S, one senses the t this "dia ry" repre sents much more 

then the mere recording of personal travels. Through ex-

traordinary use of myth, personal journey is elevated to 

epic scale. The symbolic veracity of ancient myth is re

vitalized by transpOSition into a contemporary setting. In 

addition, contemporary mythologies are given birth. 

An excellent example of this technique is discovered 

in the poem Itpromontoire ."" As noted by vlhi taker, Rirr.baud 

brings the grandeur of ancient epic to his own work by 

creFlting a setting of "notre brick en large," and also by 

4 Plessen, p.266. 

" upromontoire," Oeuvres, p.148-49. Arthur Rimbeud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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stating thet the promontory is "aussi 'etendu que l'Epire 

et le P~loponnese,1t and the reader intuitively senses that 
6 

the narrator is one from among Ulysses' or Aeneas' men. 

In this way the text achieves greeter depth in time and in 

significance. Persistence in this technique is documented 

by the appearance of such references to classical heritage 

as "bacchenales," "fanums" (temples), "de grands CenRUX de 

carthep;e," "le molles -eruptions d'Etnas." Constantly, we 

are reminded that the modern world is founded upon an an-

cient culture which continues, whether acknowledged or un-

acknowledged, to remain with man, for it is an expression 

arising from the core of his being. The "temples" are 

still amonR; us, yet they are temples" qu'~cle.ire ls rentr~e 

des th~ories." The word "theory" is effect1vely chosen for 

the irony of 1ts double sense, since in Greek, the word re

lE-tes to religious liturgy.? "Bacchanales" or revelers are 

still among us, 8S are the displays of ns.ture's forces such 

as Etna. The modern age s1mply calls these by different 

nRmes. Yet, we have also the "new": "Scarbro, "Brooklyn," 

the "railways," and the "plus colossales constructions 

de l'Ita11e, de l'Am~rique et de l'Asle. Because modern 

6 \-ihitaker, p.14. 

7 Bernard, p. 527 (note 3). 
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man carries the disposition of ancient man 'lrlithin himself, 

these tt new" phenomena constitute materiol from which con

temporary mythology ("evolved" legends of which Rimbaud 

speaks in ltVilles,ft Oeuvres, p.l36) may be formed. Rimbaud 

brings these aspects together in npromontoire": 

. , 
(Please consult Arthur Rimbaud Oeuvres completes 

(0) Editions Gallimard, p.148-49 for text of 
H Promontoire': ) 

Thus, we discover that Rimbaud's poetic travels 

represent not only geographicBl journeys, but journeys 

through time and through psychological development. Motifs 

of past and present merge, conditioninr, future poetic ex

pression. His art points to B oneness of mankind, for 

while symbols may change, that which is ~iven expression 
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throu~h symbols does not. The palimpsest-like structure 

forming the history of cultural and psychological expres-

sion arises from the common needs of all men. 

For this resson, Rimbaud, unsati~fied with the pre

vailing quality of his spacial and temporal environment, 

attempted to seek, among ancient manners, a viable method 

of symbolicAlly approAching questions of life's meaning. 

In commenting upon Rimbaud's predilection for the ancient 

{1reeks, Stanislas Fume t points out the tit wa s the recep

tive quality of the poet that mattered, for he was one who 

listened to a universe that spoke.8 The concept is also 

evident in the Aeneid, as Aeneas is ~uided by signs and 

symbols toward his goel. It is also true of Rimbaud's work. 

Let us now be~in to retrace Rimbeud's journey for under-

standing alon~ the pattern of some of these motifs. 

Voyage and Patience: Hunr;er and Thirst 

The grueling voyage undertaken by Aeneas and his 

companions symbolically compr:J.ses a series of moral trials 

which the protegonists must successfully surmount. The 

durat:J.on of journey is 8 time or endurance or "pAtience" in 

the La tin sense of 11 sufferino; borne. 11 ltD ly is discovered 

8 .Stanislsa Fumet, Rimbaud mystique contrarie 
(peris: Librairie PIon, 1966) 89. 
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not by direct route, but through trial and error. The city 

of Aenesdae is established by Aeneas, yet it proves not to 
9 be the destined city. On to crete the Trojans sAil, yet 

the prophetic city's walls are not to rise thereupon. Each 

mis taken loca ti on cha llenge s the 't-Jeary tr~1Velers to pack 

thetr meager belongings and rene"; search. For some, this 

proves too difficult 8S depicted in the episode of the 

Trojan mothers' revolt Rnd the burning of the Ships.lO The 

shade of Anchises, Aeneas' father appears and Advises his 

son: 

••• the flol.Jer of the youth, 
The bravest hearts, lead on to Italy. 
There will be trouble theril 8 rug~ed people 
Must be sub~ued in Latium. 

P.eneas, ri~orously tested in many ways, must demon-

strate strength of chRracter (with respect to avoiding 

Scylla, Charybdis and Circe and other menaces), responsi

bili ty and commi tment (renouncing Dido and her ki:lp;dom), 

and self-kno"lled:,~e (accept:i..ng the personal ch~llenge of de

scent to the lower "·Jorld). 

9 Humphries, p.6l-63. 

10 
Ibid., p.132 -l36. 

11 
Ibid., p.136-31. 
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Amon~ the many tribulAtions endured, the role or" 

hun~er p.cquired special significance. Repeatedly, Vergil 

presents the Trojans as tney disembar~ and prepare for R 

meal. Upon landing at C~rthage, the initial meal is de-

scribed in detail: 

••• The men are glad 
To be ~shore again, to feel dry sand 
Under the salt-stained limbs. Ach8tes strikes 
The spark from the flint, catches the fire on 

leaves, 
Adds chips end kindlin~, blows and fans the 

flame, 
And they bring out the soaked and salty corn, 
The hand-mills, stone and mortar, end mrke 

ready, 2 
As best they can, for bread. l 

Several verses later, Vergil again focusas,with precision, 

upon details of the meal: 

They were ready for feasting. Part loy bare 
The flesh from the torn hides, part cut the 

meat 
Impalin~ it, still quivering, on spits, 
Settin~ the kottles, keeping the water 

boiling, 
And strong with food again, sprawling 

stretched out 
On confortable grass, they take their fill 
Of bread and wine and venison, till hunger 
Is gone, and the board cleared.13 

12 Ibid., p.9. 

13 Ibid., p. 10-11. 



The role of hunger becomes especiAlly sir,nificant 

when it acquire s a prophe tic func tion. . This oc curs when, 

having entered among the Strophades (Ionian islands), the 

Trojans sail into harbor end discover herds of c~ttle and 
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~oats, unattended. Some of these are slau~htered for food. 

HOl-lever, as the feast commences, Aeneas' men are suddenly 

attacked by Herpies who reproach them for the loss of live

stock and their father's kingdom. From a lofty perch, 

Celaeno, one of the creatures, utters this warning to 

AonA9S: 

"Take notice, then, and let my 'Words forever 
Stick in your hearts; what Jove ha s told. 

Apollo, 
Apollo told me, and I, the ~re1.'ltest fury, 
Shove down your throats; it is ItAly you Rre 

after, 
And the winds will help you, Italy and her 

harbors 
You will reach, all right; but you will not 

wall the city 
Till, for the wrong you have done us, deadly 

hunger 
\-jill make you grow and crunch your very 

tablesL" 14 

\~hen the Trojans arrive in Ausonia, the fulfillment of the 

prophecy of hunger confirms the1.r hope of having reached the 

sought-nfter land in the West: 

Aeneas and the captains and Iulus 
Sprawled in the sha de; e feast was spread; 

they plAced 

14 Ibid., p.70. 



The wheels of hardtack on the ~round, and 
on them 

Morsels of food, and sliced or quartered 
apples, 

And after these were eaten, hun?,er drove them 
To break the disks beneath 'l>Jith teeth and -, 

fingers. 
Hot cries Iulus, "vIe are eatin~ our tablest" 
A bOY's joke, nothing more. But the spoken 

word 
Meant some tb.ing more and deepe r, to Aeneas, 
An end of hardship. He caught up the saying, 
Fel t the god! s presence. "Heilt It he cried 

remembering, 
"Hail, 0 my destined land t All hail, ye fai th-

ful 
Gods of our homeland1 Here our country lies. 
Now I remember what Anchises told me: 
My son, when hunger overtakes ~ou, driven 
To unknown shores, and the foo seems so little 
You find it best to gnaw the tables also, 
There hope for home, there build, ho~ever 

weary, . 
The city walls, the moat, the ditch, the 

rampart. 
This must have been that hunger, and the 

ending 
Of our misfortunes. lS 
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The great quest of the Trojan people pivots, iron-

ically, upon a simple, comical human act--one that is, 

however, of deeply significant value, for in the act of 

eating the hardtack tables, the Trojans, without denial of 

their inn~te dignity, acknowledge each to himself and to 

his fellows, the condition of dependency. The Bct itself 

brings to frui tion a spiri t of humili ty, a spirit of·.poverty, 

15 
Ibid., p. 180-81. (Emphasis as indicated by 

Humphries.) 
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for these' men reveal thAt they are neither egotistical nor 

finical. They are simply "hungry." Moreover, the Tro jane 

can laugh at their weakness. Their character is born of a 

yearning that arises as naturally as hunger itself. 

vl1thin the domain of Rimbaud's work, the collection 

of poems grouped under the heading Vera Nouveaux et chan

~ presents a concentration of hunger and thirst motifs. 

Study of these motifs has taken many approaches. I wish 

to relate the function of structures in Rimbaud's work to 

that of the motifs 1n the Aeneid, especially with respect 

to the ethical code tha t become s apparent in Vergil' s work. 

The concentration of Rimbaud's hunger and thirst 

motifs may be explained in the following manner. If we 

exe.mine the four mElin collections of Rimbaud' s 'Work, we dis

cover that they are divided into three basic categories. 
~ The earliest pieces, those grouped under the heading Poesies 

represent observation and reaction. Rimbaud examines his 

environment and comments upon it in criticRl and often sa

tirical tone (e.g."Soleil et chair,,16: an expos' deElling 

with manls loss of a sense of the "mystical" in nature; 

"Le Ch~timent de Ta rtuffen17 : criticism of hypocrisy and 

16 ItSoleil et chair'; Oeuvres, p.6-ll. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

17 "Le Ch6'timent de Tartuffe," Oeuvres, p.14. 
Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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inauthentioity; ttLe Forgeronlt18 : an attack upon injustice 

and discrimination, concentr8tin~ especially, upon how 

these rob the individual of a sense of vision and destiny; 

ttv6nus anadyom9-ne"19 : a burlesquing of love in the modern 

vJOrld; "Les Assis,,20 a lampooning of sloth and lethArgy, 

both physical and mental; uLes Soeurs de chari t~,,2l : a 

work expre s-sin.~ the deceptive na ture of certa in type s of 

"love"; "Le jus te res tai t ••• u: 22 a cri tical explora tion of 

justice, and its lack in society; "Le Bateau ivre ll23 : a 

re-evaluation of poetic and life ~oels; and, "A la mw

sique,,24 : a satirization of self-satisfaction and small-

mindedness. Almost everyone of the poems within the 

collection deals with some social, political or morel 

compla:tnt. 

18 nL~ Forge:ron II Oeuvre.s o.1~-21. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres r~mplEl'tes ~c) EAi tiOlla oall1mtL d. 

uV(nus anadyom?tne "Oeuvres p.22. 
Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compietes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

20 . 
ilLes Assis," Oeuvres, p.36-38. Arthur Rimbaud, 

Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
21 

ttLes Soeurs de charita," Oeuvres, p.5l-52. 
Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres oompl~tes (c)Editions Gallimard. 

22 II "53 55 le jus te re s ta it. " • , Oeuvre s, p. - • 
Arthur Rimbaud, ~~uvres completes(c)Editions Gallimard. 

23 
"Le Bateau ~vre,n Oeuvres, p.66-69. Arthur 

Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes (c) Edi£ions Gallim8rd. 

24 itA la musiq1,le," Oeuvres, p. 21-22. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Ga11imard. 
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As the Trojans fled the fall of Troy, escapin~ 

the slavery of the situation, so too, it seems, Rimbaud 

fled from 'the intellectual and artistic slavery about him. 

Atle Kittang has alluded to Rimbaud's reaction against the 

unheroic, and has pointed out his desire for greatness and 
25 

achievement. Several of v~hi taker's remarks are also 

quite pertinent, for she states that " ••• les larmes et le 

voyage sont chez lui la protestation outrag~e de l'innocenoo 

devant la depravation du monde,u26 end likening Rimbeud to 

Ulysses, she terms him It ••• un poete qui fui t sa campagne 

natale e travers les themes de l'eau ••• tt27 

Poetically, a search for meaning, for the justifi

cation of ideals is undertaken, p.nd it is within the Vers 

nouveaux et chansons group, expressively exhibiting a 

heightened dynamic of quest that Rimbaud's narrator becomes 

most afflicted with "hunger" and" thirstlt in the symbolic 

25 Atle Kittang$ Discours et eu: essai d'analyse 
des textes dtArthur Rimbaud Bergen: Universltetsforlaget; 
Grenoble: Presses Univers:J.taires de Grenoble, (c) 1975 
Conseil N'orv'6gien de la Recherche Scientifique pure 1975) 
145. 

26 

27 
Ibid., p. 103. 
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sense. This may be documented by poems such ElS ItLFlrme, 1128 

ilL!=! Ri vi~re de cassis, n29 'tCom6d:J.e de la soif, It 30 B.nd 

ItBonne pens~e du matin" 31 in l..Jhich thirst And methods of 

quenching thirst become central im9ges and themes. In 

"~tes de la ra1m" 32 and ItF$tes de la patience,,,33 hunger 

end yearning, function similarly as central images and 

themes. It 1s also during this period that poems reflect-

ing in some 'Ways si tuetions analogous to thAt of Aenees end 

Dido, occur ("Est-elle almee ••• ,,34 end ItJeune menage" 35 ). 

The former, !lEst-elle alm~e ••• , offers description reminis-

cent of the scene Vergil paints of the beach as Aeneas de

parts from Dido. The Ie tter, "Jeune menAp,e," seems to echQ, 

in certain passages, the troubled relationship between Aeneas 

And Dido, for example: 

Que ce sont bien intrigueD de genies 
Cette d~pense et ces d~sornres vainst 
C'est Ie f~e africeine qui fournit 
La mUre, et les r~silles dans les coins. 

28nLarme!" oeuvres
i 

p. 72. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
compl~te~ (c) Ed tions Gal imerd • 
. - 911 Le Rivi~re de cassis," Oeuvres, p.72-73.Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) EditIons Gallimard. 

30ltCom~die de Ie soif II Oeuvres, p.73-75. Arthur 
Rimbaud'3£euvres completes (ci Ealtlons Gallimard. 

II Bonne peniee du me tin II Oeuvre s p. 76. Arthur 
Rimbaud, ~euvres compl~tes (c) Eaitions Ga!limard. 

3 "F*tes de la Faim " Oeuvres, p. A3-8h. Arthur 
R1mbaud, ~euvres completes tc) EdItIons Gallimard. 

3 "F~tes de la ~atience," Oeuvres p. 76-81.Arthur 
Rimbaud'34Reuvres compl~tes (c) EdIt10ns Gallimard. 

Es t-e lIe a Im'~e ••• J II Oe U¥t~ s , p!! R 31 Arthur 
Rimbaud'35Reuvres completes \c) Ed OIlS ue11 mara. 

I Jeune menageJ.," oeuvl~eBi p. 81. Arthur Rimbaud 
Oeuvres complates (c) Eaitlons G« 11mard. ' 



It seems thet the Vers nouveaux et chansons of Rimbaud 

correspond to the time of the wanderings of Aeneas. 

Rimbaud's hero, like Aeneas, seems to be ettempting to 

determine direction. The HItter poems of the collection 

indic~te orientation toward the Illuminations, for, as 
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Dido'S influence distrActed Aeneas from his ori~inRl goal, 

so too the nth~orie du voyant lt "Jith its process of "d~

r~p,lement" the Uvoyantft from attaining full potentif.ll. As 

Aeneas realizes that he must, by conscious effort, strive 

to attain the fullness of his ceIling, so too, the poet 

voyant understands that his goals !H'e attained not by 

conscj.ous effort to experience, but by conscious effort to 

communicate. He pssses beyond the domain of the sens~-

tional, into the realm of intelli~ence and will. 

The Season in Hell reviews the psycholo~ical and 

spiritual journey that hes ended in rejection of "voyance." 

In "Alchimie du verbe" Rimbaud explains that "voyance'" was 

artificial and full of illusion, insisting most of all, 

the t 1 t did not bring him happiness36 ("Le BonheurlJ). He 

experiences an awareness of unfulfilled potential and de-

termines once again to take up his mission with a renewed 

36 / "Alchimie du verbe": "Delires II,1t Oeuvres, 
p. 106-112. (Also, see Frohock, p.lO-11 and passim. for 

!. importance of uhappiness" as theme end goa 1) • Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres comp1~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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attitude, as did Aeneas after sojourn in the under\ol/orld. 

Most of the Illumin~tions bear characteristics of re

directed purpose, although a few (such as "Nocturne vul

gairett and nVeill~es") reflect "voyance," (suggesting that 

some of the poems were composed before the Season in Hell). 

Hunger and thirst motifs become less frequent. Rimbaud 

seems to have Itreached land" and will now concentrate upon 

the business of "founding the city"--the work at hand. 

Having considered the Nouveaux vers et chansons 

poems in re la tion to o the r segments of Rimbaud' s work (-e .• i,., 

how these poems represent a Ufirst direction of trevel" 

and a "turninR poin tit), le t us now proceed to examine the 

roles 'thunger,'· "thirst lt and 'tpatience" play in determin

ing Rimbaud's progress. 

The poem" Larme" artis tically depic ts the "lamen

ta tion" of one who has delibera tely opted for artificial, 

disorderly intoxication rather then reasoned and "manly" 

(virtus) exercise of will. The decor is set for a meanin~

ful and instructive approach to mysteries of Nature, sym

bolized by the river recalling mysterious, life-q,iving 

qualities of rivers described in the Aeneid: the Simois, 

the Tiber, and most of all Lethe, the Underworld river. 

The narrator, however, chooses not to drink from 

the "jeune Oise,1I selectin~:; instead lIQ,uelque liqueur d'or, 
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fade et qui fait suer." It is a liqueur drawn from the 

confinement of "lEt gourde de colocase." Next" is described 

13 state of intoxication, termed " orar.;e." Therein is pre-

sented EI short series of vaguely interrelated objects: 

Ce furent des pays noirs, des lacs, des perches, 
Des colonnades sous la nuit bleue, des gares. 

The experience has proven unproductive, paltry. Most trag

ically, during the squandered duration of time, the revi

talizing waters of the uJeune Oisen hElve become lost among 

the sand grains. Opportunity for growth has been wasted: 

L'eau des bois se perdait sur des sables vierges; 
Le vent, du ciet jetait des gla~ons aux mares ••• 
Orl tel qU'un pecheur d'or ou de coquillages, 
Dire que je n'ai pas eu souci de boiret 37 -

In "La Rivl~re de Cassis,,,38 another mystical, 

thirst-quenching river becomes the center of focus. Sym

bolically, Rimbaud'~ river reflects many aspects of Vergil's 

River of Forgetfulness, (Lethe) presented in Book VI 01' the 

Aeneid. A comparison of the texts of both authors revesls 

several interesting, common features~ Let us examine 

Rlmbaud's description, followed immediately by that of 

Verrsil: 

La Rivi~re de Cassis roule 19nor~e 
En des vaux ~tranges: 

37 "Lerme, II Oeuvres, p. 72" Arthur Rlmbaud, Oeuvres 
completes (c) Editions GaIlimard. 

38 "La Rivi~re de cassis" Oeuvres p. 72-73. Arthur 
Rimbaud,Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gaillmard. 



La voix de cent corbePoux l'accompa~ne, vraie 
Et bonne voix d'anges: 

Avec les grands mouvements des sapinaies 
Quand plusieursvents plon~ent. 

He saw, in a far valley, a separate grove 
'Where the woods stir and rustle, and a river, 
The Lethe, gliding past the peaceful places ••• 39 

As in ttLarme,tl we observe the close association of grove 
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and river. In Latin mythology, groves were often related 

to the presence of numinous forces. For both Rimbaud end 

Vergil, the river is mysticp.l and affiliated with death. 

In Rimbaud's work, the crows with their "bonne voix 

d'anges lt as well as the movement of the wind throu£1:h the 

trees create eerie death imagery. Vergil's river, is 

graphicAlly located within the realm of the dead. As river-

crossing involves passage, death, too, involves rites of pas

se ge, depic ted by the sever~l rivers of the Lower \1orld. 

Among these rivers, Lethe represents the ultimate 

crossing, for by its woters all memory of pAst life vanishes. 

vJhole genera tiona come to Lethe's shore's to be transformed 

completely. On Lethe's shore, Aeneas observes: 

••• tribes of people thrlln~in~, hovering over: 
Innumerable as the bees in su~~er 
Working the bright-hued flowers ••• 

• • 0 

Aeneas, filled with wonder, asks the reason 
For what he does not know, who are the people 

39 J\.eneid., p.168. 



Is such a host, and to 'h'hat river coming? 
Anchises answers:--"'Ihese are spirits, ready 
Once more for life; they drink of Lethe's water 
The soothing potion of for~etfulness. 
I have lon~ed, for long, to shm'1 them to you, 

name them, 
Our children's children; Italy discovered. 
So much the greater hAppiness, my son. 4 

Rimbaud's poem suggests such "revolution" of time and e-

vents when he states: 
..... ., 

Tout roule avec des mysteres revoltants 
De c~mpagnes d'anciens temps; 

De donjons visit~s, de parcs importants: 
C'est en ces bords qu'on entend 

Les passions mortes des chevaliers errants: 
Mais que salubre est le ventl 

One is almost tempted to think that he had Vergil's text 

before his eyes as he composed the passage. For example, 

the use of the word "r6voltents" bearing the meanin~ful 

La tin connotn tion of "rolling itself back, It crea ting an 

essociation with the action of Lethe's waters: revolution 
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of time. At Lethe flanked by its OvJn "campagnes d'e.nciens 

temps," Aeneas' men themselves, will eventually pRSS throup;h 

the process of regeneration. The mention of "donjons visi

t'Eis lt may be associated with .A,eneas' glance, while at the 

cross-roads of the Underworld, into the areAS of Tartarus: 

Leftward is Tartal'us, and retribution, 
The terminal of the wicked and their dungeon4l 

40 Ibid., p.168. 

41 
Ibid., p.162. 



P.s he looked beck, Aeneas SE'l~J, to his teft, 
'hide wells benee th a cliff, a triple rampRrt, 
A river runninr; fire, Phlegethonts torrent, 
Rocks roaring in its course, 8 ~ate,tremendous, 
Pillars of adamant, a tower of iron, 
Too stron~ for men, too stronR for even gods 
To batter down in warfare, and behind them 
A Fury, sentinel in bloody garments, 
Always on wotch, by day, by night. He henrd 
Sobbing and groaning there, the crack of the 

lASh, 
The c lank of iron, the sound of dragi";ing 

shackles. 42 
The noise was terrible ••• 
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In contrast Rimbaud's "parcs importants" recall the f~N!Ssy 

fields of Elysium, the joyful meadows where the blessed 

dwell: 

They came to happy pl~ces, the joyful 
d\velling, 

The lovely greenery of the groves of 
the blessed. 

Here ampler air invests the fields with 
light, I 3 

Rose-colored, with familiar stars and sun.4 

••• 

Some grapple on the grassy wrestling
ground 

In exercise and sport and some are 
dancing, 44 

And others singing ••• 

42 ~., p. 163. 

43 Ibid., p. 166. 

44 Ibid., p. 166. 



Anchises explains: 

11 It is all our home ,the shady 
Groves, and the streaming meadows, and 

the softness 
Along the river-bnnks.45 
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Rimbaud's mentioning of upassions mortes des che

valiers errants" followed by "que salubre est le ventt n 

recalls .Aeneas' meeting with Deiphobus, who recounts how he 

was murdered by the woman he loved: 

One he knew 
Was here, Deiphobus, a son of Priam, 
\'Ii th his whole body mangled, and his 

features 
Cruelly slashed, and both hands cut, 

and ears 
Torn from his temples, and his nostrils 

slit 
By shameful wOl.lnds. 46 

The speaker of Rimbaud's poem receives instruction "on foo~: 

Que le pi~ton regarde e ces claires-voies: 
Il ira plus courageux. 

This immediately recalls thRt Aeneas, too, is npi~ton," in 

the Lower lr;orld, and thElt through the efforts of his"walk!'47 

he penetrates mysteries inaccessible to those who will not 

undertake the step by step journey. After the descent, he 

discovers the channel of the Tiber almost immediately. 

theme. 

45Ibid ., p. 167. 

46
Ibid ., p. 161. 

4 7See Plessen passim. for development of promenade 
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'Vlhen, in the final lines, Rimbaud commands: "Fai tes 

fuir d'ici Ie paysan matois,lI he is using "paysan" in a 

figurative sense to mean individuals who waste n~tural 

talent.. He is not rejecting the "small" man, but the "sma 11-

mindedness" of men. The Aeneid fostered en attitude of ded-

icated effort to develop noble endowment: 

Son of Anchises, born of godly lineage, 
By night, by day, the portals of dark Dis 
Stand open: it is easy, the descending 
Down to Avernus. But to climb again, 
To trace the footsteps back to the air 

above, 
There lies the task, the toil. A few, 

beloved 
By Jupiter, descended from the ~ods, 
A few, in whom exaltlgg virtue burned, 
Have been permitted.4 

ThQ thame of thirst functions again, as !.'l central 

image in nCo~die de la soif.,,49 The \-Jork seems to recapit

ulate the history of man's "thirst" for meaning, ~nd situ-

etes the narrRtor within that history. A brief revieN of 

options, of possible ways of IIquenching" or satisfying the 

narrator's thirst is then presented. 

The initial segment, entitled "Les P~rents" re-

views the phylogenetic development of man, examinin~, at 

48 Aeneid, p. 148. 

49 ItCo~die de ,la soif, It Oeuvre s , "Q. 73 -7.C;. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes (c) EdItionS Gellimera. 



each stage, the manner in which man sought to satisfy 

thirst for understanding. In the age of the "Grand

parents," Illes Grands," the most primitive cultures, a 

DionysiAn dimension prevailed, and man sought communion 

with the intoXicating and fertilizing powers of Nature: 

Nous sommes tes Grands-parents, 
Les Grands t 

Couverts des froides sueurs 
De la lune et des verdures. 
Nos vins sec eveient du coeurt 
Au soleil sans imposture 
Que faut-il ~ l'homme? boire. 

Rimbaud's reply to this attempted remedy is tha t it leads 

only to "death" in barbarian waters: 

If'Mourir aux fleuves barbares. tt 
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The following section that speaks of the Itche'teau mouillE3" 

and the moat recalls the Middle A~es. '-later is easily 

found !tau fond des OSiers," indicating an age naturally 

rich in the symbolic and mystic. However, with the passage 

of time and the occurrence of rapid chan~es \oJ! thin society, 

tradition and ritual increaSingly ran the risk of becoming 

"routine." As it became easy to adhere merely to the "la

bel" of fl religion or ph~losophy, the search for answers 

to lifes questions sometimes became less well "thought out." 

Deep, personal identification with symbolism beCAme more 

easily t8ken for granted. The old powerful Hboissons" 

hAve become mere "cidre" and "la1t.'· To this Rimbaud re-

plies: "Aller ou boivent les vaches." UncontemplEltive use 



of symbols is equated with non-use of symbols. Acerbly 

distin~uishing between the qualities of mAn Bnd beAst, 

Rimbaud su~gests thBt thirst of such inferior quality is 

unworthy of human classification. It may, he taunts, be 

satiated amid animals at the trough. 
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The finAl section of the ilLes parents," presents 

that modern Attitude which seeks to Itexplain everything,tt 

destroying the mystique of myth. Drink is so accessible, 

'tdans nos armoires," that there is really no reason to be 

thirsty. In fact, the coffees and teas ~ that ltfrE3missent" 

in the kettles) are esteemed less for their ability to slake 

thirst than for their exterior, accidental qualities: the 

images their granules form, their blossoms. "Forme" has 

become more important than "fond." The meanin~ of thirst 

and drink have become revolutionized. They have lost their 

powerful symbolic appeal. The death of the ancient universe 

has been proclaimed and "Nous rentrons du cimetiE3re." 

Yet, for individuals such as Rimbaud, real thirst 

persists, and brings about crisis. The "inner man" of 

Rimbaud's narrator, "l'Elsprit," urges him to continue to 

seek a deeper meaning, a sense beyond the object. He can 

s till be fascina ted by''v~nusn, "Juifs errants': and ttAnciens 

exiles chers." The reference to " anc iens exiles chers" may, 

indeed allude directly to the Aeneid. 
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The psycholo~ical difficulties that Rimbaud's poem 

describes seem to correlate with Rollo May's theories
50 

about declining or changing transcendental symbols in mod

ern society. Rimbaud seems to be saying that while we no 

longer believe in "Venus" and ftAeneas': we OU1ht yet to pre

serve an appreciation of their ttinformativeness~ thRt is, 

to understand the values they point to\-1ard. How may modern 

man express that Which the ancients had so little difficulty 

expressing? Rimbaudls narrator explains by stating that we 

no longer bother to plRce water lilies in glass display 

bowls. Placed in a glass setting, the fragile beeuty of a 

water-lily can be handled Dnd shared. In similar fashion, 

man's intuitions occurring as spontAneously and as natural-

ly as the fragile beauty of the water lily, can be "hand-

led" and "sharedtt only when p;iven expre ssi ve form. Our 

tll~gendes et figures" are these expressive forms. Now 

"legends and figures tt are ~one. Contact with ancient myth 

has left only a nostal~ia for its expressivity. The ancient 

"chansonnierlt ha s left a descendent (It filleule") thA t has 

"ecome a nsoif si folle,1I a "hydre intime" that metaphori-

cally devours him. 

Part three of nCom~die de la ·'soif" offers an invi-

tation to enjoy the euphoriA of drink ("Vin'; "Bitter'! 

50 May, p.30-33. 
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"Absinthe") as an end in itself. The narrator rejects the 

offer, as the thought of drunkenness (allusive to "d~r~gle

mentU
) brinfJ,s disgust. Refusing the carpe diem attitude 

of his friends, the narrator expresses his own personsl 

"Pauvre Son~e": 
A Peut-etre un Soil' m' attend 

Q~ je boirai tranquille 
En quelque vieille Ville 
Et mourrai plus content: 
Puisque je suis patientL 

The dream is tI pauvre" in the sens e of 1t unfortuna te, It be-

cause it causes pain to the narrator who finds himself out 

of step with the contemporary time spirit. It is 1tpauvreu 

in that the dream admits humility. Yet, it is also a magni-

ficent dream, one that parallels the epic quest of Aeneas. 

Like Aeneas, Rimbaud 1s narrator places his hope in 

patience, but time Bnd endurance in an El~e so alien to his 

spirit offer little comfort. The conclusion expresses per-

ception of F.I universe the t seems to be growing ever mOI'e 

silent. In this final section, the poet-narrator questions 

whether the "violettes humides" really possess e.ny symbolic 

value regarding the end of life. Are they representatiw of 

B mysterious neiol life or does man simply dissolve into the 

mists of dF.!wn? The poem rests suspended upon this question. 

The four poems: "BAnni~re s de mai, ft tI Chanson de la 

plus haute tour" "Eternit~" and "Age d10r" form a poetic 

cycle. They exteriorize the interior disposition of the 
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poetic pel-'SOnE! dur ing the period of "pe tie nee , It where

from the _-sroup derives its title: "F~tes de la patience." 

"Bannieres de mai" 5l manifests several trai ts of nihilism. 

The Elncient lJ.niver~e filled with forces friendly to man hElS 

vanished. Old force~ of nature are addressed AS if they 

were personalities, while it is demonstrated thEft they ere 

simply blind forces. The impersonal, the unfeeling domi

na tes. Life goes on, or, to employ Rimbeud l S tel~m is "used 

up" ("les saisons mlusent"). In the process, the agony of 

uncertainty, of "hunger" end "thirst" becomes alleviated. 

There "Iill be no more unans'toJel~ed que stions sbout life end 

death. Creation is no longer symbolized by the action of 

sun upon earth, but is reduced to it. The narrotor states 

that we can laugh a t our parents by lau!Shing a t the sun, 

yet somehow, he does not feel l:J.ke lau.~hinr-;: 

Clest rire eux pnl'ents, quleu soleil, 
Mais moi je ne veux rire ~ rienj 
Et libre soit cette infortune. 

The philosophical trend reaches apogee in "llEter

ni-tre,"52 proclaimed to consist Simply in everlasting move

ment of the material universe. In "Soleil et chair," 

creation of life is symbolized by the action of sun and 

51 "Banni~res de mai 11 Oeuvres, p. 77. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) .l<Jdltions Gallimard. 

52 "Eternit~," Oeuvres, p. 79. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres complgtes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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earth. The images become more than themsel ve s. In "Eter

nit~,1t the images simply are l-lhElt they are. They do not 

point toward meaning beyond themselves. Eternity Simply is: 

••• 19 mer a ll~e 
Avec Ie soleil. 

The "onp;oingJt aspect of life is merely resultant of the 

continued action of sunlight upon sea. Only dissolu.tion 

awaits man and the poet speaks of "la nuit si nulle" and 

hopelessness: 

.... d ,. La pas 'esperance, 
Nul orietur 
Science avec patience 
Le supplice est sur. 

In ItArr,e d'or,,,53 the final piece of the four poem 

cycle, the poet rejects the idea of nihilism and returns to 

a philosophy of destiny. The work may be divided into t\oJO 

sections. In each section, the poet is approached by a 

thou~ht representing a philosophic motif that he must either 

accept or reject. In the first section an angelic voice 

suggests that the numerous philosophical questions only lead 

to erucie ty--to "i vresse lt and II folie, II and, the t he should 

recor,nize the Simplicity of life: all is water and organ-

ism. That and only that is man's family: 

53 . 
"A~e d' or," Oeuvres, p. 79-81. Arthur Rimbaud, 

Oeuvres compl~t.es. (c) Editions Gallimard. 



Reconnais ce tour 
51 gai, si fAcile: 
Ce n'est qu1onde, flore, 
Et c'est ta famillel 
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It is ''visible a l' oeil nu ••• " There is no need to LOOK for 

mysteries, for symbols. Things are simply what they seem. 

The poet joins with this voice for A time, but is then ap

proached by another voice that encourages him, stating that 

he should not become astonished at the existence of evil 

in the worlc., end must not use evil as an excuse to become 

cynical. To the contrary, he should rejoice beC8use man's 

nature is noble. He belongs to a "joli ch~teaun and shares 

a princely nature (nature princi~re). Atle Kittang in

creElses appreciation of the "royalty" imege by associating 

it ~ith the theme of exile.54 Robert Greer Cohn suggests 

tha t the poem's title may allude to Hesiod' s Golden P\ge .55 

Ovid's famous description of the Golden Age of Saturn is 

helpful in interpreting what Rimbaud mBy be implying: 

The first millennium \<1£tS the ege of gold: 
Then livinp, creatures trusted one another; 
People did well without the thought of ill: 
Nothing forbidden in a book of laws, 
No fears, no prohibitions read in bronze, 
Or in the sculptured face of judge and master 
Even the pine tree s to od on its 0\-10 hi lIs, 

54 KittAny, p. 122-23. 

55 
Ro~ert Greer Cohn, The Poetry of RimbBud 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973) 205. 



Nor did it fell to sai 1 unchar ted see s; 
All that men knew of earth were shores of home, 
No cities climbed behind high walls and bridges; 
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No bress-lipped trumpets called, nor clan~ing swords, 
Nor helmets marched the streets, country and tOl-In 
Had never heard of war: and seasons travelled 
Through the years of peace. The innocent earth 
Learned neither spade nor plough; she gave her 
Riches as fruit hAngs from the tree: grapes 
Dropping from the vine, che rry, strawberry 
Ripened in silver shadows of the mountains, 
And in the sha de o;C6 Jove's mirE' culous tree, 
The falling acorn.5 

Ovid presents a universe that is, of its nature, morally 

charged. Nature's relationship to man is a benevolent one, 

arising from mutual generosity. Life is depicted not as a 

process of tlusinp, up" (ttBflnni~res de mai"), but as a process 

of ~iving and sharing. Virtue belongs to the ancient her-

itage of man, and it is man's potential for virtue, cRlling 

to him throup~ the motif of this second voice that inspires 

the nRrrator's request for "gloire pudique. 1t 

"Age d'or" marks a critical turning point in 

Rimbaud's work. He will concentrate less on gaining under-

standing of v.ice, destruction, end dissolution than on point

ing out how loss of the ancient spirit has robbed life of 

richness and meaning. These concepts become crystAllized 

in the use of the term Bonheur. Beyond emphoria and frivol-

ity, Rimbaud herein is speaking of real contentment, 

56 From Ovid' 5 THE ME'rANORPHOSES, transla ted by 
Horace Gregory. Copyright (c)1958 by Vikine Pen~uin Inc. 
Reprinted by permIssion of Vikine Penguin; p.33. 
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satisfaction, peace of mind. The French word Ttbonheurlt 

ultimRtely derives from La.tin words having to do with an 

outlook that is favorable. 57 The happy man, therefore, is 

one who sees goodness in life, despite the encounter of 

evil, who oontemplates life as having positive mep.nin~. 

The capacity for happiness 1s pert of men's nature ~nd he 

cannot experience wholeness vl1thout it, (that is, he cannot 

be all that he is capable of being). For this reason, 

Rimbeud re jec ts "d6reglement," '''voyance'' and their conse-

quences (all of which deny potential) as he explains in 

'ID~lires II.,,58 It was the "rainbow," that is, undyin~ 
hope, that condemned a process slowly destroying the man. 

J'avais ~t~ damn~ par l'src-en-ciel. Le Bpnheur 
~teit rna fatalit~, mon remords, mon ver ••• ~~ 

Happiness was Rimbeud's IIfstelite,1t in the sense of ttdesti:+ 

ny. It As unfulfilled potential, it haunted him in the man-

ner of "remords·tI and fiver. II He expresses conversion to the 

time spirit and herita~e of a golden origin-in ItO Saisons, 

~ ch~teaux,1I60(time and heritage, respoctively)~ 

57 Petit Larousse illustr6, p.127 end 507. 

58 lin/Ii " e res II: Une S~1son en enfer, ~euvres, 
p.lll. See also Chapter 2, p.43. Arthur R1moau , Oeuvres 
compl~t~ (c) Editions Gallimard. 

9 Ibid., p.lll. 

60 II 0 Sa isons, fi cha teaux, II Oeuvres, p .88-89. 
Arthur R1mbeud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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Po. renewed attitude is s'imilerly reflected in 

Rimbaud's treatment of the "hunger" theme AS manifest.ed in 

"Le Loup criait ••• ", and "F~tes de la fElim.11 In "Le Loup 

i it ,,61 cr a ••• , The poet identifies the ravenous hun~er for 

experience ("voyance") with that ~f a wolf devouring its 

~entle victim. We note especially the suffering of the 

't-Jolf indicated clearly by the expressions "Crieit' and "Je 

me consume'! Further in the SElme poem, the speaker comperes 

his "former nature" to thet of a spider which, disdaining 

to eat salads and fruits, consumes, instead, a plant whose 

primary purpose is to create beauty: the Uviolettes." 

"Fates de le faim~62 in the initial stares, pre-

sents a narrator who is dravJn toward thElt which is "element

al and lifeless. He has tAste only for: Ifla terre'! "les 

pierres'! fIle roc'; "les charbons~ fIle fer'! HOlvever, tO~lard 

the end of the poem, he becomes aware of and attracted to 

forces of life. He notices that leaves have appeared on the 

earth, and, within the ditch, he observes "la doucette et 

18 viole tte'! 

From his treatment of hunger and thirst motifs, we 

observe the. t the "voyant' sit period of suffering became, for 

61 
u Le Loup cr!ait ••• ," Oeuvres, p.89. Arthur 

Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes (c) EfcIr-fions Galltrnard. 

62 "F1tes de la fa.im," Oeuvres, p.83-84. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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him,as for Aeneas, a period of discovery through which he 

gained greater knowledge of himself and his ultimate goal. 

In similar fashion, encounters with people and mythological 

figures, the subject of the next section, challenge the 

hero's progress and growth. 

Encounters: Persons and Creatures of Myth 

Journey frequently occasions the meeting of new 

people and the observation of unfamiliar, often intri

guing phenomena. Such are the wanderings of Aeneas. As 

he sAils from port to port, he becomes engaged in a great 

variety of encounters, all of which provide opportunity for 

personal growth. Aeneas often discovers old friends and 

relatives as he did upon arriving at Buthrotum where 

Helenus had established a ne\-I "little Troy.n63 There, he 

also met Andromache, who recounted the sed events of her 

life after the death of Hector. At other times, entirely 

new personages appeared such as Dido who challenged the 

Trojans' destiny and Turnus who proved a rival. In addi

tion, Aeneas was confronted by a variety of mythological 

creetures representing situs.tions or circumstances that he 

had to overcome. Among these, most noteworthy are the 

63 Aeneid, p. 71-73. 



Harpies, Humour, the Cyclopes, Scylla, Charybdis, end 

Circe. 

In similar fashion, Rimbaudts poetic travels in

clude encounters of both the human and the mythological 

kind. Regarding the significance of the appearances of 

various personages~ Whitaker notes: 

Le caract~re moral ou magique dtune exp~rience 
pourra ~tre exprime dans le po~sie elliptique mRis 
concrete de Rimbaud par une breve apparition, une 
allusion, la rencontre dtun instant entre le Poete 
et l'un des personnages que nous venons de pr~
senter. Plus d'une foiS~ ces personnifications 
qui surgissent toujours a un moment d~cisif de son 
aventure, nous renseignent directement sur les 
ad~sions est~tiques at morales du cr~ateur, sur 
son all~geance morale o~ spirituelle. Tout au 
long de l'oeuvre, le Poete entretient des rap
ports charg~s de sens avec ces personnages, il se 
rapproche ou S'~loigne d

4
'eux, i1 leur adresse des 

saluts et des edieux ••• 6 
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Within the realm of the human, we observe numerous child 

figures (ilLes Etrennes des orphelins'; "Les Po~tes de sept 

ans"), numerous female figures, (a,specially of characters 

such as tl La Naline"), and several satirized social ,and 

poli tical figures ("Le Ch~timen t de Tartuffe~ the hypocri te; 

"L'Eclatante victoire de Sarrebruck'; the maladroi t mili tary 

leader; And "Rage de C~sars'; tyrannical poli tical authori ty). 

Innocent children, flirtetous ~irls, hypocrites, Rnd men 

whose strategies had failed were all very much part of 

64 Whitaker, p.30. 
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Rimbaud's world. Yet within the legacy of his work, there 

exist figures that have been raised to a mythological level 

of significance. In IILe Forgeron, u65 for example, the per

sonage of the laborer looms larger than life, a type of 

"new·· methological blacksmith. Like Hephaestus (allusion 

noted by Enid Rhodes Peschel in Flux and Reflux: Ambiva-

lences in the Poems of Arthur Rimbaud, Gen~ve: Droz, 1977, 

p.24), he too, is crippled--not physically, but by social 

and economic disadvantage. Like Hephaestus, he is a 

builder--one who, by strength of will and sheer determina

tion, labors to forge a destiny for himself and his class. 

In similar fashion, as the Fury Allecto, one of the Grim 
66 Sisters, haunts Turnus in the Aeneid, the young man of 

Rimbaud's ItLes Soeurs de chari.(en67 is beseiged by Poetic 

inspiration and Justice personified and raised to the level 
/ of myth. These mythological "women" rend him (ltdechirerlt) 

by their Itauguste obsession" and finally abandon him, "son 

front saignent. 1t 

In classical mythology, physical manifestations 

often indicate moral or spiritual state. The technique, 

predominant in Ovid's Metamorphoses, is also present in 

Vergil1s Aeneid. For example, the creature Scylla 

Oeuvres 

Arthur 

65 "L~ Forgeron" Oeuvres p.15-20. Arthur Rimbaud, 
completes tc) EAitionS Gailimard. 

66 Aeneid, p. 193. 

67 "Les Soeurs de cha~id,n Oeuvres, p.51-52. 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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incarnates the spirit of duplicity. At first impression, 

the figure is attractive, as symbolized by her fair femi-

nine appearance. However, hidden from the cursory glance 

is revolting treachery, allegorized by a repulsive body: 

Scylll;l is held in a cave, a den of darkness, 
From where she thrusts her huge jaws out, and draws 
Ships to her ,jElgged rocks. She looks like a girl 
Fair-breasted to the waist, from there, all monster, 
Shapeless, 't-:ith dolphins' tails, end a wolf's belly. 
Better to go the long way round, make turning 
Beyond pachynus, than to catch one glimpsg8 Of Scylla the misshapen, in her cavern ••• 

Similarly, the whirlpool Charybdis tI the unappeas

a,ble,,69 lends form to greed coveting all and consumin~ be-

yond capacity: 

••• on the left Charybdis, 
The unappeasable; from the deep ~ulf she sucks 
The great waves down, three times; three times she 

belches 
Them high up into the air, and sprays the stars. 

In like manner, Verg11's very famous depiction of 

Rumour needs little comment: 

Tiny at first in fear, she swells, colossal 
In no time, walks on earth, but her head is hidden 
Among the clouds her mother, Earth, was anr.;ry, 
Once et the ~ods, and out of spite produced her, 
The Titans youngest sister, swift of' foot, 
Deadly of wing, a huge and terrible monster, 
uli th Rn eye below each fea ther in her body, 
A tongue, a mouth, for every eye, and ears 

68 
Aeneid, p. 76. 

69 
Ibid., p. 76. 



Double tha t number in the night she flies 
Above the earth, below the sky, in shadow 
Noisy end shr+Ol; her eyes ere never closed 
In slumber •• 0 

III 

Rimbaud creates e mythology of his oWn using en 

analogous process. The lethargic attitude of "les Assis,,7l 

has transformed them physically" They have e "fan tasque 

os(3ature" resulting from prolonged positioning 1n their 

chairs. Like Scylla, they swiftly reach out to afflict: 

It ••• ils ont une main invisible qui tue. n Their eyes send 

forth A poisonous regard: 

••• ce venin noir 
Qui cher~e lloeil souffrant de Ie chienne battue, 
Et vous suez, pris dans un stroce entonnoir. 

One of the most striking creatures of horror met in 

"" .. d ' ,,72 Rimbrludts poetry is Venus flnB yomane" IdeallYJI the clas-

sical work epitomizes Love in all its beauty and goodness, 

rising out of a limitless ocean. Rimbnud's Venus, however, 

depicts Love as he has encountered it: profaned, disfig-

ured, rising not from a boundless ocean, but from an old 

man-made tub. Its lethar?,ic, moribund appearance prompts 

him to cry out in I~L' Impossible:" "La chari t{ nous est 

70 Ib id ., p. 93. 

71 "Les Assis," Oeuvres, p. 36-38. Arthur RimbElud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Edltions-Gallimard. 

,(2 / .... 
"V~nus anadyomene " Oeuvres, p. 22. Arthur 

" ' RimbAud, Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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inconnue73( Itcharit~tt in the sen~e of ceritas, generous love 

among men). ~re Fl scertain the depth of his dis~ust by the 

acerbity of the lest stanza, in particular describing the 

figure as: "Belle hideusement dlun ulcere a llanus." 

In "Being Be auteous,,,74 Rimbaud, depicting e stet-

ue-like fi~ure of Beauty, renders the gesture of charity in 

concrete form. The poem is not about a beauteous being, 

but about nbeing tl beauteous--it demonstrates generosity in 

action~ Moreover, it illicits a response, as indiceted by 

the ending. Appearing n tall," like the tenebrae of La tin 

literature, Beauty, fecing the onslaught of assault, rises 

up, trembling. t,lounds burst upon the lovely flesh. As the 

a tt1:lck intensifies, the figure shrinks back and then ri·ses 

as if to depart. Suddenly, there is a sineular occurrence. 

The narrator exclRims: "0ht nos os sont rev~tus d'un nou-

veau corps amoureux." Beauty has, throu~h its own sufferi~ 

flesh, recovered our bones with "un nouvee.u corps amoureu.."'C. tt 

Amid its own anguish, the figure has thought to be generous 

by making others lovable and capable of giving love. Such 

oPlritas .demands a response. Response is riven in the last 

line. Inspired by nla face cendr-ee, l'~cusson de crin, les 

73 "L~~mpossible,1l Oeuvres, p.112. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres comple~es (c) Editions Gallimard o 

\. 74 "Being. Beauteous," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
completes (c) Editions Gallimard, p. l27~ 
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bras de cristalt" the narrator offers his life in an at-

tempt to halt the attack. vie follow his thought pattern 

as his heart instructs him to seerch for the cannon directed 

against Beauty and hurl himself upon it. 

"T~te de Faune,"75 encountered early in Rimbaud's 

literary voyage, personifies the spirit of the "effar~." 

The woodsy foliap;e, n~crin vert tac~ d'or," resembles 

Vergil1s description of the golden bough that is termed 

"r-;old-green."76 The faun recognizes beyond mere flo"Wers and 

leaves, the po"Wer of animation, and furtively steals "Le 

Baiser d'or du Bois." The gesture recalls "in minatl.lre ll 

Aeneas' search for the lI golden bough," for the boup:h "Was 

associated "With ability to enter into knowledge of the mys

teries of life, of animating principles. 

In "Fairy, u7l he mention of "Helene" invites explora-

tion of possible allusions to the captivating charms re

presented by the epic figure Helen of Troy. Her powers to 

inspire passion are depicted in the pAtterns of the stars: 

"Pour Hel~ne se conjur~rent les s~ves ornamentales dans les 

75 "~te de faune," Oeuvres, p. 38. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres completes (c) Editions GaIlimard. 

76 Aeneid, p. 148. 

77 "Feiry," Oeuvres, p. 146. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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ombres vierges et les clert~s impassible dans le silence 

astral. '" " ~ ... Llardeur de llete fut confiee a des oiseeux muets 

et 11 indolence requise a une barque de deuils sans prix ••• n 

Each of these encounters has provided the hero op

portunity for growth. Seemingly extraordinary, when close

lyexamined, they represent forces that occur in daily 

living, affording the common man occasions for ~enuine hero

ism. Through choice and action, "epic" comes alive. In 

nifellres I, II 78 the sni vellin!?, "Vierge follo" laments: 'tOht 

la vie dlaventures qui existe dans les livres des enfants .•• '; 

unable to perceive tha t the real adventure of life is all 

around her. After descent to the Underworld, Aeneas l en-

counters with bizarre creatures and exotic dangers cease. 

Challenges are recognized as those concerning men. They 

demand all the skills and talents of the individual. 

Knowledge becomes prerequisite for success. For Aeneas end 

Rimbaud attainment of the "golden bough," (the subject of 

the following section) becomes prerequisite for access to 

lmowledp;e. 

78 "D~lires I," Oeuvres, p. 105. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallirnard. 
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The Golden RouSh: The Si~nificance of Groves 

Before Aeneas may attempt the descent to hia father 

Anchises in the Lower World, the Sibyl carefully explains 

that he must first obtain a certain token of passa~e--the 

"golden bough." Wi thin the work of Rimba ud, symbolic e t

tributes of gold become manifest, especially in works so 

specifically entitled as HAge dtor" and "Alchimie du 

verbe. 1I Rimbaud, like Aeneas, sought his own peculiar 

bough of gold. Many clues to the significance of this mys

terious symbol are provided within description diligently 

furnished by Vergil: 

But if such love is in your heart, such longing 
For double crossing of the Stygian lake, 
For double sight of Tsratarus, learn first 
vIha t must be done. In a dark tree there hides 
A bou~h, all ~olden leaf and pliant stem, 
Sacred to Proserpine. This all the grove 
Protects, And shadows cover it with darkness, 
Until this bou?p, this bloom of li~ht, is found, 
No one receives his passport to the darlmess 
\fuose queen requires this tribute. In succession, 
After the bough is plucked, another grows, 
Gold-green with the same metal. Raise the eyes, 
Look up, reach up the hRnd, and it \'Jill follow 
With ease, if fate is calling; oth~rwise, 
No power, no steel, can loose it.1~ 

Investigation may Attempt to penetrDte the symbolic 

richness of the ~olden bough by exploring the two major as

pects or its nature: its qualities as gold ~nd as bough. 

79 
Aeneid, p. 148-49. 
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It Goldness" brings to the symbol a connota tion of value and 

weal th of permanent dura tion. Moreover, 1-1ell-refined gold 

symbolizes purity 8nd sin~le-heartedness. It is gtven 

often as a token of love, a sign of devotion. In addition, 

gold may represent power, as manifest by the brilliance and 

heat of solar phenomena and fire. These aspects combine in 

the myth of the philosopher's stone, allegedly a mysterious 

substance capable of transforming baser metals into gold 

and prolonging life, the study and goal of alchemists. 

Before the shade of Anchises may instruct Aeneas in 

details of the reincarnation process, a sacred golden bough 

must be tendered as payment for passage into Elysium. Dis-

covery of the bou~p becomes prerequisite for initiation 

into mysteries of life. In Une Saison en el~er, Rimbaud's 
80 poe t-narre tor spe aks of It alchimie du verbe, II an allus ion 

inheren tly referent to "gold, II "transforme t1on," end" life. 1\ 

An explorotion of how these motifs function in the respec

tive works provides clues to a possible interpretation of 

their associp.tion and meanin8. 

In both works, a it,,;old" motif is pursued. Rimbaud's 

"voyant" became motivated to search amid the extraordinary, 

the bizarre, the peculiar of life. He follo~Jed this course 

80 ./. 
"Delires II", Oeu.vres, p. 106-112. Arthur Rimbaud, 

Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions G81limard. 
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tOloJard the "unusual," the "fanc iful, tt he sought It gold" 
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vlithin the experience of such. A s8mplinp; of preferences 

is provided in :r lUchimie du verbe" (tlD~lires IIII); 

J'aimAis les peintures idioteo, dessus de 
portes, d~cors, toiles de saltimbanques, enseignes, , ,,~ 

enluminures populaires; 19 litterature demodee, 
latin dl~glise, livres ~rotiques s~ns orthographe, 
romans de nos aieules, contes de fees, petite 
livres de l'enf~nce, op~r8s vieux, refrains nieis, 
rhythmes narfs.~l 

Searching amid the eccentric, the "extraordinAry~82 

Rimbaud' s 1'voyant,t pa!'adoxically becomes II blind" --obli vious 

to the simple, fragile beauty of life and imperceptive of 

the adventure tha 1? surrounds mere being in the loJorld. Ar-

tificiel poetic adventures prove unfruitful, dis~tlsfying, 

devoid of th!:1t vitPl, "objective" quelity ori0~inally spoken 

of in theory. Admitting the inauthenticity of his produc

tion, he labels it mere " a l chimie.,,83· Rejection of the 

crippl~nr, and deceptive effects of tmmethod may be further 

perceived in poetic revisions. For example, the last line 

of the poem"Larmeu84 is amended so thet" ••• je n'ai PDS eu 

81 Ibid., p. 106. 

82 See Plessen, p. 146-61 for discussion of hyper
bole and the gigantisque as themes. 

83 nrrelires II," Oeuvres, p. 106. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres 84mpl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

"Lerme," Oeuvres, p. 72. Arthur Rimbaud~ 
Oeuvres completes (c~ Editions Gallimard. 
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souci de boire n becomes replaced by HPleurent, je vOY8is 

dG l'or--et ne pus boire.!! Emphasis, in the letter reEld

ing, is upon the individual's deterioration end consequen

tial innapecity to ect. The possibilities offered by the 

forest stream had been esteemed 11 too little,1t And the 

"voyant" had passed them by, choosing not to drink. The 

tragiC emerges when, finally, re~lizing that the sow;~ht

after gold could be discovered 1n contemplation of the 

stream, the nerrator, through circumstances brought about 

by his own actions, finds himself unable to benefi t from 

the encounter. He "COUld notU drink of its real instruc .... 

tive powers. He tlcould not ll attain its "gold~ th~t is, he 

finds h1.mself unable to achieve access to its hidden knowl

edge. 

The manner of Aeneas, who quickly secures the golden 

bough, offers an interesting contrast. 'Yihereas the Itvoyant" 

sour,ht, by his own actIons, to bring ebout experience, the 

Trojan, placing himself in the setting of the forest, quIet

ly and a ttenti vely allows the II golden" aspec t of Ha ture to 

reveal itself. Aenea.s discovers 11 gold" amid the simple, 

the ordinary. He he s no need to become IIvoyant" through 

process and force. Instead, capacity for vision inspires 

and attentive "raising of the eyes" to the natur~l and a 

gentle "reach of the hand." It was in such a mAnner that 

the Sibyl had instructed him to pluck the bough: 



Raise the eyes, 
Look up, reach up the hand, and it will follow. 
~ith ease, if fate is callin~; otherwise, 
No power, no steel can loose it. 85 
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Vision depends upon inner disposition as Ver~il so care-

fully indicates: 

Aeneas helps them, 
And cheers them on; studies the endless forest, 
Takes thought, Bnd preys: nIf only we might see it, 
That golden bough, here in the depth of the forest, 
Bright on some tree. She told the truth, our 

priestess, 
Too much, too bitter truth, about Misenus." 
No sooner had he spoken than twin doves 
Came flying.down before him, and alighted 
On the gre en ground. He knel-J hi s mo the r t s birds, 
And made his prflyer, rejoicing,--tlOh, be leaders, 
vJherever the w fly, and guide me to the grove 
Where thA rich bough makes rich the shaded ground. 
Help me, 0 goddess-motherl t1 And he paused, 
via tching wha t Sign they gave, 'Whe. t course they set. 
The birds flew on a little, just ahead 
Of the pursuing vision; when they came 
To the jaws of dank Avernus, evil-smelling, 
They rose aloft, then swooped down the bright air, 
Perched on the doubl~ tree, where ~he off-color 
Of ~old ~as gleaming golden through the branches. 
As mistletoe, in the cold winter, blossoms 
With its strange foliage on an alien tree, 
The yellow berry gilding the smooth branches, 
Such was the vision of the gold in leaf 
On the dark holm-oak, so the foil was rustling, 
Rattling, almost, the bract in the soft Wind 
Stirring like metal. Aeneas broke it off 86 
"ii th eager grasp, and bore it to the Sibyl. 

85 
Aeneid, p. 148-49. 

86 Ibid"p. 150-51. 



Let us compare the "voyant l S" disposition as he 

attempts to figuratively "pluck the g;olden bough"--"un 

tr~sor dans 113 for~t.,,87 The passage88 is discovered in 

ItMeuvais Sang," beginning with "Sur les routes •• e
ll and 
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continuing for two pBrA~raphs. within the description, we 

note, first of all, the pitiable state of the speaker, 

sharing especiBlly in his experience of the Itcoldtt by means 

of such terms as Itpar des nuits d'hiver, sans g~te, sans 

/ pain, une voix etreignait mon coeur geJ:6." Of these terms, 

Itcoeur gel'8,tt put into relief by placement at the end of 

the series, becomes the central image, indicating that 

"coldness" is not merely a physical affliction, but a mor~l, 

spiritual one as \o1ell. "Unlike Aeneas, the "voyantlt is un-

accompanied, alone. He has no guide, and even questions his 

own motives: "Faiblesse ou force ••• 11 Knowing neither the 

"where" nor the "whytl of his eXistence, anything becomes 

justifiable: "entre partout, r~ponds go tout." He has noth

ing to lose: nOn ne te tuel"O plus que" si tu -etais cadavre." 

His physicel state comes to reflect his psychological dis

position by "113 contenance si morte." In the second para

graph, he admits that fIla boue" became his gold,attrecting 

87 "Hauvais Sang," Oeuvres, p. 97. 

88 Ib i d., p • 97. 
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him by its infernal glow: " ••• comme une ~lace quand Ie 

lampe circule dens la chembre voisine, comme un tr6sor dens 

la for~tL" This marks his entrence into the Ifinfernel" 

region where "toutes les richesses flembent comme un 

milIa rd de tonnerre s. t1 

The vision of the "voyent lt emphasizes consumme tion. 

It reflects en all-consuming negativism that almost ulti

mately engulfs the men. Vlhile Vergil does not deny the 

pre sence of evil and sufferinF, (to the contrary, the se fOl'm 

a constant undercurrent within the Aeneid), his hero pos

sesses a capacity for vision that transcends negativism. 

The redeeming virtue of Aeneas is essentially the ability 

to discern worth end beauty in the ordinary espects of life. 

A common p,rove shelters exquisite treasure in its natural 

beauty. The "voyant" will le8rn to aspire to this kind of 

vision. 



CHAPTER 4 

DESCENT INTO·THE UIIDERloiORLD 

Vates and Voyant: path to the Inferior Region 

Rimbaud's conception of the poet's goals emphasizes 
1 the attainment of concrete" "objective" kno\·Jled~e. Poetry 

is informative" instructive" revealing information "vital" 

in the Latin sense: pertDining to life itself And success-

ful living. In short" it should teach man how to live 

~)ell. 1,rJhimsicB.l poetic musings do not represent real po

etry since the vital information revealed through the art 

is not creatad by the poet himself" but rather merely re

ported by him. The poet, therefore, ~ust be p searcher 

and a leborer. (Fumet seems to associate this concept with 
2 

Rimbaud's liking for the ancient Greeks. ) 

The acquisition of vital poetic information is 

linked to "vision." The poet is, thus, a IIseer" (ttvoyantlt) 

and h~vinr, seen, must relate or speak of his findings. 

Vates, the word for poet, also bore the connotation of pro-

phet, or, one in service of the s~cred, capable of 

1 Correspondance, p. 2480 
compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

2 Fume t , P • B 9 • 
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penetratin~ the mysteries of numen and destiny. Early con~ 

tac t 'vi th La tin li tere. ture assuredly familiarized RimbRud 

with this Association, and with the notion that poetry was 

of "vital" importance to man. Knowledge of the Aeneid, 

alone, lola s sufficient in this re spec t, for the en ti re epic 

is prophetic and religious. 

Most striking of the prophets depicted within the 

Aeneid, is the Sibyl of Cumae, prophetess of Apollo. She, 

as a guiding anima figure, 3 will leRd Aeneas to self-

knol-11edge by escorting him through the recesses of the 

Lower 'World. The Sibyl is one 'AJho speaks on behAlf of a 

higher power--of Apollo, receiving his messa~e end relating 

it. Vergil's description of the Sibyl as she becomes 

"voyant," remains one of the most popular features of the 

Aeneid. A comparison of Vergil's text with Rimbaud's meth

od and examples of "voyance" suggests thElt the CumeAn Sibyl 

may have served as prototype. 

The rock's vast side is hollowed into a cavern, 
viith a hundred mouths, a hundred open portals, 
Whence voices rush, the answers of the Sibyl. 
They had reached the threshold, Dnd the virgin 

cried: 
"It is time to seek the fates; the god is here, 
The god 1s here, behold him. II And as she spoke 
Before the entrance, her countenance and color 

3 M. L. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation," 
"FRON MAN AND HIS SY11BOLS, BY CARL G. JUNG, ET AL COPYRIGHT 
1964 J. G. FERGUSON PUBLISHING'! CHICAGO, p.186-98. 



Chan~edJ nnd her hair tossed loose, and her heart 
was heavin;s, 

Her bosom swollen \-11th frenzy; she seemed taller, 
Her voice not human at all, as the4~odl8 presence 
Dl'ew nearer, Pond took hold on her. 

Change of appearence and transformation of features 

as the frenzy of trance progresses are striking consequences. 

Rimbl3ud, recounting early efforts of "voyance tt in "Mauvais 

Sang" confesses that his physical appearance had changed, 

deteriorated, and thBt n ••• ceux que jlBi rencontr§s ~ 

mt on t peu t-~tre EBS ::!!:!. "5 SiIl1ilarly, he t<l:'i te s: "Je est un 

autre,1t and speFlks of the piece of wood that has been formed 
6 

into a violin. Transformation and reception of information 

are elements common to both Sibyl and" voyant .11 

The Sibyl also undergoes a type of "d~r~glement" 

during trance 1 personali ty becoming l'ecreated in the message: 

But the priestess, not yet subject to Apollo, 
vient reeling through the cavern, wild, and storming 
To throw the god ••• 7 

Her prophecies are given: "Riddles confused vJi th truth ••• ,,8 

Rimbauci t s poems, too, often appear as "riddles confused 

4 Aeneid, p. 144-45 • 

.5 "Mauva1s SAng," Oeuvres, p. 97.(Underlining in-
dicates Rimbaud's emphasis.) Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
comp1~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
. 6 Correspondance, p. 249. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
complet~s (c) Editions Gallimsrd. 

P,eneid, p. 146 

8 Ibid., p. 147. 



with truth." Perhaps, in this, he is imitElting the style 

of the Sibyl, for the "voyant"-narra tor he ha s crea ted 

selects "d~reglement" and transformation es path to the in-

ferior regi6n. 

In considering the Sibyl as "anima," we noto thet 

she guides Aeneas. The frenzy of her trance hes represented 

only an ini tiel sta te in establishment of contec t vIi th 

Apollo (god of erts end healing). Throu~h her efforts she 

brings "art" and "healinglt to Aeneas through symbol and 

history. Rimbaud's narrator, on the other hand, addresses 

his ~uide to the underworld as "demon."9 The Season in Hell 
10 

becomes dedicated to Satan, especially in the biblical 

sense of "deceiver," for to the poet, all thA t the "voyent" 

saw v1l3s illusion. Unlike, the process undergone by the 

Sibyl, that of the voyant1s d~re~lement has lead only to de-

cept:I.on and failure. It hp.s broken down the man, not 

heelod him. Ironically, however, it has enfl.bled him to dis-

cover his error and suggests a new path toward healin~. In 

this, we may perceive some likeness to the situRtion of 

9 "Nuit de l'enfer," Oeuvres, p. 100. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

10 Une Saison en enfer, Oeuvres, p. 93. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions GallimArd. 
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Aeneas at the end of his journey into the Underworld, if 

we consider thet Rimbaud's narrator obtained knowledge 

" indira c tly" from d'~r~glemen t. 

Experience of the Hinfer" 

Une Saison en enfer is probably Rimbaud's most 

well known collection of poems. Many critics heve offered 

analyses, approaching the work from various points of view. 

It is not my intention to offer a detailed exploration of 

individual poems that form the body of the text, but rath

er, to orient the work with respect to position within the 

epic structure of Rimbaud's production. As Aeneas experi

enced trar.;ic "fall" through encounter with Dido, so too 

Rimbaud's poe t-voyant experiences "fa llu through forced 

attAchment to "d-Eire;glement." After fall comes "descentlt 

and analysis--a search for and evaluation of "origins." 

Each hero seems to ask the question: "\~hat am I made of?" 

Aeneas, having again embrB.ced the duty of his call to great

ness, voluntarily accepts the challenge of A descent to the 

Underworld, where, meetin~ his father Anchises, he receives 

further instruction about the realm he will help to found. 

He elso accepts the challenge of a spiritual ontogenetic 

and phylogenetic descent into the self, that affords him 

knowledge of his strenc,ths and weaknesses, and enables him 

to develop e confident awaroness of his endowed heritage. 
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In the case of each hero, descent may be divided 

into t1-10 phases: One of darkness and one of light. The 

moments and areas of darkness are symbolic of conflict and 

struggle that must be overcome. For both Aeneas and 

Rimbaud l s poet, the pa th leading to the Lower horld is one 

of darkness. In the Aeneid, blsckness and darkness char~c-

terize even the prep~rstion to descent: 

There was a cavern) yawning wide and deep, 
Jagged, beloW the darkness of the trees, 
Beside the darkness of the lAke. No bird 
Could fly above it safely, with the vapor 
Pouring from the blACk gulf (the Greeks have named 

it 
Avernus, or A-Ornos, meaning birdless), 
And here the priestess for the slaughter set 
Four bullocks, black ones, poured the holy Wine 
Between the horns, and plucked the topmost bristles 
For the first offering to the sacred fire, 
Calling on Hecate, a power in heaven, 
A power in hell. Knives to the throat were driven, 
The warm blood caught in bowls. Aeneas offered 
A lamb, black-fleeced, to Night and her greet 

sis ter, 
A sterile heifer for the gueen; for Dis 
An altar in the night ••• ll 

Preparation completed, Aeneas discovers that the 

path to Elysium begins at the entrance of gloomy Orcus. 

Darkness precedes light. A difficult journey a~)ai ts Aeneas, 

who must arm himself, as a soldier for battle. The Sibyl 

cautions: 

11 Aeneid, p. 151-52~ 



Courage, Aeneas; enter 
The pa th, unshea the th~ s'Hord. The time is reF!dy 
For the brAve heBrt, Itl 
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In the warning, the Sibyl is speaking metaphorically, for 

the battle Aeneas must wa~e is psychological end. spiri tual 

in nB ture • The cha llenge s of the Lo't-Jer v~orld wi 11 be ex

pressed through metaphor (symbolic creatu.res such as 

Centaurs, Scylles, a Chimaera and other various personifi

cE!tions). To succeed In ~is mission, the hero must learn 

how to deBl with the realities of these symbolicAlly ex-

pressed phenomena. The Sibyl clenrly admonishes him in 

this respect when she observes his attempt to strike with 

sword 8,!Ainst Cares, Hunger, Need, evil Joys, Discord, the 
13 tree of fr.llse dreams, and numerons dreaded monsters: 

In sudden panic 
Aeneas dre'w his sword, the ed~e held forward, 
Ready to rush and flp-il, however blindly, 
Save tha this wis e companion warned him, saying 
They had no substance, they were only phantoms 
Flittin~ about, illusions without body.14 

In Rimbaud1s 'Work, descent is also initiAted by 

confrontation of Cares, Hun~er, Need, evil Joys, ~iscord, 

false dreams ond metflphorical monsters. In "Nuit de I' en

fer," tho poet speeks of "des millions de cr~atures 

12 Ibid., p. 152. 

13 r:' Ibid., p. 1:J3o 

14 
Ibid., p. 153. 
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chormElntes.,,15 ljhile the Trojan hero proceeds kno~ling that 
16 

it is becEluse of hieh birth and virtue th~t he m~y pene-

tra te the Lower viorld (lnd ultimAtely the secrets of 

Elysium, the Rirnbaldian persona atteMpts to enter the Lower 

\iorld, not by venqui shing the dee th-deElling personifica

tions at the entrance of Orcus, but by actually passing 

throug;h their experience (d~ragleMent).. ':;1111e the Trojan 

descends to re-affirm his greatness in virtue, Rimboud's 

narrRtor through descent discovers the value of virtue. 

For eElch, virtue becomes the domain of authenticity throu~h 

~ confirmin~ process. 

P_s in the situation of A.eneas, dnrkness and p,loom 

elso envelope Rimbaud's path to the inferior re~ion. He 

terms the sojourn "Uuit de l'enfer" e rluration of limited 

vision, of rsroping, of ill11sion. For his np.rrator, knowl-

edge must be drElwn from the darkness into the light, with 

pain ~nd dif'ficulty, the consequences of psycholo~ical vac

illption. While J!..eneas instinctively opposes the personages 

dwellinr, Rt Orcus' entrance, Rimbaud's poet-voyant seeks to 

personally and actively experience them as passa~e-way to 

15 tlUuit de l'enfer," Oeuvres, p. 100. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions G(lllimard. 

16 
Ibid., p. 148. 
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the inferior vJorld. Verp,il's description of the p8th to 

the Lower \·iorld serves to vIell depict Rimbaud's method of 

"d6reglement," "encrapulement,1i17 end their illusions: 

At the first threshold, on the ja't-J3 of Orcus, 
Grief end avenging Cares have set tl"1.eir couches, 
And pele DIseases dwell, and sad Old Age, 
Feer, evi l-counsellinp, Runge r, \-Ire tched Need, 
Forms terrible to see, and Death, and TOil, 
And Death's own brother, Sleep, and evil Joys, 
Fantesies of the mind, and deadly War, 
The Furies' iron chambers, Discord,raving, 
Her snaky hair ent~ined in bloody bands. 
An elm-tree loomed the 1'e, shadowy and huge, 
The aged boughs outspread, beneath Whose leaves, 
Men say, the false dreams cling, thousands on 

thousp.nds. 
And there aI'e monsters in the dooryard, Centaurs, 
5cyllas, of double shape, the beast of Lerna, 
Hissing most horribly, Briereus, 
The hundred-handed gie.nt, a Chimaere 
\tihose armament is fire, Harpies, end Gor~ons, 
A tr1ple-bodied Rinnt. Ie 

Described by Vergil, semblences of these persona~es reside 

within the world of Rimbaud's poetic creation. Fittingly 

placed at the entrance of Orcus, they lead to death itself 

BS Rimbaud confesses in "D61ires II," that his physicel as 

well as mentel health became endangered, thnt he would sleep 

for days, that he experienced depressive dreams. In short, 

he admits that he wes on the brink of death. 19 Yet, these 

17 Correspondence, p.2L~8-49. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuv~es compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimerd. 

18 5 A e ne i d , p. 1 3. 

19 "D~lires II," Oeuvres, p. 111. Arthur> Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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evils had been embraced aa's type of "golden bouGh" sup-

posedly permitting passage to Himbaud's mysterious hell. 

The "mud" of lI encrE'pn.lement" became "tr~sorn opening the 

wa.y to "enfer. 1t 20 

In the works of both poets, "descent" teaches of 

the temptations And. dangers that may be posed by "ennui." 

In Verp,il's poem, ennui proves no challenge to AeneAs 'Who 

quiclcly passes through its moment with only casual observ-

ance: 

And there are others, 
Guilty of nothing, but who hated J.ivin~, 
The suicides. How p,ladly, now, they would suffer 
Poverty, hardship, in the \-;orld of lightL 
But this is not permitted; they are bound 
Nine times around by the black unlovely river; 
Styx holds them fast. 2l 

Aenea.s' world is filled with symbols that indicate purpose 

and destiny. Prophecies and signs guide his life And are 

his constant comppnions. Actions of daily living become 

heroic ~estures because they form patterns within a supe-

rior reality. Aeneas percei~es a hidden dimension of im-

portance and makes commitment to that dimension. 

For Rimbaud's narra tor, ennui --proves to be more 

significant, as it is closely rela ted to the need for 

20 IIMauvais Sang," Oeuvres, p. 97. (See olso chapter 
3, p. 120, for commentary.) Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes 
(c) Edi ti ons Ga llima.rd. 

21 Aeneid, p. 158-59. 
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recognition of symbolic,function and search for meaning. 

In the Season in Hell, ennui leads directly to the "Nuit de 

l'Enfer,,,22 the greatest depth or psychological and spir-

itual suffering. The nerrator wrestles with the Hill to 

believe, vacillating between moments of faith and doubt. 

He is at times pr8yerful end pOignant, yet, seconds later, 

bitter and ironic. Terming himself, at one moment,ltpauvre 

innocent,1t he, at the next admits to overwhelming pride: 

"--Et dire que je tiens la v6ri te, que je vois la justice: 

J'ei un jugement sain et arr~te, je suis pret pour la per

fection ••• Orgueil." Invading self-doubt places the nar

rator in Tartarus, for in meny respects the infernal region 

described by Rimbaud rece Ils tha t depic ted by Vergil. For 

eXAmple, in the Aeneid the first crime mentioned as meriting 

the punishment of Tartarus is that of presumption: 

At the bottom 
The Titans crawl,. Earth's oldest breed, hurled under 
By thunderbolts; here lie the giant tWins, 
Aloeus' sons, who laid their hands on heaven 
And tried to pull do\-m Jove; Selmoneus here 
Atones for hiRh presumption,--it was he 
~ho aped Jove's noise and flre ••• 23 

Rimbaud's narrator bet.rays his inclination to the vice by 

such statements as: "J'ai tous les talentst" "Je vais 

22 ItNuit de l'enfer," Oeuvres, p. 99-102. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimerd. 

23 
Aeneid, p. 164. 
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a(evoiler tous les myst~res: Myst~res religieux ou naturel, 

mort, naissance, Elvenir, pass~, cosmogonie, n-eant .,,24 In 

sardonic fashion, he upbrAids Providence in the."Biblical 

parable of the sower and the weeds for permitting an enemy 

to scatter weeds within the newly planted field. Finally, 

complete identification with Christ is attempted in the 

" lines: ItFiez-vous donc a moi ••• --le coeur marveilleuxt" 

f.s Vergil described the ftunspeakable ambi tionsft25 of those 

in Tartarus, Rimbaud, too, in an ironic tone, speaks of 

tIles nobles ambitions, que sais-je? Les nobles ambi

tionst,,26 

Moving a little further along the path of "descent'! 

we note that as Dido, in ghostly fashion emerp,es from the 

recesses of Lo't'ler World, so too the "voyant t sl! beloved 

"Vierge fOlle,,2~ppears recounting their days of maddness 

together. A d".mension of the "voyantts" mind, the personElge 

24 " " Nuit de l'e~fer, Oeuvres, p. 101. Arthur 
Rirobaud, Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gallimord. 

25 P.eneid,. p. 165. 

26" 
Nuit de l'enfer," Oeuvres, p. 100. Arthur 

R:tmbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimsrd. 
27 It ./ " De~ires I, Oeuvres, p. 102-06. Arthur Riniliaud, 

Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Galliroard. 
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functions as a stifled p.scending anima28 figure Attempting 

to bring flbout inner awareness. Of the four stBges of 

anima evolution indicated by von Franz,2 9 the personifica-

tion manifests charRcteristics of the second sta~·e· combin-

ing "romantic" and "flesthetic" elements. It is positive--

that is, it does not threaten or seek to deceive the man, 
10 but rather serves him as moral guide and interpreter.-

Gentleness and childlikeness, fefltures of this ~nima, ren-

der the women it portrays helplessly and hopelessly in love 

with the "Epoux Infernal," (perhaps the dark, infernRl side 

of the poet.!!voyant'~ s personali ty, his II shadow'! 31). She is 

called "Vier<?;e" because her inherent charecteristics Pore 

28 KittBn~, p. 39, notes that a JungiAn approach to 
aspects of Rtmbaud's poetry has been undertaken by Paul 
Claudel (referring to Claudel's "parabole d'Jt..Ilimus et 
d'Anima: pour faire comprendre certains po~mes d'ftrthur 
R:tmbaud" Morce~ux choisis, Paris, 1956 p. 243-59. Although, 
as of the writing of this dissertation, I have not read the 
mentioned work, I wish to acknowled~e Claudel's treatment 
of the subject. My approRch follows Simple App1icption of 
Jung's principles as de3cribed by von Frflnz (see following 
footnote). 

29von Franz, p. 195, "The Pl'ocess of Individuation" 
"FRm1 nAN AIF) iiI0 SYNBOLS, BY GM1L 1. JUN;}, ET AL COPYRIGHT 
1964 J. G. FERGUSON PU3LI:JEING'; CHICf!GO. 

30 Ibid, p. 186-98. 

31 
Ibid, p. 171-85. 
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goodness, mildness, ancl. 8 v~ell dev'31oped sense of the moral. 

Sl-le is called" folle" becEluse she ha s fallen in love wi th 

the Epoux Infernal. As pos i ti ve ~nirna, the figure a tter'lpts 

to rl;lscue him from the dark nature, but in its weakness, 

it bret?ks (101.Jn. The psychological process is artlstic P lly 

expressed by the "Vierge folle ll clinging desperately to her 

beloved and being dra~n into his infamous wey of life. 

The a ppearElnCe of the frantic ,tVierge folle ll pre

pF.lres the rejection of "voyance" in "D~1:!.re3 11,,,32 for 

through the medium of her utterances, the IIvoyant" is ac

knowledging, to himself, the nature of his fE'ilure: "La 

vraie vie est absente;" '\re l' ~coute fe isan t de l' infamie 

une gloire, de la cruaut~ un Charme;" 'tIl fei(~nAit d'~tre 

~clair~ sur tout, commerce, prt, medecinej" " ••• il voulsit 

s'~vader de la realit~~~. " Having boasted that he hpd sep-

arated illusion from truth--reMoved the lovely but delusive 

"blueness" from a sky the t is in reali ty only black, the 

narrator considered existence a brilliant, if brief, ~olden 

spark of light--a ray of the sun's own energy, that of 

nature: "De joie, je prenais une expression bouffonne et 

"$ger-ee au possible." The discovery determines an attitude: 

32 "lfelires II," Oeuvres p. 106-12. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimerd. 
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• • • l'Bction n'est pas la vie, mais une fa~on de g~cher " 
quelque force .. un ~nervement. La mor8le est Ie fp.iblesse 

de Ie cervelle.,,33 Yet .. his conclusion brings no peace and 

a despera te need for "BonheurJl fina lly convince s him of 

error. 34 

In "L'Impossiblo .. ,,35 the narrator explains:" ••• mes 

malaises viennent de ne m' atre pflS fieur€" assez ~t que nous 

sommes ~ l'Occident." He speaks of " ••• l~ fin de l'Orient" 

and a ctesire to return" ••• e l' Orient et ~ la sagesse pre

miere et -eternelle ••• " These stDtements reprove "ljiestern" 

culture for lack of individual initiative. "L'Impossible" 

intimates that as Christianity has developed .. man has .. in 

varying de~rees .. allowed the viebility of religious ex-

perience to become lost. Sets of beliefs may be readily 

adopted" in name." However, entering into the mystery of 

belief (and actual meaningful participation) becomes another 

question. Never disputing the excellence and necessity of 

renson and logic .. the narrator merely requests that intui-

tive feeling be allowed to operate within legitimate spirit

ual and artist domains: "l'homme ~ joue, se prouve les 

33 Ibid., p. 110. 

34 Ibid., p. Ill. 

35 "L'Impossible," Oeuvres .. p. 112-14. Arthur 
Rimbnud .. Oeuvres comp1~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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/ ./ ., 
evidences, se gonfle du plaisir de repeter des preuves et 

ne vis que comme celAt" 

The situation hAS given rise, first of all, to the 

personal conflict from which the narr~tor has just emerged: 

"Torture subtile, niBise; source de mes divagations spiri

tuelles." It has Also fostered a climate of ennui: "LA 

nature pourrait s'ennuyer, peut-gtre." And finally," M. 

Prudhomme est ne avec le Christ." Belief must never be re-

duced to mere, facile, label acceptation. 
., 

Also, P.ndre 

Thisse warns about the dangers of an over-intellectualized 

approach to belief--that is, one lacking in appreciation of 

the symbolic. 36 

As we have noted at the end of "D{}lires II," the 

nerrD tor's va ~ua and confused noti on of hei"'l ta~e becomes 

clflrified and he recognizes a potentiel for "Bonheur." 

~ellace Fowlie, by drawin~ Bnnlo~ies between Rimbaud, Adam, 

and Ulysses offers some helpful comments: It ••• Rimbaud's 

voyage, like Adam's end Ulysses's, brou~ht him back to the 

starting point." 37 

Adam, the first voyager, left in order to reconcile 
his life and the dream of l--lhat he hod lost. His 

36 Pndre Thiss~, Rimbaud davant Dieu (paris: 
Libr8irie Jose Corti, 1975) 200. 

37 Fowlie, p. 129. 



voyage was therefore ••• the effort to re~ain the 
purity of his former life. The voyaRe of Ulysses 
curiously resembles Adam's because the return to 
Penelope was the return to the past and to the 
happiness of the past. The countries visited by 
Adam were all insufficient. No metter how 
beautiful they were, they bore only a feeble 
resemblagce to the country from which he had been 
exiled. 3 
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liThe recapture of innocence is the last haunting spiritual 

quest of man.,,39 For Aeneas,the concept takes shape in the 

establishment of a city based on Trojan values. For 

Rimbaud, it appears es effort to re-tune a culture to 

values of human potential, eSI=9cially those of charity, 

unity and progress (in the refilm of the humanitArian as 

well ss the technological). 

In discussin~ the descent of Aeneas, T,J. \'Jarde 

Fowler remarks thAt "the purpose here WAS to make of Aeneas 

A new mAn, to regenerate him; to prepare him by mystic en-

lip,htenment for the toil, peril, and triumph that await 

him ••• ,,40 A similar function takes plnce in the CBse of 

38 
Ib id ., p. 127. 

39 Ibid., p. En. 

40 \~. \'1arde Fowler, The He ligious Experience of the 
Roman People: From the Earliest Times to the Age of 
Augustus (New York: Cooper SqUAre Publishers, 1971) 419. 
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Rimbeud's poet-narretor. The descent, for both heroes, 

may be considered as an initiation, a right of passaRe to 

a "new" situation. Speaking of Aeneas, Fowler remarks: 

I here use the word initiation hecause I have 
no doubt the t Vergil hed in his mind when ~.Jri ting 
it the Greek idea of initiation into mysteries 
preparatory to e new life. An ectual initiation 
was, of course, out of the question; on the other 
hand a catabasis, a descent into Hades, was 
part of the epic inheritance he derived from 
Homer ••• 41 

Aeneas is changed after descent, renewed, revitalized, con-

tresting greatly with the personage presented in the first 

book of the Aeneid: 

It can h~rdly be by accident that the poet has 
described him as yielding to despair and beweiling 
his fate on the first approach of danger--forget
ting the mission before him and the destiny driving 
him on, and wishing thet he were lying dead4~ith 
Hector under the walls of Troy (:.92 foIl.) 

Fotvler points out tha t Aenees, before the descent, spends 

much time dwelling on the past, recounting it to Dido who 

further detains him in that pest. 43 However, efter descent, 

Aeneas becomes oriented toward the future. 44 Having seen 

41 Ibid., p. 419. 

42 Ibid. , p. 413. 

43 Ibid. , p. 420-21. 

44 Ibid. , p .420-21. 



future generations, and received promises of things to come, 

he is encourAged, confident in heritage, end ea~er to take 

up responsibility as leader. 

For the "voyant," descent has marked a passage from 

derkness to light, from "Nuitlt FInd "Delires lt to "Eclair" 

and "Matin.,,45 Intuition of the Orphic, with requirement of 

"instruction" and "ascetic disciplineTt46 is affirmed. The 

narrator1s life, like that of Aeneas, becomes dedicated to 

the future. Because virtue is recognized es justifiable, 

"Bonheur,,,47 "devoir,"48 and Itprogr'es"49 become objectively 

definable. patience and hope are given meaning. Coming 

into view ere the goals of "travaillt and Itdevoir" expressed 

in the last three sections of Une Saison en enfer. A task 

is at hand-- lI people" and IIcitylt await. Aeneas will face 

struggle. Rimbaud, too, must face "la cit~ 'Einorme eu ciel 

45 See titles of sections o~ Une Saison en enfer, 
Oeuvres, p. 93-117. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes 
(c) Editions Gallimard. 

46 Strauss, p. 8. 

47 IID~lires II," Oeuvres, p. 106-12. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

48 " " Adieu, Oeuvres, p. 116. Arthur Rimbeud, 
Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gellimard. 

49 Correspondence, p. 252. Arthur R.imbel.ld, Oeuvres 
~ompletes (c) Editions Gallimard. 



tac~ de feu et de boue.,,50 But "rendu "9: sol," accepting 

"devoir," E'lnd persevering in "patience," "nous entrerons 

awe sp1endides vi11es,!51 

50 "Adieu,," Oeuvres" p. 116. Arthur Rimbaud" 
Oeuvres comp1C!l te s (C'}Edi tionsGa111merd. 

51 1 Ib d" p • 117. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE QUEST AND THE CITY 

The Significance of Quest And City 

The pattern of quest occurrinr. in both the Aeneid 

~nd the work of Rimbaud encompasses mRny vital Aspects of 

life. Quest marks the pattern of m8n's physicp.l progres

sion from birth to death. Biologicelly, his survivAl de

pends upon a series of biochemicel searches th8t must be 

successfully accomplished to sustein life. Hithin the do

main of psychological development, qU~st for a well-inte

Grated, Ilcomplete" self requires the resolution of various 

conflicts. This includes formation of fI heAlthy ego,coming 

to understo?nd unconscious forces both posi ttve and nega

tive, and strengthening the will. The process c1.escribes a 

lifelon1 series of victories end defeats. Successes e.re 

measured in deeree of accomplishment, since confrontetion 

of each psychological event represents challenge Dnd oppor

tunity for growth. 

vUthin the social domain, quest may be divided into 

tv!O cf-ltegories: the personal and the societnl. On the 

personal level, man searches for love and affection (philia, 

eros, carites). He finds these in the form of relatives, 

142 
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spouse, end friends. Also ,on the personal level, man 

strives to echieve and to build: to set his Mark upon life. 

Re is motivated to study, lobor end contributory efforts 

of ·the like, for such endenvors represent proportioned es

pec ts of personal "a ccomplishmen til f.' nd "fulfillment.lI !'Ian 

struggles to establish e satisfying personal domain in 

Which to "be. 1l On an individuel basis, the "hornell often 

becomes symbolic of this aspect of questo Margaret Davies 

associates 'tmaison" wi th "ch~teau" (as used in R1mbaud's 

poetry) Which she claims is related to man's identity.l 

On the societal level, aspects of quest are ob

served in e community's efforts to assure the well-being of 

all of its members. Governments and community organiza

tions are formed to overcome impediments that block or 

disrupt the pathway to this goal. In a larger perspective, 

the eclectic progress of mankind may be included, encom-

passing all material and intellectual achievement that has 

been beneficial: discoveries, fabrications, artistic pro

ductions, and benevolent effort. The "model ci tytt becomes 

the goel of quest. 

On the spiritual and philosophical level, the quest 

motif is associated with the desire to attain fulfillment 

1 Hargaret Davies, "Autour de 'Villes' et de'Genie ll 

Revue des Lettres Modernes 4 (1980):50. 
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or integrity through knowledge of the Perfect. Plato 

speaks of forms, the Form of the Good, and man's need for 

union with this Form. Man senses that he is less perfect 

than the Perfection his mind is capable of perceiving. The 

struggle to overcome obstacles to this Perfection marks the 

path of quest. The !tideal City,,2 symbolic of union of men 

and Perfection becomes the object. 

Much of the Aeneid's appeal as a classic derives 

!'rom the "quest" motif that resonates within many epic 

literatures. Rimbaud experienced this resonance in a spe

cial way, for he like Aeneas, undertook a search for a new 

cultural domus. The theme of "city" in Rimbaud's poetry in 

general and especially, the specific poems constructed upon 

this theme have been the subject of considerable investi-

gtition. Marie-Josephine Whitaker speaks of " ••• le 10caJ.-

i t~ la plus mys t6rieuse de la g"Eiogra phie de Rimbaud-- la 
,/ 

ville et le rite essential des Illuminations: l'entree en 

ville.") In addition, she states: "La ville a ~t~ une con

clusion pour Rimbaud ••• , tt4 and Similarly notes the impor

tance of "demeure" as theme by locating within Rimbaud's 

2 
See Wing, p. 97-98 for more concepts of "per-

fection'l and It ideal.') 

4 Ibid., p. 166. 
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poetry n ••• ~~ s~rie de demeure s symboliques visi t~es ou 

habi ifees par le po~te, .. 5 and oberving the t "Ville, Villa, 

continent, les images retombent en cascade ••• ,,6 
Among the many studies that have been made o£ the 

"city" theme, I note especially those undertaken by Liliane 

and Cyril Welch7 and Nathaniel wing. 8 Liliane and Cyril 

Welch have, in detailed £ashion, brought to light those 

aspects of Rimbaud1s poetry which reveal the difficulty 

modern man faces in affirming city eXistence? They have 

treated the topic in both political and philosophical di-

mensions~ Most important to the analogies that I am at

tempting to draw between Vergil's and Rimbaud1s work, are 

the Welchs l assertions that anoient mythological heritage 

remains en affective force from which modern man cannot 
10 escape, end that Rimbaud's poetry (especially the city 

$ 
Ibid., p. 51. 

6 
IbId., p. 52. 

7 Liliane and Cyril Welch, p. 1-60. 

8 Wing, p. 95-111. 

9 Liliane and Cyril Welch, p. 1-60. 

10 Ibid, p. 20-21. 
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poems) reflects modern man's reactions and attempts to ad

just to a depersonalized concept of nature. ll 

Nathaniel Wing also offers a detailed study, re-

lating the "city" motif to that of the "quest." Wing 

notes: 

"The cloSing chapter of Une Saison en Enter 
"Adieu," evokes the city in symbolic terms which 
indicate that the urban landscape is related to 
the themes of the quest for felicity and revolu
tion by cognition. The "splendid cities" are 
optimistically identified as the plural locus in 
which the Poet will possess truth ••• 

In the symbolic context esta~lished oy the 
awakening a t dawn... following a passage through 
the under\-/orld, the adjective splendides must be 
taken as more than a conventional hyperbole. It 
suggests not only material opulence and magnif
icence, but the pure light associated with spir
itual renewal and discovery (clearly o~posed in 
Une Saison ...... to the demoniac fire or Nuit de 
l' En!'er • Ii le: 

From this, we observe that Rimbaud in his quest i'or a re

newed city, (one called to greatness), seeles a goal similar 

to that of Aeneas. We also may note that as moral weakness 

brought about the fall of Troy, certain moral weaknesses 

contribute to the insufferable conditions of Rimbaud1s 

cities. Wing notes especiBlly enervation, inauthentic love 

and corresponding increase of criminal activity, in the 

11 Ibid., p. 32-35. 

12 
Wing, p. 96. 



fullest sense.13 Thus our cities become hellish, in the 

manner described by Mathieu.14 

Before exploring the "cities" depicted in Rirnbaud's 

poetry, let us briefly examine significance 01" "fall 01" a 

c1ty" as 1t may relate to the epic quest presented by the 

poets. 

Death of a City 

During presentation of expository backgrol~d re-

lated to the founding of Carthage, Vergil reveals that 

Queen Dido herself was once (in the me.nner of Aeneas Mnd 

R1mbaud) a refugee from treachery and hatred: 

Our queen, Dido, 
Came here from Tyre; she was :fleeing 1'rom her broth-

er,--
A long and complicated story; outrage,--
No matter; here it is, in brie:f. Her husband 
Was Sychaeus, Wealthiest of all Phoenicians, 
At least in land, and Dido loved him de8rly 
Since first her l'ather gave her to him, Virgin, 
And then unlucky bride. She had a brother, 
Pygmalion, king of Tyre, a monster, evil 
In wickedness, and madness came between 
Those men, ~ne two o:f them. Pygmalion murdered 
Sychaeus at the altar; he was crazy 
And blind ror gold and cra:fty; wbat did he care 
About his sister's love? And he kept it quiet 
For a long time, kept telling D!do something 
To fool her with false comfort, but Sychaeus 
Came to her in a dream, a ghost, unburied, 

13 Ibid., p. 101-02. 

14 Mathieu, p. 149. 



l'1'i th the wounds in his breast, the story of the 
altar 

The pale lips blurting out the secret horror, 
The orime in the dark o£ the household. Flee he 

told her, 
Forsake this land; and he told her where the treas-

ure 
Lay hidden in earth, unoounted gold and silver. 
Dido was moved to £light, secured companions, 
All those possessed by fear, all those whom hatred 
Had made relentless; ships were standing ready, 
As it so happened; they put the gold aboard, 
And over the sea the greedy tyrant's treasure 
Went sailing, with a woman for a captain. 
They oame here; you will see the walls arising 
And the great oitadel of th§ town oalled Carthage. 
Here they bought ground ••• l~ 
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Discontent, resulting from the experienoe of evil, 

inspires a oall to action and the personage of Dido grad

ually aoquires characteristics of a positive anima respond

ing to the crisis of a deteriorating value structure. As 

such, she becomes leader and "captain" taking oharge of her 

people and leading them to a domain of physical and moral 

safety.16 The heroic significance o£ this action, resides 

in the attempt to rescue them from a ttdying," that is, "de_ 

generating" oity. In this context, ttdegeneration" refers 

to the process whereby a being becomes inferior to its 

genus, and "dea th" represents the absence of those essentiBl 

qualities that characterize a being. Degeneration, thus, 

15 Aeneid, p. 15-16. 

16 Ibid., p. 15-16. 
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represents a process of death. A "dying" city is one in . 

which the forces of such "death" come to prevail. 

The example cited above depicts the "death" (de

generation) of the King of Tyre, Dido1s brother. Though 

endowed with truly human qualities, he has become, in com

portment, a "monster," "evil in wickedness and madness." 

The process is variously manifest. In the family relation

ship, love, a bond of unity that builds community, has been 

replaced by hatred that serves, instead, to divide and de

stroy. King though he appears, Dido1s brother relinquishes 

his power of reason and liberty to the passions that enslaw 

him. He is termed "crazy," and a victim of "madness. 1t Be

coming ublind for gold,1t he surrenders not the vis10nary 

powers of the eyes but those of the human heart and soul. 

In this we see the death of a man. 

The story of the Aeneid is drawn along the anti

thesis of the death and birth of cities. For while the 

story of Tyt'e may exemplify a Itdying ci ty," the fall 01: 

Troy depicts actual demise. The description of Tyre helps 

us to understand the meaning of the fall of Troy, since the 

mythological representations revealing the origins of the 

Trojan War describe a Similar pattern of degeneration. In 

essence the cause is seen to be selfishness manifest in 

various forms. Within the context of the story, the action 

moves from vice to vice (e.g. from vanity, to jealousy, 



bribery, lust, and deceit) in a smooth, uninterrupted flow. 

No resistance is offered by any of the involved personnages. 

Vice operates as a tolerated and accepted fePture, until 

Menelaus the King is affected. Unwillingness to consider 

the manner in which consequential results of immediate 

self-gratification affect others represents a refusal of 

one'a power to discern implications, a function of man's 

symbolic capacity. This leads not to a degeneration of 

the capacity for symbolic understanding, but to a lessening 

of the desire to exercise the capacity. 

The caustic character of the social panorama af

forded in Po~sies reveals the depth of Rimbaud's disappoint

ments. I believe that he especially feared lack of vision, 

as a detriment to the human spirit. The following section 

will examina the signifioance of cities in the Aeneid and 

explore Vergil's use of description in relation to that of 

Rimbaud. 

Cities Discovered 

In Orpheus in Brooklyn: Orphism, Rimbaud and Henr~ 

Miller, Bertrand Mathieu speaks of the old Persian etymol

ogy of the word lt paradlse"l7' indicating a walled in area. 

Paradise was, thus, a locus presenting both a challenge to 

17 Mathieu, p. 1390 



access and a rp8ssuring security to those within its con

fines. In Latin literature, the word moenis is regularly 

used to convey the idea not simply of city walls, but of 

the city itself. This, I believe, becomes significant if 

the city-quest motif is studied in relation to the concept 

of "paradise lost.nl8 In this respect, it is informative to 

note the careful descriptions of cities that are offered 

by both Vergil a.nd Rimbaud. 

The frequency and detail6d description of cities 

presented in the Aeneid clearly invites the reader to re-

evaluate textual style in terms 01' latent content. Pro

phetic statements regarding cities and locations are 

interspersed through the epic. For example, Polydorus, 

from the realm of death, warns Aeneas to leave the newly 

established city-site of Aeneadae stating: 

Alasl Take X'light, 
Leave this remorseless land; the curse 01' 

greed 
Lies heavy on it. l9 

In similar fashion, the river Tiber prophesies: 

Soon--do not take my words for idle phantoms, 
Illusions of a dream--under the holm-oaks 
Along the shore, you will find a huge sow lying, 

18 See Wing, p. 109 for treatment of this theme. 

19 Aeneid, p. 62. 



White, with a new-born litter at her udders, 
Thirty 01' them, all white, a oertain token 
Of a new oity, in thirty years. Your son 
Will found it; he will oall it the White Ci~O' 
A glorious nAme, beyond all doubt whatever. 

In a later passage, the propheoy oontinues: 

I am blue-green Tiber, 
The river most dear to Heaven, I em the river 
You see, brim-full to these rioh banks, this plough

land: 
This is my home, the source 01' lofty oi tie~. t~21 
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Correspondingly, evaluation of the oities, as they 

appear reveals muoh about the people who inhAbit them. For 

example, Carthage, a oity desoribed as "wealthylt "war-lov

ing" and "aggressive,,,22 is shown to be distinguished for 

orderliness and propriety: 

••• below them lay tne city, 
Majestic buildings nO'N, where onoe were hovels, 
A wonder to Aeneas, gates and bustle 
And well-paved streets, the busy Tyrians toiling 
With stones for walls and oitadel, or marking 
Foundations for their homes, drainage and furrow, 
All under ordered process. They dredge harbors, 
Set cornerstones, quarry the rock, Where someday 
Their theatre will to~er. They ~re like bees 

~e:a~~! :~~~ ~!:~.:~~3country flowers 

20 Ibid. , p. 208-09. 

21 Ibid. , p. 209. 

22 
Ibid. , 4. p. 

23 Ibid. , p. 18. 
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vlhen, on the contr·ary, Dido, Queen of carthAge, 

heedless of her reputation, becomes pre-occupied and pas

sionately involved with Aeneas, her abandonment of will and 

determination is reflected in the description of the city 

she governs: 

The towers no longer rise, the youth are slack 
In drill for arms, the cranes and derricks rust

ing 
Walls halt ha11~ay to heaven.24 

In like manner, King Latinus' reputation and respect for 

his ancient heritage is depicted by the city he display: 

They were seeing, now, the Latin towers and root'-
tops 

And, on suburbain pip-ins, young men in training, 
Breaking their steeds to saddle or car, or drawing 
The bow, or hurling ~grts, daring each other 
To fights and races. ~ 

Further along in the passage we observe Latinus' palace, 

symbol 01" his ancient authority. 

That was a might palace, rising high 
Over the city, with a hundred columns; 
Picus had ruled from there, Rnd the place2~as holy 
Wi th sacred forest and revered tradi tion. b 

Upon meeting the TrOjans, Latinus exclaims: 

We know, you see, your city and race, your voyage 
Across the oceans--tell me your petition.~7 

24· . . -
90. .. ~.; p. 

25 Ibid. , p. 182. 

26 Ibid. , p. .l82-83. -
27 Ib1d., p. 183. 
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And, in direct terms, Aeneas himself counsels his people 

to encourage devotion within the family and reciprocally 

work toward the prophesied achievement of greatness embodied 

within the city concept: 

Love your hearths, I told them, 
Build high the citadel.28 

In the work of Rimbaud, detailed description of 

cities occur in poems such as "Villes," "promontoire," 

nVille,n "14tropolitain" and "les Ponts.1t The structures 

therein presented are interesting of themselves. Enduring 

value, however, resides less within the snatches of realis~ 

(memories of travels29 to London, to cities of lithe North," 

or of "the South, It) the n in the philosophical commentAry 

they offer regarding the evolution of culture. The reader 

senses that Rimbaud has in some way experienced the verac-

ity of Vergil's descriptive endeavor. He senses that the 

nature of what man produces mirrors the disposition of man 

himself (a. concept pOinted out by Liliane and Cyril "VJelch 

who stress the importa~~e of reflection upon that which. a 

society produces, an idea that mRy be related to philosophy 

of the ancient Greeks as well as that of MaJ~)o' It is not 

28 Ibid., p. 66. (emphasis as indicated byHumphriesJ 

29 Wing, p. 93 for comment and references discuss
ing this subject. 

30 Liliane and Cyril Welch, p. 4-80 
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my intention to offer detailed analysis of Rimbaudts city 

poems, but simply to bring into focus those aspects which 

relate his use of city motifs to that of Vergil's. 

nVilles" 31 reminds us tha t technolo~ical and indus-

trial advances, typically referred to as progress and mo

dernity, have not changed the essential nature of man. The 

need for love, t~e capacity for heroism, crises of passion 

and Will, experiences of hurt and fear remain unaltered 

wi thin the realm of the hwnan. Liliane and Cyril 11elch 

suggest that cities proceed from myth concepts that encom

pass such human.experiences. 32Rimbaud may, within the snme 

poem, speak of chalets of crystal and wood that move along 

rails and invisible pullies, as well as Venus troubling the 

waters from which she emerges, Bacchant women, Diana and 

her woods, and tltoutes les l~gendes.tt Through this process, 

he is stating the situation of modern man who brings a 

capacity and need for symbolic communication to the age of 

science. 

Rimbaudts selection of mythological references in

carnate the emotional occurrences of everyday life. The 

troubling of the sea, as Venus is born, is analogous to the 

Oeuvres 
31 tt~illes,1l Oeuvres, p. 135-36. Arthur Rimbaud, 

completes (c) Editions Gel11mard. 

32 Liliane and Cyril vJelch, p. 20-21. 
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stirring of feelings one experiences when falling in love. 

The emotional seA. is described as "chargee de flottos or

p~oniques et de la rumeur des perles et des conques pr~

cieuses," recalling Artis tic inspira tion and wonderful 

riches that come with love. ftLa mer s'assombrit parfois 

avec des /eclats mortels" suggests negative passions some

times associated with selfish love, jealousy, envy, spite 

and revenge. "De s i'leurs grandes ••• mugi ssent" and It des 

cort~ges de Mabs tt recall imaginative end pl,gyful aspects 

of men that will remain an integral part of his technical 

world. Revelries of Bacchantes," prayerful peals of church 

"beffroisn are all part of hwnanity. Many of these seem 

out 01' place in a modern city, because the modern age tends 

not to acknowledge their presence. The entirety is summed 

by explaining that although man is living and working in a 

new age of industry and scientific advances, he cannot 

escApe from psychological and spiritual demands that seek 

expression through symbology: "Et une heure je su;!:s de

scendu dans Ie mouvement d'un boulevard de Bagdad ou des 

compa~nies ont chant~ le joie du travail nouveau, sous une 

brise ~paisso, circulant sens pouvoir ~luder les fabuleux 

fant-ames des monts OU l' on a cfu. se retrouver." \<ihen Rimbeud 

speaks of the "fabulous,1t he is perhaps understanding the 

word in its original La tin sense of f'abula. "Fabuleux 

fant&mes" are accepted as ttfables" of the subconscious in a 
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parabolic and instructive sense. They provide informative 

psychological ttreedbacktt leading to knowledge and foster

ing creati'vity. 

"Villett 33 represents another stopping point on the 

poet'S epic tour. In the first sent~ence, the nArrator stat

ing his stA. tus as a tt ci toyen d' une m~ tropole crue mode me ,'t 

defines himself as "ephemere'; tha t is, fleeting, temporary, 

be~ring ~he connotation of dispensabilty. The litotic 

force of "point trop m~content" powerfully establishes a 

bi tterly ironic tone tha t pervade s the en tire poem. "Pro

gr~slt in this "modernu Ville consists of the mere sweeping 

away of "tout go~t connu." The It new fashion" is valued 

simply because it 1s "new," and not necessarily because it 

is better. 1iJing suggests the t one may be inclined to con

sider that the ideal has taken a back seat to the decora-

tive, although the poems ending, according to Wing, 

indicates otherwise. 34 

The externally eXhibited revolution in city archi

tecture reflects moral revolution. No danger 01' nsupersti

tion" lurlcs in the Ville. Morals and language arts, 

interestingly associated, have ("enfint") been reduced to 

33 "Ville,n Oeuvres, p. 134. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

34 Wing, p. 107. 
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the essentials or as the poet says ftleur plus simple ex

pression. lt Perhaps Rimbaud is moved by such when he states: 

"La chari t~ nous est inconnue. Mais nous sommes polis 

••• "35 Man's contact with man becomes utilitarian and im

personal: "Cest millions de gens qui ntont pas besoin de se 

conna'itre ••• tt Monotony weighs heavily upon individuals in 

this ci ty. 

In the final segment, the narrator renounces alle

giance to the Ville, def'ec ting to his "COtitRge," haven of 

his own principles, his true patria, (the word "patrieU be

ing 1nterpreted in the Latin sense). (Wing herein perceives 

an exile theme. 36 ) From this refuge, the poet may observe 

the new specters of psychological and spiritual crises aris

ing amid the air pollution of the new age "Erinnyes nou

velles. It Wing links the "Erinnye s nouvelles" to deception 

and crime. 37 

"Les Ponts"38 continues stiudy of the human dimen

sion in a technical world. It depicts the varied and fas

cinating shapes of the bridges that represent the greatness 

Oeuvres 
35 "L'Impossible," Oeuvres, p. 112. 
compl~tes (c) Editions GaIlimard. 
36 ,.Ti 0 0 n ng, p. 1 0- 1. 

37 Ibid., p. 101. 

Arthur Rimbaud Jl 

38 "Les Ponts,tf Oeuvres, p. 133-34. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres .coMpletes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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of human technological advances. While the structures 

(bridges and domes) create an impressive panorama, it is 

quietly noted tha~ they also reduce and hide the banks of 

the river. In the Aeneid, urbanization included nature 

(e.g. the carthaginian grove centered within the city, 

La tinu8 I palace and forest). The river Tiber was friend 

to Aeneas, guided him, comforted and encouraged him. S9 

Rimbaud's work, on the contrary presents an urbanization 

that encroaches upon and eliminates neture. Liliane and 

Cyril Welch note that Rimbaud's art depicts modern man 

opposing nature.40 

The latter part of the poem proves more provocative 

as Rimbaud raises the question of risk to the human element 

{e.g. obscuring of the fine arts and of the human person

ality within the technical age. The narrator, because of 

his elevated pOSition, has difficulty hearing the musical 

compositions that are being played belol-l him. He receives 

them in fragments: notes, cords. The beauty and continuity 

of the piece is lost, and the narrator cannot even defin

itively determine the nature of the musical composition as 

it fades before his ears. Moreover, the artists creating 

39 Aeneid, p. 208-09. 

40 Liliane and Cyri 1 vielch, p. 8. 
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the music are greatly obscured. It is not the man who is 

distinguished, but the "red jacket," perhaps "d'autres 

costumes." Life has become "une com~die" of personages 

symbolized by the costumed musicians. Men are not known, 

but merely distinguished by their roles •. Rimbaud bitterly 

terminates the poem: nUn rayon blanc, tombant du haut du 

ciel, azfeantit cette con(edie. lt This contrasts greatly with 

the examples of lasting friendship and loyal camaraderie 

that are presented throughout the Aeneid. 

As discussed in chapter 3 of this study, Rimbaud's 

actual travels 'Were extensive, and although he 'Was often 

attracted to the exotic and the bizarre, he came to realize 

that the city of his dreams could not be one founded upon 

any reel geographical locus. Rather, he determined to 

found it upon the spirit of mankind, beginning with hls own. 

The Splendid City 

After years of unceasing struggle, Aeneas, at last 

discovers the long-sought Land in the v/est, Latium. Great 

rejoicing takes place and the.nkful prayer is offered. Ho'W

ever, arrival upon the prophesied shores does not mark the 

end of labors for the Trojans. The task remains to found 

the city, to raise high its 'Walls and establish peaceful 

existence within. Aeneas' rest is short-lived, as war 

breaks out almost immediately with the Latins. 
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The war points to the difficulty of achieving unity 

among individuals5 Of the twelve books of the Aeneid, .half 

are dedicated to description of this conflict, focusing 

upon the immense loss of life, property~ and energy due to 

human folly. The origins of the war are numerous. None in 

pRrtl~ule~ is 3ignirlcan~. Yet each incident apts as cata-

lyst upon other events ultimately causing the eruption of 

a conflagration. The war of nations discovers its roots 

among the private, petty jealousies, hatreds, and self-

interests of single individuals. A brief listing of exam

ples more clearly illustrates the point. 

The origins of the great war with the Latins may, 

inpart, be traced to Lavinia's mother, the queen, who dis-

agrees with her husband's decision to offer their daughter's 

hand ip marriage to Aeneas. Driven by anger, she flees to 

the woods, like a Bacchant, snatching Lavinia along: 

And Rumor, flying over, 
Excites the other wives to leave their houses. 
They come with maddened hearts, with their hair 

f'lying, 
Their necks pare to the winds; they shriek to the 

skies ••• 41 

Next, Turnus is seized by an irrational fit of' jeal

ousy expressed as an attack of the Fury, Allecto. Allecto, 

41 Aeneid, p. 191. 
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(negative anima) approaches Turnus at a time of greatest 

vulnerability--while he is asleep--appearing to the sub

conscious in a dream as Calybe, an .old priestess. She en

courages him to do battle against the Trojans seemingly to 

protect the Latins from foreign intruders w~o have acceded 

to both bride and riches. Jealousy, thus, first expresses 

itself as a positive force: only a desire to be protective. 

Soon, however, it will explode: 

Allecto blazed with anger: Turnus, speaking 
'Vias suddenly afraid, so wild her features, 
So fierce her flaming eyes, the snakes of the Fury 
Hissing disaster ••• 

• • • 

"See what I am, see Where I come .t'rom, bringing 
'~jar, war and death, from the Grim Sisters home. n· 
She flung the firebrand at him, torch and terror 
Smoking with lurid light. The body, Sl<1ee ting, 
Is torn from sleep; he cries for arms, he seeks 
Arms at his bedside, through the hallways, lusting 
For sword and stPA1, war's wicked frenzy mounting 
To rampant rage.~ 

In other areas of society, human folly 1s Rlso ot 

work. Iulus accidentally wounds a young lady'S pet deer. 

Neither forgiveness nor understanding enter the situation. 

Anger and self-centeredness predominate: 

First Silvia came, beating her arms, Bnd others, 
Summoned for help, equipped themselves for venge

ance, 
With Allecto lurking in the silent forest. 

42 Ibid., p. 193. 



A knotted club, e sharpened stake, a firebrand, 
~~atever comes to hand will serve, when anger 
Is looking for a weapon. Tyrrhus cal~s them, 
They are warriors now, not farmers ••• 43 
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Among individuals governed by such ruling paSSions, peace 

can bring no contentment. These seek action to vent p~nt 

up anxiety. Exterior strife is only symptomatic of a deep-

er interior discord. The Vergilian ethic emphasizes that 

harmony must be established within the individual and the 

home. 

In the work of RiIDbaud, we discover the same forces 

of human paSSions at work. Bacchants and Furies as well as 

many other dangers are present within the cities of every 

era, as "Villesu and "Promontoire" suggest. Rimbaud cannot 

run from the apathetic '':AsSiS,"44 the self-satisfied and 

middling personages of itA la musique,,,4.5 the hypocrite of 

"Le Clfatiment de Tartuffe,,46 and the many other faces of 

injustice (e.g.ltLes Pauvres a ll-eglise"!r7), portrayed in 

43 Ibid., p. 19.5. 

44 It4es Assls," Oeuvres, p. 36-38. Arthur Rlmbaud, 
Oeuvres compl~tes (c) g11tlons Gallimard. 

45 tlA la musi~ue,tt Oeuvres, p. 21-22. Arthur 
Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes (c) Editions Gallimard. 

4b"Le Ch~lment de Tartuffe," Oeuvres, p. 14. 
Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes(c)Editions Gallimard. 

47 "Les pauvres a: lle~lise, Oeuvres, p. 45-46. 
Arthur Rlmbaud, Oeuvres completes (c)Editions G~llimard. 
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his early poems (pofesies). The challenges his society 

faces Bre not unlike those Aeneas faced in attempting to 

establish his city. Yet, if such menaces are present among 

us, can the "splendid city" as Rimbaud terms his 60al, ever 

be founded? Does Aeneas indeed, ever found his city among 

the Latins, ironically heirs of Saturn's gOlden age? 

Although the Aeneid ends abruptly with the death of 

Turnus, legend happily tells us that Aeneas' city did arise 

through the labors of his descendants as prophecy foretold. 

As Vergil has used description of the city to depict moral 

character, so too does Rimbaud invite his audience to con

sider the messages our "cities" reveal, to consider the 

direction of their Itprogress" and growth. ltJhich forces 

dominate? Which need control? The task of establishing 

the ncityn of Rimbaud's dreams falls from the hands of the 

poet into the hands of his readers. It will require the 

co-operation of generations as Anchises so wisely pointed 

out to Aeneas 1n Elysium. Achievement is brought about 

through the commitment of individuals who accept the chal

lenge of evaluating the goals of civilization. The splendid 

city discovers its roots in the noble domus, especially the 

domus of mind end heart. It is founded from within as well 

as from without. 

As Rimbaud bids readers oi' the Season in Hell f'are

well, he leaves with them these encouraging remarks: 
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"Cependant c'est le veille. ReJevons tous les influx de 

i t d t d / 11 E t ..... s l' L d' v gueur e e en resse ree e. aurora, ermes une 

ardante patience, nous antrerons sux splendides villas."48 

48 "Adieu," Oeuvres, p. 117. Arthur Rimbaud, 
Oeuvres completes (c) Editions Gallimard. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE FOUNDING STRUGGLE 

The Hero and the Bride 

The exile of Aeneas initiates a duration of wander

ing, error, in the Latin sense. By trial and "error," 

tested determination, and perseverance the Trojans finally 

attain the land in the West. For Aeneas, especially, it is 

a period 01' learning and proving that confirms him as a 

worthy leaner of the Trojan race. Thus, we observe him 

laboring to overcome the physical struggles of his lengtny 

journey, as ~ell as a variety of emotional struggles, espe

oially those related to capacity I'or self-denial and ability 

to bear personal loss: the disappearance of Creusa, the 

death of Anchises, the abandonment of Dido, grief over lost 

comrades. Aeneas' greatest courage is shown 1n Willingness 

and determination to make the descent into the lower world, 

symbolic of humble, frank introspection. Psychologically 

and spiritually re-oriented after the experience, the Tro

jan hero quickly discovers the landing site on the Tiber. 

Yet, before the lofty walls of the city rise, another great 

war must be fought. The causes of this new confrontation 

become identified with a bride-quest motif--Aeneas l long

prophesied royal marriage. 
166 
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Within the poetry of Rimbaud, a bride-quest motif, 

of philosophical dimensions, may also be discerned. Basing 

my exploration upon theories put forth by Carl Jung, I have 

attempted to demonstrate a parallelism shared by Rimbaud1s 

nerrator and Aeneas as each, gradually, gains understanding 

of love that is of' a mora spiri tual llnd glo"bal l1H·GUl'le. 

While remaining persona 1, such love moves outward tOl-lard 

all mankind. Love is revealed as inherently identified 

l-lith the concept of "city'" Atle Kittang has noted" the im

portance of "woman-ci ty" rela tionship in Rimbaud I s work, 

suggesting that the city acquires attributes of the f'em-
1 

inine. 

The presence of bride-quest in Rimbaudls work re-

presents another aspect of the epic character of his poetry, 

for the motif is f'ound to be significant within various ep

ic 11. tera tures. In French litera ture, the theme is prom

inent in many of the chansons de geste, for example, Aymeri 

de Narbonne, La Prise dlOrange, Le Siege de Barbaste, 

Guibert dlAndrenas, Foucon de eandie.2 In speaking of' the 

theme as it occurs is Armeri de Narbonne, William Calin 

1 Kittang, p. 86-97. 

2 Noted by v-iilliam ealin, The Epic Quest: Studies 
in Four Old French Chansons de Gaste (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1966) 30:-
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states: "The marriage is a token of victory, a reward for 

struggle, a ritual gesture guaranteeing the possession of 

both woman and city, ensuring a happy ending.u3 Calin con

tinues to explain hO\-I the bride-quest Elnd ci ty-quest motifs 

are interwoven: 

The tVJO images li.::!'i',~l\9ymbo1ic of the hero'S progress, 
of his newly acquired status in society. Within 
the epic the hero and his people are one; they 
stand together. A hero is known by his city 
(Guillaume d'Orange, Raoul de Cambrei); without 
it he cannot eXist, cannot partiCipate in the 
heroic life. Without the woman he cannot partic-

ipate 
fully in the soc1a1 life, her love ensuring his 
glory in another sphere and his arrival at manhood. 
Only with a woman can he hope to found a dynasty 
to perpetuate his name. Both she and city provide 
an opportunity and an inspiration for heroism, 
when the hero first conquers them and again when-

ever 
he must fight to keep them. They are two motivat

ing 
forces in his life, indissolubly bound to each 
other, the cause of and spur to greatness.~ 

Heving termed the city and bride motifs "arch

images,,,5 referring to concepts presented by Thomas Greene 

in "The Norms of Epic," Calin goes on to cite manifesta-

tions of the motifs as found in Classicsl literature: 

3 Ibid., p. 29-30. 

4 Ibid~, p. 30. 

5 Thomas Greene, tiThe Norms of Epic,tt Comparative 
Literature XIII (1961) 193-207. 



In the oldest And grea test of \-iestern epics the 
troops of Argos seek to capture a city (Troy) and 
a 'Wom~n (Helen). \v"ithin this host the honor of 
chieftains is measured by prowess in battle and the 
possession of beautiful women, Briseis among others. 
In the Odyssey, a group 01' villains struggle fOI' the 
hand 01' e woman (Penelope) and for sovereignty over 
a community (Ithaca) belonging to the hero. The 
fact tha t the hero is dis tracted by other 't%men 
(Circe, calypso) end their felse kingdoms provides 
grounds for conflict. Again in the Aeneid, a wome.n 
and a city are the herots ultimate goals, the re
ward for pietas. Conflict centers on the fact that 
Aeneas is not permitted to enjoy Creusa-Troy or 
Dido-carthage, false goals, but renouncg them in 
favor of sovereignty over Lavinia-Rome. 
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Calin emphasizes the significance of these city-'Women motifs 

by explaining tha t" • •• the y will a ppee.r to men in all times 

and places, in widely different cultural matrices, re1'lect-

ing the most elementAl experiences of the human unconscious, 

giving expression to the collective emotions and Activities 

of the group. 117 

These are substanti·al, enlightening remarks that 

contribute to our understanding of Aeneas' psychological 

and spiri tual con1'irmation and Rimbaud's choice of goals at 

the end of Une Saison en enfer. It especially sheds light 

upon Rimoaudts motives for dealing with city imagery and 

for his often negative representations of individual 

'Women--those who did not represent the ideal. However, in 

6 CBlin, p .• 30. 

7 Ibid., p. 31. 
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view of Carl Jungls explanation of anima evolution within 

the psyche of man, the ~ignificancA of the bride-quest 

motif in the works of our poets acquires even more pro-

found meaning. 

In "The Process of Individuation, n ~1. L. von Franz 

offers a r~sum~ of Jung l s theory 01' anima evolution thst 

consists of a four stage process: 8 the "Evett stage, repre

sentinp; "instinctual and biological relations;" the Faustls 

Helen sta.~e, representing the "romantic and aesthetic;1t the 

UVirgin Marylf stage, representing It spiri tual devotion;'~ and 

the "Sepientia" state, representing "wisdom transcendin~ 

even the most holy and most pure." Pattern exhibited by 

the development of the anima indicates potential to seek 

increasingly higher and nobler values. In li teratuT'e, epic 

resolution is attained when, with city subdued And bride 

obtained, the hero experiences a sense of fulfillment and 

purposeful wholeness. Based on Jungls theories, I wish to 

suggest that in the pattern of psychological and spiritual 

development of the human person, epic resolution (nepic" 

in the sense that personal Rrowth represents a life-long 

challenge) becomes increasingly achieved as m~n ~rows in 

wisdom and becomes drawn toward the noble. Manis responses 

8 M. L. von Franz, "The Process of Individuetiod l 

uFROM r·tAN AND HIS SYHBOLS, BY CARL i}. JUNG, ET AL COPYRIGHT 
1964 J. G. FERGUSON PUBLISHING~ CHICAGO, p. 195. 
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to manifestations of personal anima projection· are crucial 

in this regard, for anima projection allows a measuring of 

personal growth by marking the stages of development. In 

addition, anima, b~ its pattern of ascending va~ues, invites 

man to pursue increasingly lofty goals. Through these pro

jections, symbols inform man that pursuit of the noble is, 

for his dignified nature, as natural as his attraction to 

the opposit sex. The observation that pursuit of the 

noble may be archetypally identified with the attraction 

of the sexes suggests that as the relationship of man to 

woman is complimentary in the sense of "completirus,u man's 

relationship to lofty ideals, to Wisdom, is 'tcomp~irnentary, It 

essential to "wholeness, It or "perfection, 'I' 
Enriched by the findings of Carl Jung's research, 

words of Plato offered in the SympoSium acquire deeper sym

bolic resonance. Speaking of the androgyne, a mythological 

third sex of man composed of both male and female elements, 

eventually split by Zeus in punishment of arrogance,9 Plato 

relates how the two separated halves continually yearned 

for each other: "Plainly the soul of each wants something 

else--whet, it cannot say, but it divines and riddles what 

9 Based upon GREAT DIALOGUES OF PLATO translated 
by W.H.D. Rouse and edited by Philip G. Rouse and Eric R. 
Warmington. Copyright (c) 1956 by John Clive Graves Rouse, 
p. 195. 
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it ltJa.nts ."10 Explaining why each sought the other half 

Plato states: "For the reason is that this was our ancient 

natural shape, when we were one whole; and so the desire 

for the whole and the pursuit of it is named Love.nll The 

importance of the attraction of opposites (espec1ally male

female pr1nc1ple3) in the quest for the absolute has been 

part1cularly noted by Bays in her discussion of Fourier12 

end Balzac13 in the same work 1n which she treats Rimbaud. 

Mathieu in discuss1ng both Rimbaud and Henry Miller also 

speaks of the 1mportance of the male-female theme and the 

attraction of OPPosites,14 referring his readers to the 

works of Jung Mysterium Coniunction1s Vol. 14 The Collected 

Works of C. Q. Jung 15 and M1rcea E11ade, The Two and the 

One .16 

10 From GREAT DIALOGUES uF PLATO translated by 
W.H.D. Rouse and edited by Philip G. Rouse and Eric R. 
Warmington. Copyright (c) 1956 by John Clive Graves Rouse. 
Reprinted by arrangement with NevJ American Library" New 
York, N.Y. p. 880 

11 Ib1d., p. 88. 

12 Bays, p. 87. 

13 Ib1d., p. 106-08. 

14 Mathieu, p. 124-30. 

15 Carl G. Jung M sterlum Coniunctionls 1 
lected Works of C.G. Jun~ New York:Bo 
1963) passim. 

E a st l6HMaircea&ERliadei9l~; Two and the One (New York 
vn on: rper ow, ~~o 

Col-
, 

and 
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The search for wholeness through pursuit of lofty 

ideals remains a dominant theme in the work of both Verg11 

and Rimbaud. As we discover' tha t Aeneas can no longer re-

main with Dido, but, in order to fulfill his calline (to 

complete his identity) must renew commitment to a grander 

ideal, so Also do we observe Rimbaud' s 1'1 voyant ~ I, drawn from 

the earthiness of Dionysus toward the suolimlty of Orphism. 

In an article discussing Orphic aspects of Nerval, 

Baudelaire, and Rimbaud, Gwendolyn Bays acknowledges the 

presence of a search for wholeness and unity. She stresses, 

especially the associated need for bringing to consciousness 

the workings of the unconscious. 17 Perhaps, the ancient 

androS1Il9 myth is, in some way, expressed by both Rimbaud's 

and Vergil's clearly indicated interest in heritage and race. 

An examination of anima projections occurring in the 

works of each author enables us to roughly mark the progress 

of both Aeneas and the Rimbaldian persona in their respec

tive quests to pursue the ultimate anima figure. It is not 

my purpose to offer extensive analysis of Anim9 , but simply, 

to point out a pattern of parallelism in ascent toward 

higher values in the work of Vergil e.nd Rimbaud.A.tle .Ki tta,ng 

17 Gwendolyn Raffs, ItThe Orphic Vision of Nerval, 
Baudelaire, and Rimbaud Comparative Literature Studies IV. 
1-2 (1967): 17-26. 
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notes that e Jungian approach to aspects of Rimbaud's poet

ry hes been undertaken by Paul Claude 1!8 Although, a s of 

the writing of this dissertation, I have not read the men

tioned work, I wish to acknowledge C1audel's treatment of 

the sub jec t. 

The vJinninv.; 0 f the Bri de 

In epic literature, the hero wins his bride by pre

vailing in various contests. Similarly, in terms of anima 

representation, the acquisition of Wisdom becomes result or 

desire and effort. In the Aeneid the bride-quest motif is 

clearly and graphically presented: Aeneas is prophetically 

promised a city and wife: distinct goals of his quest. Dur-

ing the duration or search, the hero confronts a variety of 

female personages, many of which reflect attributes of var-

ied stages of anima. His manner of dealing with these pro

jections either helps or hinders him in the attainment of 

his ultimate goal. Positive responses to anima projections 

of uhigher values,,19 (second, third and fourth stage anima) 

18 Kittang, p. 93 (Reference to "Parabole d'Amimus 
et d'Anima: pour faire comprendre certains poemes d'Arthur 
Rimbaud. 't Morceaux choisls, paris, 1956. p.243-.59o 

19 M. L. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation" 
"FROM l'JAN AND HIS SY!,rnOLS, BY CARL G. JUHG, ET AL COPYRIGHT 
1964 J .. G. FERGUSON PUBLISHING'; CHICAGO, p. 195. 
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aid Aeneas in establish1~g "everlasting Rome."20 Thus, 

Creusa, Venus, the Sibyl and Lavinia collaborate ~ith the 

TrojB.n effort. Dido, (easily identified ~ith first stage 

anima), draws him from his goal and retards his progress. 

In addition, aeneas must also learn to deal creatively ~th 

negative anima projections manifest by such personages as 

Juno, Iris and Allecto. Effort to found the great city en

tails not only physical struggle to gain control of a geo

graphical domain, but inner struggle to gain control of a 

psychological one as well. 

In the case 01' Rimbaud, analogous phenomena occur, 

1n more subtle fashion since neither city--nor bride-quest-

is expressly announced. However, a study of the female per

sonages reveals pre-occupation with and response to anima 

projections representative of the various stages of devel

opment. We find that earlier works more frequently contain 

anima figures ranking lower on the evolutionary scale. In 

later poetry, ho~ever, attention turns toward anima figures 

displaying distinctly aesthetic and increasingly spiritual 

qualities. In some of his most meaningful poems, Rimbaud 

is able to completely dispense ~ith the anima figure that 

functions as mere cloaking for the object of desire. In 

20 Aeneid., p. 3. 
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this finnl stage of his poetic evolution, he dares to name 

that object: nG~nie.tt An entire poem will be dedicated to 

the concept. 

An examination of each hero1s reactions to various 

individual anima figures, will enable us to retrace pro

gress made in the selection of values to be adopted. It 

is my intention to illustrate how both Verg:!.l and Rimbsud 

indicate shifts away from lowest anima an~ movement toward 

more highly evolved images. In order to demonstrate sdm1-

larities, I must trace the pertinent imagery of both poets. 

I shall begin with that of Vergilo 

The case of Aeneas displays an anima pAttern, ini-

tially reflecting ascending values, that suddenly and al-

most tragically plunges to a regressive state. This is 

followed by a ureascent" or period wherein redeeming values 

are accepted. The initial anima stage is that presented by 

Creusa, Aeneas' wife. Portrayed a noble woman, deeply de

voted to husband and family, she follmls, dutifully, as 

they flee from ravaged Troy. She manifests anima traits of 

Jung1s second stage with tendencies to rise to even higher 

values. This the personage achieves as she mysteriously 

disappears from Aeneas and family, only to reappear in 

ghostly form as prophetess. The romantic dimension has 

been transformed. Henceforward, the Aeneas-Creusa rela

tionship will be one of solely spiritual devotion as she 
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becomes, for him, a guiding spirit. The personage takes on 

characteristics of anima projections of the third stage~ 

The difficulty of accepting the change in relationship is 

poignantly treated by Vergil: 

Creusa 
Was lost; she had missed the road, or halted, wear~ 
For a brief rest. I do not know what happened, 
She was not seen again; I had not looked back, 
Nor even thought about her, till lIe came 
To Cere's hallowed home. The count was perfect, 
Only one missing there, the wife and mother. 
Whom did I not accuse, of gods and mortals, 
Then in my frenzy? What worse thing had happened 
In the city overthrown? I left Anchises, 
My son, my household gods, to my companions, 
In a hiding-place in the valley; and I went back ••• 

• • • 

Over and over, 'Creusal ' I kept calling, 
'Creusa \ , and 'Creusa \ 'i but no answer. 
No sense, no limit, to my endless rushing 
All through the town; and then at last I saw her, 
Or thought I did, her shadow a little taller 
Than I remembered, And she spoke to me 
Beside myself with terror:--' 0 dear husband, 
What good is all this frantic grief? The gods 
Have willed it so, Creusa may not join you 
Out of this city; Jupiter denies it. 
Long exile lies ahead, and vast sea-reaches 
The ships must furrow, till you come to land 
Far in the \Oiest; rich fields are there, and a river 
Flowing with gentle current; its name is Tiber, 
And happy days await you there, a kingdom, 
A royal wife. Banish tears of sorrow 
OVer CreUSB 10st.2l 

Aeneas is challenged to accept the transformation, 

to love Creusa on a higher plane. The emotional complexity 

21 Ibid., p. 57-58. 
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of the situation renders such acceptance difficult. Yet, 

grief stricken Aeneas receives Creuse~s prophecy and under

takes the arduous search for the land of his new city end 

royal wife (Lavinia). 

During the course of se~rch, Aeneas remains under 

the protection of another "positive" anima figure, Venus, 

who aids him in countless ways. She intercedes w.ith the 

higher gods on his behalf.22 She encourages him with words 

of inspiration. Disguised as a Tyrian maiden she reminds 

Aeneas: 

••• "Whoever you are, 
Some god must care for you, I think, to bring you 
Here to the city of car'tha ge. Follow on, 
Go to the royal pal.9.ce. For, I tell you" 23 
Your comrades have re turned, your f'le et is safe. If -

In time of' danger, she acts to foil the plots of Juno, e 

negative anima f'igure, seeking to bring about the ruin of 

Aeneas. It is Venus who causes Dido to f'&ll in love with 

Aeneas in order to keep her from becoming a pawn of Juno. 

Venus explains her strategy in this fashion: 

••• I do not trust 
Juno's ideas of welcome; she will n~Vbr 
Pause at a point like this. Therefore I purposl' 
To take the queen by cunning, put around hel.:' 

22 . 
Ibid., p. 11. 

23 
Ibid., p. 170 



A wa 11 of -flAme, so the. t no pOl-Jer can change her, 
So that a blazing pa~~ion for Aeneas 
Will bind her to us. ~ 

The encounter with Dido proves, however, to be a 
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challenge to the hero's growth pattern, as Aeneas, recip

rocally, 1'alls in love with her. At first appearance, Dido 

reflects several aspects of the second stage aesthetic 

anima: 

••• she came to the temple 
\-11th a great train, all majesty, all beauty, 
As on Eurotas' riverside, or where 
Mount Cynthus towers high, Diana leads 
Her bands of dancers ••• 

••• 

••• so Dido 
Moved in her company, a queen, rejoicing, 
Ordering on her kingdom's rising glory. 
At Juno's portal, under the arch of the temple, 
She took her throne, a giver of lew an~cjustice, 
A fair partitioner of toil and duty ••• / 

This is Dido's apogee, for her projection continually de

clines as she falls more and more paSSionately in love with 

Aeneas. Like Eve, the projection she eventually becomes, 

Dido gradually falls to temptation, end in turn draws 

Aeneas from responsibility and devotion to duty: 

24 Ibid., p. 27. 

25 
Ibid., p. 21. 



••• she forgets a little 
About Sychaeusj the heart un~~ed to love 
Stirs with a living passion. 6 

Soon Dido appears: 

. • •• unconcerned with fame, with reputation, 
With how it seems to others.27 
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Eventually, she and Aeneas become:~eedless of ruling, 

prisoners of passion.,,28 Preoccupation with the Eve pro

jection indicates that the hero has moved away from the 

selfless, nother-oriented" love inspired ori~inally by the 

subliminated Creusa figure. Trojan heritage, devotion to 

duty, Lavinia and the will of the gods are subordinated to 

selfish indulgence. The appearance of the god Mercury a

wakens a sense of propriety: 

Mercury wastes no time:--ul;Jhat are you doing, 
Forgetful of your kingdom and your fortunes, 
Building for Carthage? Woman-crazy fellow, 
The ruler of the gods, the great compeller 
Of heaven and earth, has sent me from Olympus 
'Vii th no more word than this: wha t are you doing, 
With what ambition wasting time in Libya? 
If your own fame and fori;une count as nothing, 
Think of Ascanius at least, whose kingdom 
In Italy, whose Roman l~ud, are waiting 
As promise jus tly due. 11 '7 

26 Ibid. , p. 29. 

27 Ibid., p. 92. 

28 Ibid. , p. 93. 
29 Ibid. , p. 96. 
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Again under the guidance of Venus, Aeneas chooses 

to seek Lavinia. She, as personage, is described in delib

erately vague terms. We know nothing of her appearance or 

manners that would prove attractive to Aeneas outside of 

the fact thAt she is Latinus' daughter. In this way, moti

vation for Aeneas' marriage remains completely devoid of 

personal self-interest. The intr1nsie value of the Lavinia 

personage resides in representation of accord with divine 

will and descriptions of her stress function rather than 

personality: 

••• Lavinia was standing 
Beside her father at the altar, bringing 
The holy torch to light the fire, when--horrort:-
Her hair broke out in flame, sparks, leaped and 

cracked 
From diadem and coronal; her progress 
Wae a shower of fire, as she moved through the 

palace 
Robed with gray smoke and yellow light, a vision 
Fearful and wonderful. She would be gloriolls, 
They said, in fame and fortune ••• 30 

Symbolically, Aeneas' marriage to Lavinia may represent 

covenant with divine Will, prerequisite to prophesied gran-

deur. 

In Rimbaudts work, similar anima identifications 

occur, however, the projections follow more smoothly a di

rect line of ascent. As Aeneas progresses from a love of 

30 
~., p. 179. 
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Dido (based upon self-interest) to a love of Lavinia(based 

upon oonoern for the kingdom), so too does Rim~aud's speak

er advanoe from pre-ocoupation with the mere physioal (~La 

Maline, tt "Les Reparties de Nina") t~ oonoern for the wel

fare of humanity at large ('tG~nie'·). Rimbaud oonoludes 

It Adieu" and the en tire Sea s on in Hell by s ta t 1ng: t1t... je 
, 

pu1s r1re des v!oilles amo~~ mensongeres, et frapper de 

honte oes oouples menteurs ••• ,,3l 

In the earlier works, an1ma figures are most fre

quently Eve projections in whioh seduotive oharaoteristios 

dominate. These portray girls and women enoountered in 

daily living, and are generally devoid of asoending mytho

logioal attributes. Among the Eve projeotions, I have in

oluded uLa Maline,,32 in whioh the waitress appears "Fiohu 

moi ti'Et d~fai t, malinement oOiff6'e ••• 1t She approaohes the 

young man in a teasing, seduotive manner, attempting to 

elioit a kiss. We note a similar motif in ttAu cabaret

vert, .. 3!n whioh the waitress serves the "tartines" with a 

teaSing laugh. The young poet remarks that she is not 

fearful of a kiss\ Another Eve figure appears in nprem1~re 

31 "Adieu," Arthur'Rimbaud, Oeuvres oompletes,(o) 
Editions GBllimard, p. 117. 

32 "La Maline," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres oompl~tes, 
(0) Editions Gal11mard, p. 33. -

33 "Au cabaret-Vert," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres oom-
pl~tes, (c) Editions Gallimard, p.32-33. » 



B@ir~e.,,34 This time the girl is described as "tort des

habill~e," "mi-nue." Again, we note that the mocking 

laugh is significant. The young narrator describes it: 

••• un doux rire brutal 
Qui s'~grenait en olaires trilles, 
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All of these examples emphasize physioal and sensual aspects. 

In none of the situations does the girl express real oanoenn 

or caring for the narrator. Instead, she teases him. The 

atti tude is perhaps best expressed in the poem "Les Re

parties de Nina."35 In response to a lengthy description 

of the happiness and tenderness the couple would share in 

spending an entire day together (twenty-nine stanzas ex

pressing the narra tor's feelings), lllElle" tersely re sponds: 

"--Et mon bureau?" 

Some ascending values do, however, appear among the 

early works, but are always subliminated, t~t is, they do 

not appear in the guise of flesh and blood women, but 
36 

rather as abstract, idealized figures such as Oph~lie and 

34 ttPremi~re soir~e, It Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
compl~tea. (c) Editions Galli~rd, p. 23. 

35 "Les Reparties de Nina," Arthur RiITibaud, 
Oeuvres comp1~tes. (o)Editions Gallimard, p.24-27. 

36 "Opne1ie," Arthur Rimba ud, Oeuvres complE;tes, 
(c) Editions Ga111mard, p. 11-12. 
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Nature ("Senaation"37). In this, Rlmbaud is perhaps poet

ically expressing disappointment in the attitude toward and 

among women of his era, whom he felt had never been afford

ed opportunity for intellectual and artistic development. 

, Looking forward to liberation of woman as described in his 

letter to paul Demeny,38 Rimbaud is, inadvertently, calling 

for liberation of anima elements within man's psyche. By 

inspecting the etalage of projections arising from this 

area of the self, man also will discover "l'inconnu," and 

become a "multiplicateur de progr~s.1I39 

Let us now examine how seoond and third stage anima 

images contrast with the "Eves" presented above. In the 

poem »~p~lie,»40 the subject appears modest, gentle and 

benign. She is likened to a large, lovely, lily. Interest 

37 ·'Sensa tion, tt Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres complEites, 
(c) Editions Gallimerd, p. 6. 

, 

38correspondanoe, Arthur RimbBud, Oeuvres oompletes, 
(c) Editions GBllimard, p. 252. 

39Correspondance, Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres completes, 
(0) Editions Gal11mard, p. 252. 

40UoPhEilie," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes, 
(0) Editions Gallimard, p. 11-12. 
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,in Oph'lie transcends the physical and the poet speaks the 

"romance" or legend, now "over a thousand years old," of 

her "douce folie," that is her belief in "grandes visions," 

as described by the entire second part of the poem. I note 

especially the fact tb.$;'t she listened to "le chant de 18 

Nature" and her belief in t1Amour~ "Libert~" and "Ciel. 1t Re-

flecting the aesthetic loveliness and sincerity of second 

stage anima, Op~lie, by her faithfulness (a fidelity unto 

death), rises almost to the third stage characterized by 

"spiritual devotion~41 Contrasting with the Eve figures, 

Opb(elie poses no threat of mockery. True to herself and 

the ideals she reflects, she quietly, unpretentiously gath

ers the lilies to which she has been likened. 

In similar fashion, the poem "Sensationu42 offers a 

d~piction of Nature in Which the poet_reveals that he is 

• • • heureux comme avec une femme. 1t Ec1:::psing its title, the 

work reElches beyond the realm of physical "sensation." The 

poet speaks of "l'amour infini," and of potential that be

comes available through Nature. 

41 Consult von Franz, p.195 ~FROM MAN AND HIS SYM
BOLS, BY CARL G. JUNG, ET AL COPYRIGHT 1964 J. G. FERGUSON 
PUBLISHING'! 

42"Sensation," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes, 
(c) Editions Gallimard, p. 6. 
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While op~lie and Nature, as described above may be 

conside~ed representative of aesthetic and romantic animas, 

the arts and virtues, manifested as "women" become guiding 

moral forces, pathways to understanding. We observe these 

third stage figures especially in "la Muse" and "le Justice" 

in "Les Soeurs de cheri t'8~43 "le Muse" in "Ma Boh~me~44 and 

the figure of "Chris tine" in "Michel et Christine. ,,45 In 

"Ma Boh~me," the poet expresses his ttvassalage" to the Muse 

by use of the word nf~al.n The allusion to courtly tradition 

suggests a readiness to follow the Muse wherever she leads. 

Thus, she becomes to him, like a guiding spirit. In ~Les 

Soeurs de charit~~ the Muse (arts) and Justice (virtues) 

temporarily distract the narrator from the painful disillu

sionment he suffers in;.. coming. to understand the Eve projec

tion. Deceived by real flesh and blood women he has 

encountered (symbolized by the expression n~ Femme, monceau 

d' entrailles"), the young man turns toward more abstract 

values, "La Muse" and "la Justice" approach him, become 

43 "Les Soeurs de charit6," Arthur Rirnbaud, Oeuvres 
compl~tes, (c) Editions Gallimard, p. 51-52. 

44 "Ma Boheme," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres cornpla-tes, 
(c) Editions Gallimard, p. 35. 

45 "Michel e t Chris t1ne," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
completes, (c) Editions Gal11mard, p. 85. 
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his "obsession." Similarly, in '~Michel et Christine, It the 

woman's name "Christine" may be taken as representative of 

the collective virtue of mankind. It offers the image of 

a "transformed" woman, reflecting anima of the third and 

here, possibly fourth sta~eso The ending of the poem is 

especially instructive as Rimbaud presents the best of 

creation (angels and vi'rtuous men: Michel and Christine) 

united with Divinity (Christ). Rimbaud calls 'this "fin de 

l'Idylle." 

The final evolutionary stage of the anima is that 

of the lIlisdom pro jec tion, appe aring as "G'nle • It 46 The fem-

inine guise of this anima is reduced to minimum, the poet 

recognizing that he is dealing with the ultimately inde

scribable. It is the nature of the relationship, one of 

love, that becomes the single most important source of con

tact with the figure, the only means of approach. The para

bblio story of the prince and his encounter with ~nie in 

"Conte"47 brings· these ideas to life (please refer to text, 

46 "G6nie," Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes, (c) 
Editions Gallimard, p. 154-55. 

41 "Contie,tt Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres compl),-tes, (c) 
Editions Gallimard, p. 125. 
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as indicated by note 41, for entire poem). "conte" sym

bolizes man's search for ultimate fulfillment, and resolu

tion of the bride-quest motif. The poem "G'9nle" which 

speaks of an all-encompassing caritas "de cap en capn48 

depicts and celebrates this resolution. 

48 "aenie," Arthur Rlmbaud, Oeuvres compl~tes, 
(c) Editions Gall1mard, p. 154-55. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

Among Rtmbaud's earliest poetic goals, was the at

tainment of "poesie objective.',l The poet's task entailed 

reseerch and discovery of concrete information universal in 

import, and, transmission of that discovered knowledge 

through the ~edium of poetic art. Although Rimbaud's meth

od of "voyance" failed, the atteinment of objective poetry 

- was achieved through an inclination toward the objective 

structure of epic motifs. It is my belief that Rlmbeud did 

not set out to imitate the Aeneid, yet strangely, within 

his poetic production, motifs of the ancient epic occur. 

Moreover, the manner in which the motifs present themselves 

roughly follows the progress of the Aeneid: fall of the 

city, journey, descent, discovery, and labor. Among the 

similarities, I have noted especially the following: the 

choice to flee a "fallingU city rather than serve; the 

challenge of growth through encounter; movement on the part 

of both heroes from self-centered goals to nother" centered 

goals; the function of "hungerlt and "thirst" as motivation 

, 1 Correspondsnce, p. 246. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
completes (c) Editions Gallimard. 
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for inquiry and discovery; a descent into infernal re~ions 

--self evaluation and reaffirmation of identity; realiza

tion that heroism is shown in overcoming the difficulties 

of daily life--that unity and greatness begin on an indi

vidual level; a trend, in both works toward higher spirit-

ual value s as manifested by anima 1'igure S; signi1'icance of 

a world view in which nature speeks of higher reality. 

Similarities may, in part, be explained by the con

cepts of psychological condensation and trans1'erence. 

Baudouin, speaking 01' Ribot's definition of condensation 

expla ins the t: ItRepresenta tions which have been accompanied 

by the same effective similarity form a link between the 

separate representations ou2 Baudouin also o1'fers Ribot's 

definition of transference: uHere a feeling, instead of 

grouping round itself a number of separate images, is it

self dispersed over a number of associated images.3 Ac

cepting the psychological validity'of these two phenomena, 

it is understandable that psychological affinities could 

have developed because of personal feelings young ~rthur 

experienced during the time of his Latin studies and the 

2 Charles Baudouin, psychoanalY~is and Aesthetics 
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc., 1924) 170 

3 Ibid., p. 18. 
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imagery presented ~ithin the Aeneid. However, it is also 

possible that affinities existing between Rimbaud's work 

and the classical epic represent much more than the effects 

of condensation and transference. Rimbaud's poetry pene

trates the very nature of epic and myth presenting para

digmatic models of structures similar to those suggested by 

Jung. 

As the ft~~eid reveals itself in mAny ways a didactic 

poem, so too, does Rimbaud's art become instructive. I sug-

gest, for example, that the suffering of the narrator in 

Une Saison en Enfer reoalls Paul RicoeurS:s,;camments on the 

functional effect of Greek tragedy. Analyzing the role of 

the chorus in Aeschylus' Agamemnon, Ricoeur explains that 

ttBy entering into the tragic 'chorus' ourselves, we pass 

from Dionysiac illusion to the specific ecstacy of tragic 

wisdom. Then the myth is among us; it is we who are fright-

ened and lament, because we have put ourselves into the 

scene.,,4 Through Rimbaud's use of myth, his poetry allows 

the tragic function to take place. In his Season in Hell, 

we are invited to emerge, along with him, from the despair 

of Dionysian dissolution. His healing becomes A pattern 

4 Paul Riooeur, The Symbolism of Evil,trariB~.Enie!'son 
Buohanan~(New:'Yor:k('Harper'''& Row Publishers, Inc., 1967) 
2310 
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for the healing of mankind. In this manner, Rimbaud's 

work suggests a path for civilization, emphasizing positive 

qualities and potential, allowing expression of the intui

tive, the imar,inat1ve, the "ancient" 01' man. 

By embracing a Zeitgeist similar to that of the 

Latins, Rimbaud refuses the dehumanization of a modern age 

anticipated as ltmaterialist.,,5 It was the reali ty of man, 

the totality of the human that attracted him. Thus, he 

studied happiness and fulfillment as particular qualities 

of human nature. Venturing into the domain of myth, he 

brought to light essential needs and explored possible 

paths to fulfillment. Myth instructs us with respect to 

the setting of goals. Ricoeur explains in the following 

fashion: 

If myth-making is an antidote to distress, that 
is because the man of myths is already an unhappy 
consciousness; for him, unity, conciliation, and 
reconciliation are things to be spoken of and 
acted out, precisely because they are not given. 6 

Carl Jung's dream theories seem to support this statement. 

Knowledge provided by myth represents not one man's opinion, 

but something exterior ltamongn7 and for men. 

5 corre~londAnce, p. 252. Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres 
oompl~tes (0) Edi ions Gallimard. 

6 paul Ricoeur, The S:rbolism of Evil, p.167-68. 
(Ricoeur's emphasis indicRted. 

7 Ibid., p. 231. 
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The work of both Vergil and Rimbaud imply an or

dered universe. Yet, within that order, there reside ar

eas of liberty that enable symbols to operate freely. The 

journey of Aeneas, at first, appears as a random, purpose

less serie~ of chaotic, disastrous events. Yet, closer 

observation:,- delineates distinct method and progress. In 

similar fashion, Rimbeud's work upon first examination, 

appears fantastically complicated, hopelessly hermetic. 

However, by classification of images and themes, method 

and direction are also shown to permeate the body of his 

poetry. In such, the works of these authors are mimetic 

of life, for the purposefulness of each existence often 

does not become readily clear to the individual man. 

In an essay, E. M. Beaumont states: 

Order is an equivocal term, as is to a rather less 
degree adventure. Order may be barren, a mere con
vention a timid conformity. Adventure may be only 
a disruptive breaking away, But order may also be 
a difficult patterning of a violent movement, the 
making sense of chaos; and adventure may be the 
pursuit of the worth-while, the staking of one's 
all on an acti~ity whose outcome remains unknown, 
unpredictable. 

The latter definitions of order and adventure are surely 

applicable to the artistry of Vergil and Rimbaud, as each 

- 8 E. M. Beaumont. " A Note on Cii)9. Grandes Odes: 
Some Ambiguities or Order and Adventure." Order and Adven
ture in Post-R~mantic French Poetry: Essays Presented to 
C. A. Hackett. E.M. Beaumont,J. M. Cocking and J.Cruickshank. 
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1973) 107. 
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sought to cultivate increased awareness of the great endow

ment that is man's symbolic capacity, :for it is through the 

"adventure" of the symbol tha t man comes to experience the 

"order" o:f integrity. 
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